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FOREWORD
LOUISE FRADD
STRATEGIC DIRECTOR, PLACE, BATH & 
NORTH EAST SOMERSET COUNCIL

The Bath Pattern Book is the culmination of 
extensive research and work which began with 
the Public Realm and Movement Strategy for 
Bath City Centre entitled ‘Creating the Canvas 
for Public Life in Bath’. It provides a technical 
manual to assist the Council in delivering its 
Transport Strategy – Getting Around Bath. 
Through the B&NES Placemaking Plan and 
associated Development Management Policies, 
it also sets the standard B&NES will expect 
of private sector development proposals to 
ensure the highest standards of public realm 
are delivered across the city centre.

The Public Realm and Movement strategy was 
published in 2010. It sets out a big idea and 
long-term plan to incrementally transform the 
streets and spaces of Bath city centre over the 
next two decades to a standard that reflects 
Bath’s status as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Its ambition was inspired by Bath’s pioneering 
and internationally significant role in the 
evolution of urban and streetscape design in 
the 18th century. At that time, the boldness of 
Bath’s investment in the creation of beautiful, 
high quality streets, parades, public spaces 

and pleasure gardens proved to be a highly 
successful investment in the social, cultural 
and economic vitality of the city, from which 
we still benefit today.

The strategy was also informed by many 
contemporary public realm exemplars in cities 
such as Copenhagen, Freiburg, Bordeaux, 
Melbourne, Sheffield and London, where, 
again, sustained investment in high quality 
pedestrian-priority streets and public 
spaces has been rewarded by significant 
improvements in image, reputation, 
accessibility, footfall, economic activity, social 
interaction, health, wellbeing and property 
value.

While the strategies set out the long-term 
plan, they recognised that delivery would be 
implemented in an incremental and phased 
manner and be carried out by numerous 
parties from both within the Council and 
outside, including developers and utility 
providers. This highlights the importance of 
ensuring that improvements to individual 
streets or spaces are carefully guided by 

a clear, consistent design and technical 
framework to ensure that each separate 
piece of the jigsaw puzzle contributes to the 
creation of one coherent picture: a unified, 
beautiful, accessible, flexible, well-crafted and 
durable network of streets and public spaces.

The Bath Pattern Book provides this coherent 
design and technical manual to guide how 
works to Bath’s historic city centre streets, 
spaces, parades and squares are carried out. 

Production of the Bath Pattern Book has been 
a truly collaborative effort involving many 
people and interests. I would like to thank 
everyone who has committed time, energy, 
knowledge and ideas to its research and 
preparation.

Louise Fradd

Strategic Director

Place

Bath & North East Somerset Council
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1. INTRODUCTION

feel to ensure that it continues to uphold the 
heritage of the city’s past, and at the same time 
adapt to the requirements of a sustainable, 
progressive and livable city of the future.

The Pattern Book is in two parts:

Volume 1, the Framework Guidance, describes 
the Public Realm of central Bath, the streets, 
squares and parades in which people interact 
with each other, the city’s architecture and its 
landscape. It sets out principles which should 
underpin their layout. 

Volume 2, the Technical Guidance, translates 
these principles into practical instructions 
which describe how to implement the layout 
and arrangement of city centre streets and 
places, and the expectations for the quality of 
materials, their detailing and upkeep which 
should be implemented to make it a beautiful 
and durable place to live, work and visit.

In Bath the quality of the public realm really 
matters. It forms the background to the 
magnificent architectural heritage for which 
Bath is famous.  It provides the special places 
and facilities which will make Bath an attractive, 
accessible, healthy and livable city of the future. 
And it is the setting in which people should feel 
comfortable to savour the unique character 
of Bath, to meet other people and to stay and 
enjoy its many charms. 

This document describes how to make and 
look after a public realm of the highest quality 
in Bath city centre. It provides design and 
technical guidance, setting out the principles 
for the layout, detailing and upkeep of the 
public realm.

1.1 A PATTERN BOOK FOR BATH

This document is part of the Pattern Book 
for Bath. The Pattern Book provides a 
comprehensive description of how the public 
realm of Bath’s city centre should look and 

Bath’s public realm is made up of the streets and spaces 
where people interact, the city’s architecture, its parks 
and gardens and its unique landscape setting. All of these 
features contribute to Bath’s (STET) international status 
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

1.2 PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT, THE   
 TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

This document provides the technical guidance 
which, if followed, will result in a public realm 
uniquely suited to Bath, and of the highest 
quality. 

The quality of the public realm is expressed 
through the care with which the streets, 
parades and squares are planned to make 
movement convenient, and staying enjoyable; 
how the paving materials are selected and 
laid, jointed and cut; how seats, lighting, 
trees and artwork are brought together to 
create a beautiful setting for people which is 
harmonious with their surroundings.

This technical guidance is uniquely suited to 
Bath because it draws on the centuries of use 
and rich heritage of pioneering innovations 
in urban design which make Bath a unique 
city; this guidance shows how to adapt and 
apply the latest innovations and best practice 
in layout, construction and upkeep in public 

realm design to the special characteristics of 
Bath city centre.

This document is designed to be useful to 
the wide range of people and groups with 
an interest in Bath’s public realm, including 
landscape architects and urban designers, 
engineers, transport planners, developers, 
development control and conservation officers, 
planners, heritage and amenity groups. It 
will help others monitor the improvements 
to the public realm which will make Bath an 
attractive, thriving, innovative and livable city 
of the future.

1.3 SCOPE OF DOCUMENT

This technical guidance focuses on the public 
realm of the city centre of Bath; it is specifically 
framed to be relevant to this area. While many 
of the recommendations draw on and illustrate 
best practice which may be applicable in other 
places, it is not designed to be directly applied 
to other areas of the city, or the wider Bath and 
North East Somerset area.
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This guidance draws together and extends 
the recommendations which grow out of 
the Public Realm Movement Strategy for 
Bath. The PRMS document and its related 
strategies, including the Lighting Strategy for 
Bath, describes how the quality of the Public 
Realm is of critical importance to the future 
of Bath, both as a livable, progressive city, and 
a city which respects its world-class heritage 
importance.

This document, Volume 2,  is structured in 
three sections :

Operational Guidance•	

Technical Guidance•	

Typology Guidance•	

World Heritage: 
Making and 

maintaining a 
world class public 

realm

City of 
Inventiveness: 
Making a world 
class livable, 
creative city
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2. OPERATIONAL 
GUIDANCE

heritage. Making improvements to the public 
realm and implementing projects which affect 
it can seem to be a complex process. 

However, this document takes the view that if 
the expectations of the city and the “road-map” 
to delivering excellent quality public realm 
are made clear from the outset, developers, 
planners, designers and maintenance engineers 
and interest groups will be able to work 
together to their mutual benefit, and the benefit 
of the city as a whole. 

This section provides an overview of the 
“road-map”. It is structured according to the 
stages of a typical public realm improvement 
project in Bath. It describes each stage, from 
commissioning and site appraisal, through 
proposal and approval, to implementation, 
maintenance and monitoring, to control 
and quality, through simple flow diagrams, 
and outlines the sequence of actions, 
considerations, reviews and approvals which 
may be necessary at each stage.

This section of the document sets out to 
explain the stages of a typical public realm 
project in Bath, so that developers, planners, 
designers, maintenance engineers and interest 
groups can see how their input can contribute 
to making an excellent city centre public realm.

21 PURPOSE & SCOPE OF GUIDANCE

Bath, with its unique world class architectural 
heritage, innovative and creative industries, 
universities and thriving tourist attractions, is 
a city which will increasingly rely on the quality 
of its public realm as part of its offer to attract 
residents, visitors, students and businesses. 
The city is open to change; indeed its identity 
as a “beautifully inventive, compact, connected, 
collaborative city” (Bath City Identity 2014) 
grows out of its pioneering innovations which 
have influenced the shape and design of cities 
throughout the UK and the world. 

At the same time, the city has a duty to respect 
the patterns and traditions of its urban design 

Adapting and improving Bath’s public realm to the new 
circumstances of 21st century life can seem complex and 
daunting. This section of the document sets out to explain 
the stages of a typical public realm project in Bath.

Project Road Map

The diagram opposite outlines the structure 
of the overall Technical Guidance document, 
which is structured in three sections :

Operational Guidance, which outlines in •	
simple diagrams the processes involved 
to plan, prepare, approve, implement and 
maintain high-quality public realm projects 
in Bath.

Technical Guidance, which outlines the •	
guidance principles for the layout, materials 
and implementation of a high-quality public 
realm which should be applied across the 
city centre. It makes a distinction between 
places, (such as squares, parks and gardens, 
as identified in Part 1 of the Pattern 
Book) and the network (the public realm 
streets, lanes and parades which form the 
interconnected public realm framework for 
the city). It is important to recognise that:

- places will be treated as special one-
off locations, in which the Pattern 
Book informs the setting and context 
for its design and development, while;

- network connections will be treated 
as consistent and interlinked, in 
which the Pattern Book enforces the 
consistent principles and rules which 
should underpin their design and 
development

Typology Guidance, which outlines how •	
the guidance will be applied to five types of 
street in the public realm network to ensure 
the creation of a distinctive, legible and 
attractive city centre in Bath.
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GENERAL GUIDANCE APPLICABLE ACROSS THE CITY CENTRE

SPECIFIC GUIDANCE APPLICABLE TO NETWORK STREET TYPES

COMMISSIONING

SITE APPRAISAL

PROPOSAL & APPROVAL

IMPLEMENTATION

MAINTENANCE & MONITORING

CONTROL & QUALITY

PLACE?

(CITY PLACES CATEGORY)

STREET? 

(NETWORK  TYPOLOGY)

NEW 
COMMISSION

PLANNING 
PROJECT

EXISTING 
REFURBISHMENT/ 
MAINTENANCE

PART 01. OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE PART 02a. TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

PART 02b. TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

IDENTIFY 
THE TYPE OF 

PROJECT

IDENTIFY 
THE 

LOCATION

LAYOUT

LAYOUT MATERIALS DETAILS

MATERIALS DETAILS

ACCESSIBILITY

WIDTHS

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SURFACES

EDGES, KERBS, CHANNELS

STREET FURNITURE

SIGNS, MARKINGS & SIGNALS

TREES & SOFT LANDSCAPE

LIGHTING BELOW GROUND

ANIMATIONPUBLIC ART

STRUCTURES

CONTEXT FUNCTION

SUSTAINABILITY

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

RECOMMENDATIONS

SOURCES & SUPPLIERS

IS THIS A... FOR REFERENCE

USE TECHNCAL GUIDANCE TO INFORM DESIGN 
TO CREATE UNIQUE AND SITE SPECIFIC PLACE

ONE-OFF DESIGN BY EXPERIENCED DESIGNER

IS THIS A...
OR A...
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2.2 COMMISSIONING

In Bath, the commissioning of a public realm 
improvement project should recognise from 
the outset the special sensitivities of making 
changes to a historically significant place, and 
the value it places on excellent public realm 
design, implementation and upkeep. 

Develop an understanding of the context into 
which the proposed changes are to be inserted 
by referring to the following sources:

The  Pattern Book; this provides an •	
overview of the public realm, its history and 
significance, its current usage, materials, 
patterns of use and future aspirations

Bath Conservation Area Plans•	

Development briefs (if applicable)•	

Develop an understanding of the wider 
objectives of public realm improvements in 
Bath, and how your development  links to these 
aims, by referring to the following:

The Pattern Book•	

Public Realm & Movement Strategy•	

Placemaking Plan•	

Bath City Centre Lighting Strategy•	

Bath City Riverside Enterprise Area •	
Masterplan

Consider the range of professional officers 
in the council, in advisory groups and 
independent interest groups with a stake in the 
public realm of Bath, and their likely interest 
in your project. Bath and North East Somerset 
Council (B&NES)  value early discussions 
with their planning team, who can provide 
helpful project-specific advice. Consider what 
information you will need to provide as part 
of the design and implementation process. 

Select appropriate professional advisers of 
high calibre who will be sensitive to the special 
context of Bath.

Consider who it will be necessary and 
desirable to consult with during the project 
development, and the forms of consultation 
which may be appropriate, from public 
meetings to project updates and exhibitions. 
Bath encourages an open process of 
consultation, and may provide assistance in the 
form of Design Reviews by experienced design 
practitioners. It is advised that you consult key 
stakeholders at the earliest stage. 

Project Governance arrangements will 
determine the lead department and contacts.

Public realm projects are the responsibility of 
the Directorate of Place.

Contacts :

The principle departments responsible are:

B&NES Development Management Team•	

Highways Authority•	

Community regeneration •	

Key Stakeholders :

Refer to acknowledgments for key •	
stakeholder groups

Generic values Place values Public realm values and 
attributes

Water and wellbeing Style
graceful
avant-garde
sophisticated
cultured

Walkable city
legible/ compact/ connected

Social interaction
life-enabling, animation, play

Generosity of space
for pedestrian movement

Total composition
city form “read as one”

Set pieces
an organising framework

Sequencing
continuous space vistas

Formality/ informality
meshing formal/ informal

Blending
landscape/ settings

Re-connecting
connecting/ surfacing water

Lightness of touch
less is more

Pleasure & culture Individuality

unique rather than 
corporate
independent spirit
local rather than global

Imagination & design Beauty
symmetry
proportion
balance/ harmony
elegance
Constantly reviving/ 
rejuvenating/ regenerative

Knowledge and invention Authenticity
genuine
distinctive
craftsmanship
sustainable

Bath’s public realm & movement values from the “Public 

realm and movement strategy for Bath city centre”
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2.3 SITE APPRAISAL

In Bath, the public realm we see today has 
come about as a result of the interaction 
between people and the architectural and 
landscape setting of the city. An understanding 
of these interactions, how they affect the 
project site and its surroundings is a necessary 
starting point to making a high-quality public 
realm. General guidance documents such as 
the Urban Design Compendium (2007) outline 
best practice in developing an understanding 
of these interactions through a site appraisal 
process.

A site appraisal of a public realm site in Bath 
will draw together information from the 
following areas:

Project Brief•	

Site audit: surveys of extents, features, •	
levels, below ground features (such as 
cellars and utilities which in Bath are often 
extensive -  see Pattern Book guidance on 
below ground conditions)

Historical site data (old maps / photos etc) •	

Features / Protected features: archaeology / •	
flora / fauna /  designations

People use patterns: day time / night-time •	
uses, movement and staying activity.

Accessibility audit•	

Site typology: alley/ lane / street / parade / •	
place (see Bath Pattern Book)

The baseline data which is assembled for a site 
appraisal will need to be analysed carefully, 
to assess the constraints and opportunities 
offered by the site development. This may 
result in a range of outputs, including:

Constraints plan outlining fixed features •	
which must be incorporated into the 
plan, and areas where change may be 
accommodated.

Urban assessment outlining perceptual •	

relationship between site and surrounding 
areas, using routes, landmarks, barriers 
edges etc to describe linkages.

Visual assessment outlining impacts and •	
implications of changes of the continuity 
and character of an area.

The site appraisal will provide a basis for 
progressing to the development of designs, and 
also an early assessment of the likely impacts of 
the development. This in turn provides a basis 
for planning further information-gathering 
and discussions with stakeholders, so that a 
dialogue outlining possible alternative options 
for change may be developed.

Contacts :

Planning Department•	

References : 

Pattern Book•	

Bath and North East Somerset GIS •	

Local BAP•	

0m 50m 100m 200m

n
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SITE APPRAISAL

COMPILING A DATABASE

SITE AUDIT / REVIEW

COMMISSIONING NEW DATA

IDENTIFYING CONSTRAINTS & 

OPPORTUNITIES

EXISTING DOCUMENTATION & RECORDS

EXISTING SITE DATA, SURVEYS

CONTEXT:

HISTORY & CHARACTER, LAND USE, 
LISTED CONTEXT, CONSERVATION 
AREAS, SIGNIFICANT LANDMARKS & 
DESTINATIONS

OPERATIONS:

WALKING/ PEDESTRIANS, CYCLING, 
VEHICLE ACCESS

ECOLOGY:

EXISTING TREES & PLANTING, WATER & 
FLOODING

BELOW GROUND:

EXISTING CABLES & SERVICES, 
INSPECTION COVERS, CELLARS

SURVEYS:

TOPOGRAPHICAL, SERVICES & STATS, 
DRAINAGE, ARBORICULTURAL

INTERPRETATION OF SITE DATA:

IDENTIFYING KEY PRINCIPLES FOR 
PROGRESSING PROPOSALS
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2.4 PROPOSAL & APPROVAL

In Bath, the public realm “belongs” to many 
stakeholders, from the local authority which 
is likely to own the land, the residents of the 
city who through their elected members make 
decisions regarding its future, through planners 
and conservation officers, transport and 
highways engineers, to business associations 
(BID), local interest and conservation groups. 
These different constituents have expertise 
and experience and all want to see the best 
quality public realm for Bath. They will all want 
to make a contribution to the development 
of design proposals, and they do so best when 
they contribute early on in the design process, 
so that they feel involved and are able to offer 
constructive advice.

The development of design proposals for 
the public realm in the city centre should 
therefore be seen as a collaborative process. 
The Local Planning Authority encourages early 
discussion through a Pre-Application process, 
which can help to manage the complexities 
of consultation and discussion. The Pre-
Application process is likely to involve a series 
of meetings as the proposals for the site 
are developed and refined, culminating in a 
planning application where this is necessary.

Where the location of the proposal is defined 
as a particular typology within the Pattern 
Book, such as a street or lane, alley, parade or 
place, the design process should follow the 
guidance contained in this document. This 
will show how to consider the layout of the 
street typology, the special characteristics of 
the space depending on whether it is for use 
by traffic and pedestrians or pedestrian only, 
and whether it is located in the medieval core, 
or elsewhere in the city centre. It will advise 
on how to address below ground issues such 
as basements and cellars, and how to integrate 
street features, lighting and trees.

Adapting experience from successful public 
realm projects is to be encouraged; observing 
and learning from experience in other parts 
of Bath city centre is valuable. So too is 

an awareness to draw on appropriate and 
excellent precedents in other cities, which can 
illustrate intentions and possible outcomes 
clearly to help discussion and consensus.

Drawing on information and ideas from the 
site appraisal and project brief, the project’s 
constraints plan, and the best practice 
guidance and vision for the future of the site 
articulated through the Pattern Book, the 
project proposals will be best developed as 
a series of options, examining alternative 
approaches to the layout, design materials and 
features of the site. 

Proposals can be reviewed constructively 
through the design development process, 
through the Pre-Application process, through 
informal reviews, and more formally in specific 
complex projects through Design Reviews in 
which experienced practitioners review and 
provide feedback on emerging proposals.

Bath and North East Somerset Council is 
likely to own the land on which the majority 
of public realm projects will take place. This 
Pattern Book guidance provides clear advice 
on the standards of design, construction 
and implementation required to ensure that 
the proposals are acceptable to the Council, 
and also to ensure it continues to maintain 
“adopted areas”. These standards should be 
discussed and agreed with the Council early in 
the design process.

Where necessary, planning applications for 
approval of the proposed changes to the 
public realm are submitted to the Council for 
consideration. Where the setting of a building 
is affected, an applicant may be required to 
submit a listed building consent application.

Contacts :

Planning Department •	

Highways Planning•	

Conservation Officer•	

Tree Officer•	

References : 

Pattern Book•	

Urban Design Compendium•	

Design Manual for Streets•	

BROAD STREET

Illustration extract - Example of early concept 

proposal for St. Michael’s/ Broad Street
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PROPOSAL & APPROVAL

DEVELOPING A VISION

OPTIONS’ TESTING

PREFERRED OPTION

FINALISATION

PROCESSING

IMPLEMENTATION

AWARENESS OF EXCELLENT PRECEDENTS

CLEAR AND ACHIEVABLE GOALS

UNDERSTANDING EFFECT OF KEY ISSUES 
ON DESIGN

ENGAGEMENT - COMMENT & 
COLLABORATION

EVOLVING, PRESENTING & TESTING 
SCENARIOS

REFINEMENT & FINALISATION OF 
PREFERRED OPTION

OPPORTUNITY FOR ENGAGEMENT

AGREEING MATERIAL FOR PLANNING

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

OPPORTUNITY FOR PRE-PLANNING 
REVIEW

AGREEING LEVEL OF APPLICATION

RECEIPT & VALIDATION

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

WORKING WITH STATUTORY CONSULTEES

CONSULTATION, COMMUNICATION & 
PUBLICITY

PLANNING COMMITTEE REPORT & DESIGN 
CONDITIONS & OBLIGATIONS

CALL-IN & APPEALS

RELATIONSHIP TO AGREED PERMISSION

MONITORING AGREEMENTS

DISCHARGE & ENFORCEMENT 
CONDITIONS
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2.5 WORK PLANNING

In Bath, the public realm in the city centre is 
an area shared between residents (many of 
whom live in the city centre itself) and visitors, 
cultural institutions and businesses. As a 
physical environment, parts of the city are very 
busy and therefore difficult to close off while 
work takes place. In other parts, the scale of 
the public realm makes access difficult. As a 
living, thriving city, implementation of change 
in the public realm must take care to manage 
and minimise disruption to the life of the city. 

During the project development process the 
design team should undertake periodic risk 
reviews and assessments which identify the 
probable constraints and risks which may 
affect the implementation of the project. 
Developing and keeping up-to-date the 
Project Risk Schedule helps to ensure that 
project implementation is considered through 
the design process, so that, where possible, 
constraints are “designed–out “ prior to 
starting work on site.

Since Bath & North East Somerset Council is 
likely to own the land on which the majority 
of public realm projects will take place, it 
is concerned to ensure that construction 
operations, workmanship and maintenance 
operations are carried out to the highest 
quality. This Pattern Book guidance provides 
clear advice on the standards of design, 
construction and implementation required to 
ensure that the proposals are acceptable to 
the Council, and also to ensure it continues 
to maintain “adopted areas”. These standards 
should be discussed and agreed with the 
Council early in the design process.

Council staff are experienced in managing 
implementation of construction projects. 
During the Pre-Application process contact 
should be made with personnel in the planning 
department, highways and transport planners, 
and, depending on whether the project is a 
new-build, renewal, or maintenance operation, 
they will provide assistance in planning the 
implementation of work.

Typically projects will follow the processes 
outlined in the New Roads and Street Works 
Acts (NRSWA) Early consideration should be 
given to the logistics of public realm renewal, 
such as the location and appearance of the 
site store, compound and welfare facilities, the 
delivery of materials, preparation, cutting and 
laying operations, water and power sources etc.

Where required Traffic Regulation Orders 
and other regulation submissions should be 
planned in advance, making allowances for 
approval periods. In Bath, streetworks will 
typically involve the following regulation 
applications:

TRO’s•	

Statutory Undertaking•	

Where possible, advance order of materials 
is encouraged; supply of pennant stone and 
granite kerbs and channels are reliant on a 
limited number of sources, and difficulties in 
the supply chain from quarry to site can be 
overcome by advance ordering.

Contractors who are invited to tender for 
implementation of public realm works in Bath 
city centre should be selected from the wide 
pool of experienced public realm and masonry 
contractors. It is normally not appropriate 
to select civils and groundworks contractors 
unless they can demonstrate a consistent track 
record in the implementation of high-quality 
paving and streetscape works.

Contractors should be invited to tender on the 
basis of drawings, schedules, specifications, 
risk assessments and, where possible, advance 
orders for materials. They should be required 
to provide full method statements outlining 
their methodologies for construction, quality 
control etc.

Contacts :

Planning Department •	

Highways Planning•	

Conservation Officer•	

Tree Officer•	

References : 

Pattern Book•	

New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA)•	

Design Manual for Streets•	

Images: 

Top - informative signage, telling the public 

about the project (Bath)

Middle - storage of materials in offsite 

compound (Bath) 

Bottom - neat temporary working area screen 

to reduce sound (Edinburgh)
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DETAIL DEVELOPMENT

DEFINING THE  PROCESS

PRODUCTION INFORMATION

OBTAIN FINAL DECISION ON ALL 
INFORMATION - DESIGN, SPECIFICATION, 
CONSTRUCTION & COSTS

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

PROCUREMENT STRATEGY ACTIONS

CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY

PROGRAMME & MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

PRODUCE DETAIL DESIGN/ PRODUCTION 
INFORMATION

DOCUMENTATION

COST STUDIES

IDENTIFY ITEMS FOR SPECIALIST INPUT

FINALISATION

PROCESSING

PROGRAMME & STRUCTURE

REQUIREMENT FOR ADDITIONAL STUDIES 
& AUDITS

REGULATIONS SUBMISSIONS

PLANNING CONDITIONS CHECKLIST

RECEIPT & VALIDATION

RESPONDING TO QUERIES

CHECKING, NOTIFICATION & 
QUALIFICATION

ANALYSIS & CHECKING

REPORT & RECOMMENDATION

ACCEPTANCE & CONTRACT

APPOINTMENT, ROLES & 
RESPONSIBILITIES

PROGRAMMES & IDENTIFYING KEY 
MILESTONES

STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS & HEALTH & 
SAFETY

COMMUNICATIONS & PROCEDURES

WORK PLANNING
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2.6 IMPLEMENTATION

In Bath, implementation of public realm 
projects must take account of the movement, 
working and sleeping patterns of people in the 
city centre. Implementation of projects will be 
constrained by the physical space available in 
the city centre.

As a physical environment, parts of the city are 
very busy and therefore difficult to close off 
while work takes place; in other parts, the scale 
of the public realm makes access difficult. As a 
living, thriving city, implementation of change 
in the public realm must take care to manage 
and minimise disruption to the life of the city.

Council staff are experienced in managing 
implementation of construction projects. 
During the Pre-Application process contact 
should be made with personnel in the planning 
department, highways and transport planners, 
and, depending on whether the project is a 
new-build, renewal, or maintenance operation, 
they will provide assistance in planning the 
implementation of work.

Typically projects will follow the processes 
outlined in the New Roads and Street Works 
Acts (NRSWA). Early consideration should 
be given to the logistics of public realm 
renewal, such as the location of the site store, 
compound and welfare facilities, the delivery 
of materials, preparation, cutting and laying 
operations, water and power sources etc.

Where on-site paving cutting and other noisy 
operations are required, noise reduction 
should be achieved by providing sound-proofed 
working areas.

Sometimes the only way to implement public 
realm work in busy areas with limited access is 
by carrying out the work after business hours, 
using hand techniques to minimise noise and 
disruption. Careful coordination work will be 
required, well in advance, to ensure that setting 
out, coursing and joint alignments are agreed 
prior to installation to avoid aborted work.

Contacts :

Planning Department •	

Highways Planning and Implementation•	

Conservation Officer•	

Tree Officer•	

References : 

Pattern Book•	

New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA)•	

Design Manual for Streets•	
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SITE OPERATIONS

COMPOUND & DELIVERIES

SITE WORKING

WORKING ARRANGEMENTS

APPROVAL / SIGN OFF

PUBLIC PROTECTION & 

COMMUNICATION

IMPLEMENTATION

TRAFFIC ORDERS & ROAD CLOSURES

COMPOUND WORKING AREA

PHASED IMPLMENTATION

DELIVERIE’S PLAN

AGREED STORAGE LOCATIONS

PUBLIC SAFETY & PROTECTION

WORKFORCE SAEFTY & PROTECTION

APPROVALS FOR WORKING METHODS

SECURITY

APPROVALS FOR PROTECTION METHODS

NOISE REDUCTION

ON-GOING CONSULTATION PROCESS

WORKING HOURS

WELFARE FACILITIES

METHOD STATMENTS

SKILLS & QUALIFICATIONS OF OPERATIVES

DURING WORKS

INTERIM SIGN OFF

DEFECTS/ REINSTATEMENT PRACTICE

PERMANENT COMPLETION
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Permanent street furniture:
B&NES

2.7 MAINTENANCE & MONITORING

In Bath, visitors, residents and businesses 
expect to encounter high-quality public 
spaces and streets in the heart of a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site and international visitor 
destination. The maintenance of a continuously 
high-quality public realm is paramount. This 
requires a high level of attention to material 
quality and workmanship, and a recognition 
that long-lasting solutions are more cost 
effective than frequent short-term fixes.

Maintenance of the public realm to the 
highest quality should be the aim of the 
city, its maintenance teams, and the utilities 
companies which are permitted to place their 
equipment beneath the public realm of a 
World Heritage site. Provision of sufficient 
resources and personnel, project coordination 
and programming will result in many small 
incremental improvements which will combine 
to have a significant effect on improving the 
quality of the public realm.

This Pattern Book provides guidance which 
shows the value of natural, long-lasting 
materials, coupled with modern construction 
techniques, in making a sustainable, easy-to-
maintain public realm in Bath. Following the 
guidance, designers should consider ways 
to design out maintenance complications; 
for example making use of local, sustainable 
sources of materials ensures a ready, 
convenient supply chain into the future. 
Layout considerations, such as siting of street 
furniture to allow effective street cleaning, and 
the selection of robust jointing materials which 
will not be swept away by vacuum cleaners and 
power washers.

Renewal of underground utilities, cables and 
pipes is a normal part of modern city life, and 
should be planned carefully. In city centre 
Bath, it will not be acceptable to replace paving 
with temporary finishes such as concrete or 
bitmac. The Council monitors and coordinates 
work programmes with its own maintenance 
teams and utility companies, through the 
coordination group, which meets on a six 

monthly cycle. Projects should be planned 
carefully to ensure a ready supply of high 
quality materials, and a skilled, experienced 
paving team. 

Monitoring the quality of the public realm 
through regular inspection, leading to prompt, 
high-quality repairs, replacement and cleaning 
regimes, is important. Continuous monitoring 
by experienced personnel will ensure 
continuity, disseminate good practice and help 
to raise expectations of quality and maintain 
high standards. 

Auditing the long-term value of high quality 
materials and workmanship in the public 
realm is important; comparison of whole life 
costs gives a truer picture of the comparative 
sustainability of materials. Considerations of 
supply chain length, sustainable sources and 
energy consumption, recycling and by-product 
should be factored in as part of a long-term 
monitoring process, maintained by the city.

Investment in public realm improvements 
often results in increased pedestrian footfall 
and dwell time in the pubic realm, and in 
turn brings about increased turnover and 
site rentals. The exact correlation between 
improvement investment and return is 
difficult to quantify without a sound evidence 
base.  Monitoring people activity before 
and after public realm renewal projects are 
implemented, and within the wider network 
on an annual basis, provides a sound evidence 
base with which to compare costs and benefits, 
and plan future investment. 

Long-term, incremental investment in the 
public realm is the responsibility of the Council, 
working with other landowners, developers 
and funders. All parties should recognise that 
a high-quality public realm is a fundamental 
part of making an attractive, livable, thriving 
and universally accessible city, and invest 
appropriately.

 
Diagram summarises the roles and responsibilities of Bath & North East 

Somerset (B&NES) council departments and other interested parties relating to 

the most visible aspects of the city’s streets. It does not include all parties with 

street–related roles and is an illustrative representation of a typical street.

Street lighting:
B&NES

Street/ highway: 
B&NES

Temporary street furniture:

private owners/ licensed by 
B&NES

Trees & soft landscape:
B&NES

Area/ frontage/ cellar: 
private owners

Utilities & services:
private providers

Footway/ public realm: 
B&NES
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be advised of the overall plans and the surfacing 
details to give an agreed period of notice to plan 
infrastructure work and sort out details of their 
existing plant which may be sub-standard or is 
otherwise defective for Bath’s requirements.

The management of the public realm must adopt •	
a rigorous approach to policing reinstatement 
following excavations to access or install 
underground services. This should include 
inspections before and during reinstatement works 
and during / after the adoption period. The service 
providers are obliged to reinstate the surfacing to 
the previously existing quality.

The highway authority should maintain a panel •	
of contractors who have a proven capability 
to reinstate high-quality public realm. This list 
should be shared with the service providers with a 
recommendation that these contractors should be 
used for reinstatement work.

The highway authority should issue to service •	
providers a full set of construction standards 
information as necessary for reinstatement of 
surfacing.

The highway authority to provide a store of •	
additional quantities of material for future 
maintenance following excavations by service 
providers etc to avoid long delivery times and 
delays.

Relocation of existing services  can lead to long •	
delays in programme - appropriate searches and 
actual physical site investigations to be carried out 
in good time for services relocations to be costed, 
agreed, funded and carried out without causing 
delay.

OVERVIEW

Regular inspection, maintenance, replacements, •	
and cleaning regimes will be important in 
maximising the life of materials.

Investment should be set aside to fund the •	
approved maintenance schemes from within 
B&NES annual budgets and should be considered 
during new planning agreements. Maintenance is 
an ongoing cost and must be considered for the 
life span of the scheme.

KEY TOPICS

DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE:

Designers must design out all unnecessary 
maintenance. Consider the following:

Avoid siting objects too close to each other which •	
can trap dirt and debris.

Deter graffiti or fly-posting through choice of •	
finishes.

Site objects/ align street furniture to allow for •	
mechanical sweepers.

All paving surface & bedding construction to stand •	
up to mechanical cleaning.

Avoid using varieties of shrubs which trap litter.•	

Avoid using species of trees and shrubs which drop •	
berries and fruits.

Avoid using drain covers which trap small debris.•	

REDUNDANT ITEMS:

Regular audits of existing street furniture to •	
identify items which are redundant/ superfluous.

Identify if redundant items can be stored & re-•	
used

SERVICE PROVIDERS:

Service providers should be consulted at an •	
early stage and at a strategic level. They should 

MAINTENANCE & MONITORING

MAINTENANCE & MONITORING TEAM

INSPECTION PROCESS

INTERIM/ PERIODIC REVIEWS

REPORTING PROCESS

UPDATING GIS CIY MAPPING / RECORDS

IMPLEMENTING CHANGE

CONTINUOUS QUALITY & CLEANLINESS 
REVIEWS

CONTINUOUS REVIEW OF REINSTATEMENT 
BY OTHERS

SEASONAL SURVEYS - PEDESTRIAN & 
STAYING ACTIVITY

ANNUAL STREET FURNITURE/ CLUTTER 
REVIEW

WHOLE LIFE COST VALUE REVIEW
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2.8 CONTROL & QUALITY

Quality control in the public realm in Bath city 
centre should be consistent and thorough, 
throughout the process of design, construction 
and maintenance. In the 1750’s, John Wood, the 
architect of Queen Square, used a sample panel 
of paving as a benchmark for quality of stone 
and workmanship. 

The Pattern Book provides illustrated 
descriptions of the quality of streetscape 
materials expected in Bath. These provide 
designers, conservation officers and 
development control planners with a 
benchmark for materials and layout at the 
outset of a project, and against which to grant 
approvals. 

The quality of materials is great importance; 
stone paving, kerbs and edgings should 
be expected to last 70 or more years. 
Consideration should be given to advance 
ordering of high quality materials, particularly 
pennant stone which is available from relatively 
few sources. Tracing materials from source, 
frequent checks through the production 
process, careful handling, delivery and storage 
should be factored into the supply chain and 
specification.

The quality of workmanship should be 
considered and benchmarked in advance of 
starting work on site; choosing the right team 
of experienced, skilful operatives is important. 
So too is providing a clear specification which 
acknowledges the site conditions and project 
time constraints. Consider the preparation of 
sample panels in advance and separate from 
the main works, which confirm construction 
build-ups as well as joints, alignments and 
finishes.

Providing skilled and experienced staff with 
supervisory responsibility is an important part 
of the implementation process; contractors 
should consider the calibre of site agents and 
paving gang leaders; Clerks of Works with 
streetscape experience should be provided by 
the city where public realm renewal takes place 

in public highway.

Work should be planned so that inspection and 
approval can take place early enough to avoid 
aborted work; this can be a significant problem 
where site constraints require overnight 
working, in which case inspection should take 
during the working sequence.

Simple formalisation of processes for 
inspection, referral and snagging, followed by 
sign off / approval should be instigated. 

Consideration should be given to the use of GIS 
technology to monitor quality and defects, and 
highlight hotspots for workplanning.

Illustrative plan extract showing arrangement of proposed sample 

panel to be used to assess quality of works and act as benchmark 

for ongoing maintenance works. Sample to cover typical details and 

features - see section 5.2.6 for details & indicative specification.
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CONTROL & QUALITY

CONTROL & QUALITY TEAM

QUALITY CONTROL METHODS

SKILLS

MATERIALS

PROCESS FOR MAKING GOOD

SAMPLE PANEL

SPECIFICATION

PROCUREMENT FOR QUALITY

INSPECTION

CERTIFICATES

STONE PAVING AND SPECIALS STOCKPILE

ANNUAL DELIVERY TO B&NES ‘YARD’

CREATE A  WORLD CITY FOR STONE:

RETAINING AND REFINING PAVING CRAFTS

LINKS TO BATH COLLEGE

LOCAL SKILLS BASE IN PAVING / 
STREETWORKS

LANDSCAPE AND MASONRY SKILLS 
(NOT GROUND WORKER AND HIGHWAY 
ENGINEER)

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

UPDATING GIS CIY MAPPING / RECORDS
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3. TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
LAYOUT PRINCIPLES

part of the city centre. Pedestrians moving 
through the city therefore encounter steep 
gradients, and those familiar with Bath plan 
their routes to avoid steep climbs. For others, 
though, steep gradients are reason enough not 
to visit parts of the city. 

Through the Pattern Book, Bath will set out 
to make a universally accessible public realm 
in its city centre. In a collaboration between 
informed, practical and creative access groups, 
conservation officers and highways engineers, 
public realm designers will be expected to apply 
their best endeavours to making improvements 
across the city centre.

Careful design of the street layout can help 
to make steep slopes, if not shallower, then 
more comfortable to negotiate, through the 
incorporation of level landings and seating 
opportunities. Robust, non-slip surfaces, 
such as pennant stone, give confidence to 
pedestrians where cross falls are sloping.

3.1.2 Up-stands & Level Surfaces

In the future,  Bath city centre will become 
increasingly pedestrian and cyclist friendly; 
the  city’s streetscape will be adapted to marry 
elegant simplicity with an adaptable, accessible 
layout shared between people of all abilities, 
cyclists and vehicles. 

3.1 ACCESSIBILITY

The key principle underpinning the layout of 
the public realm in Bath is that the city should 
be universally accessible. The city is an easily 
walkable place. The public realm layout must 
play its part to ensure that walking and other 
means of movement are made easy, safe and 
convenient.

3.1.1 Gradients

Bath is built on sloping ground in the valley 
of the River Avon. The public realm naturally 
follows these slopes, some of which are 
relatively steep, particularly in the northern 

The Pattern Book shows how the expansion of Georgian 
Bath created some of the most beautifully laid out 
streets and spaces, in which architecture, landscape and 
streetscape combined to create a harmonious setting for 
people.

A key aspect of creating an accessible public 
realm is to minimise unnecessary obstacles; 
it is now commonplace throughout Bath to 
make streetscape surfaces which are flush, in 
which upstand kerbs are eliminated, replaced 
by channels laid flush with the footway and 
carriageway. This not only removes a barrier to 
movement (particularly buggies and wheelchairs) 
but also transforms the appearance of the street. 
To drivers, such streets appear as pedestrian 
priority streets, in which they should drive slowly 
and with additional awareness. In this way a 
traffic-calmed, shared street can be introduced.

The Pattern Book draws on best practice 
examples from sources such as Design Manual for 
Streets in providing guidance on the creation of 
level streets and flush kerbs and channels.

3.1.3 Access for disabled, partially sighted and 
blind people

Universal access principles which will be applied 
to the public realm in Bath should be considered 

from the perspective of those people who have 
differing abilities; there are well-established 
conventions for marking features, changes of 
level and crossing points with tactile paving, 
which this guidance promotes. In addition, 
the guidance includes measures to assist in 
navigation, such as keeping “tapping edges” 
such as building façades clear of obstacles, and 
incorporating tonally contrasting channels and 
edgings to assist with navigation. 

Specific guidance applies to access to buildings, 
derived from Building Regulations and the 
requirements of the Disabled Discrimination 
Act 1995; Bath and other cities have developed 
innovative ways to provide universal access 
to listed buildings which is referred to in this 
guidance. 

There are well-informed and creative access 
groups based in Bath which are familiar with 
the complexities of the city’s public realm, and 
which are available to provide assistance in 
developing design solutions.
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SHARED PLACE

Principles: 
High-quality, 
adaptable 
public realm, 
accessible to all

PEOPLE STAYING CYCLISTS VEHICLESPEOPLE MOVING

People Moving: the best streets for movement are 
uncluttered, obstacle-free and consistently surfaced to 
provide a continuous walking route. In Bath it should be 
possible to stroll side by side, savouring the sights, sounds 
and aromas of the city. For this, wide footways are necessary, 
and where this is not possible, level surfaces where the 
carriageway is at the same level as the footway provide for 
excellent pedestrian movement.

People Staying:  There is an old saying : “people go where 
people go”….in other words, people most enjoy the company 
of others in convivial surroundings. Bath is a beautiful city in 
which it is enjoyable to sit with others watching the world go 
by. The streetscape should provide plenty of opportunities  for 
people to stay longer in the street; these could be informal 
places to perch, or benches and seats  positioned just off the 
main walking routes. And there should be carefully positioned 
seats and tables outside cafes and restaurants which can 
contribute to the animation of the street without cluttering 
and disrupting movement.

Cyclists: Bath is a compact city in which cycling is an ideal 
mode of transport. National cycle routes pass through the 
city, and it is connected to an extensive recreational cycling 
network in the surrounding countryside. Streets in the city 
centre will be designed for pedestrian priority shared spaces, 
in which cyclists will be expected to move with awareness 
and courtesy to pedestrians of all abilities, as well as vehicles. 
Cycling friendly measures such as cycle stands and secure 
stores will be a part of the provision for cyclists. 

Vehicles: Bath is a modern, commercial city, in which vehicles 
play a vital part in delivering goods and people to and from 
the city centre. The creation of a pedestrian friendly public 
realm accepts the continued presence of vehicles in the city 
centre. However, they will be required to share streets with 
pedestrians and cyclists, and therefore vehicle drivers will be 
expected to drive with awareness and courtesy. Streetscape 
surfaces will be designed to be robust and adaptable, capable 
of supporting heavy loads, and traffic management regimes 
which will restrict delivery times.
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RAISED CAUSEWAY AT UN-CONTROLLED CROSSING (COURTESY CROSSING)

This illustration shows the arrangement of tactile paving, drop kerb and causeway at a 
courtesy crossing where the carriageway is raised to the same level as the footway, through 
the use of a raised table.

CAUSEWAY AT CONTROLLED CROSSING

This illustration shows a drop kerb and causeway at a controlled crossing point. Two 
lines 400X400 mm tactile paving, max cross fall 1:12, with tail extending across footway. 
Alternatively, causeway can raised to level of footway, through use of raised table to 
carriageway.

THE PEDESTRIAN CAUSEWAY IN BATH

Pedestrian causeways, consisting of continuous stone walking routes which crossed 
carriageways to provide a convenient continuation of the adjacent footway were 
commonplace in Georgian Bath. They can still be found, for example in Darlington Street off 
Bathwick Hill. They provide a convenient and well-marked walking route for pedestrians, and 
should become an integral part of a pedestrian-friendly city centre in Bath once again.

(a) Historic mapping evidence on Cotterall Map 1885 (b) Historic illustrative evidence (c) 
In situ evidence of remnants of historic crossings and materials. York House Hotel, George 
Street, Bath, 1829. Image from Bath in time, Bath Library

FLUSH CAUSEWAY AT UN-CONTROLLED CROSSING (COURTESY CROSSING)

This illustration shows the arrangement of tactile paving, drop kerb and causeway at a 
courtesy crossing where the carriageway is lower than the footway.

3.1.4 Crossings: Pedestrian

In Bath pedestrians will be provided with 
convenient places to cross streets, which will 
be uncluttered and obstacle-free. It will not be 
acceptable to install pedestrian barriers within 
the city centre. 

In Bath pedestrian crossings may be surfaced 
throughout in natural stone to define a walking 
route, to form “causeways” similar to those still 
found in the city which date from expansion 
of the city in Georgian times. Causeways can 
be set level in conventional carriageways 
and will be accessible via drop kerbs. Raising 
the carriageway to be flush with the footway 
eliminates the need for drop kerbs and short 
gradients, and creates a level, obstacle–free 
crossing.

Crossing layout should consider pedestrian 
desire lines, and how people approach crossing 
points. For example partially sighted and 
blind people may navigate a street by tapping 
along a building frontage or other feature, 
so placement of a crossing could be located 
conveniently to tie into this movement 
pattern. In other places, due to the layout 
of the junction, people may cross the street 
following a diagonal rather than straight across. 
The design of crossings should facilitate such 
movements. 

The Pattern Book guidance shows how, at 
controlled crossings, the use of tactile paving, 
drop kerbs or raised tables, channels and 
causeways will make a legible and convenient 
crossing point. Consideration should be given 
to the use of “all-red” phases in traffic signals 
at complex junctions to allow pedestrians to 
cross while all traffic is stationary. Pedestrian 
crossings can also be widened to create so-
called “super-crossings” to facilitate diagonal 
walking routes.

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

a.

b.

c.
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8

VEHICLE CROSSOVER - SAME LEVEL ALL TRAFFIC

This illustration shows the arrangement of drop kerbs, channel edgings, paving transitions 
and stone setts on the carriageway, where the crossover links vehicle-accessible surfaces at 
the same level, eg side street.

VEHICLE CROSSOVER - SAME CARRIAGEWAY LEVEL, CONTINUOUS LEVEL FOOTWAY, ALL 
TRAFFIC

This illustration shows the arrangement of kerbs, quadrants, channel edgings, paving 
transitions and stone setts on the footway, where the crossover links vehicle-accessible 
surfaces at the same level, but with a continuous footway level, eg at entrance to pedestrian 
priority area.

VEHICLE CROSSOVER - RAISED LEVEL, LIGHT TRAFFIC

This illustration shows the arrangement of kerbs, quadrants, channel edgings, paving 
transitions and stone setts on the footway, where the crossover provides access for vehicles 
to adjacent surfaces set higher than the carriageway. eg mews garage entrance.

VEHICLE CROSSOVER - RAISED LEVEL, ALL TRAFFIC

This illustration shows the arrangement of kerbs, quadrants, channel edgings, paving 
transitions and stone setts on the footway, where the crossover provides access for vehicles 
to adjacent surfaces set higher than the carriageway. eg mews garage entrance.

3.1.5 Crossings: Vehicular

In the pedestrian priority areas of the city 
centre, pedestrian routes should have priority 
over vehicle routes. Footways should be 
continued across carriageways at junctions to 
provide continuous walking routes, paved in 
similar materials to the footway.

The layout and design of vehicle cross-overs 
should consider:

Vehicle size and loadings, to determine •	
sub-base design, size of paving module and 
width of crossover.

Rigid paving construction.•	

Adjacent levels; for example cross-over •	
may provide access to yards or mews 
where the ground level is flush with the 
footway level. 

Coursing of paving materials such as •	
Pennant stone setts to accord with 
pedestrian flows.

Short level changes and drop kerbs.•	
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3.2 MINIMUM WIDTHS

Reducing Street Clutter:

Bath’s streetscape should be pedestrian-
friendly and clutter-free. Footways and 
carriageways in streets in city centre Bath 
should be no wider than is necessary to 
accommodate normal levels of pedestrian, 
cyclist and vehicle movement. The priority 
should be for people to be able to move 
comfortably through streets and past each 
other without stepping off the footway.  The 
lanes, streets and parades in city centre Bath 
vary considerably in width.  In places where full 
width footways do not exist and are impossible 
to implement, designers should use their best 
endeavours to provide sufficient width, for 
example by raising carriageway to make a level, 
shared surface street.

Vehicles & Pedestrians:

A Pedestrian Priority Core is proposed within 
the overall strategy. Within this area streets 
will be designed to encourage pedestrian 
movements and activities and, whilst vehicles 
will be permitted, the streets will be designed 
to encourage very slow speeds and an increased 
awareness of other users. This will have a 
dual effect in that it will make the journey 
less attractive to through traffic and will also 
reduce the impact of vehicles on the pedestrian 
experience.

Providing a legible hierarchy has the following 
benefits:

Improves the visitor experience as •	
destinations and facilities are easier to find.

Reduces the number of unnecessary •	
journeys due to drivers being lost or having 
taken a  wrong turn,  reducing driver 
frustration.

Reduced the amount of signage and lining •	
required to advise people as to how to use 
the street.

Allows traffic to be managed out of the •	
Pedestrian Priority Core without the 
requirement for pedestrianisation or other 
significant restrictions.

The hierarchy will be defined by the 
arrangement and geometry of the streets 
and through the provision of gateways to the 
perimeter of the city centre which will include 
signage and surface treatments, and thresholds 
at the edge of the Pedestrian Priority Core 
which may include horizontal deflection, 
change in level and surface treatments as well 
as gateway signage.

There are two main categories within the 
proposed hierarchy, these are summarised as 
follows:

City centre streets:

The streets identified as city centre streets 
are those streets within the study area which 
have a significant vehicle movement function 
in accommodating public transport and local 
through traffic.

The design of the city centre streets should be 
such that as much space as possible is allocated 
to pedestrian movements and activities and 
that vehicle speeds are reduced and driver 
awareness increased. 

As well as improving the local environment 
and pedestrian experience these measures will 
maintain the street’s role in providing overflow 
provision from the strategic routes during 
peak hours but will make the streets much less 
attractive to through traffic at other times.

Measures which should be introduced include:

Carriageway widths should generally be •	
reduced to less than 6.1m; this has been 
shown to be sufficient to accommodate 
large vehicles passing at low speed. 

Reduce geometry and radii at junctions •	
to the minimum required to permit the 
necessary movements. Crossing of the road 
centre line should generally be considered 
to be acceptable but the requirement for 

regular overrun of footways should be 
avoided.

Reduced kerb upstand heights to 50mm to •	
reduce the perceived segregation between 
vehicles and pedestrians.

Bus stops should be provided in •	
carriageway; this has the following benefits;

minimises the impact on the space •	
allocated to pedestrians.

reduces the likelihood of buses becoming •	
“trapped” in laybys. 

provides an element of traffic-calming as •	
vehicles must wait behind stopped buses 
(layover within streets should be avoided).

Shared Streets (Pedestrian Priority):

Streets within the Pedestrian Priority Core 
should be designed as shared streets with 
pedestrian priority. 

In the pedestrian priority core where vehicle 
movements are less frequent the following 
measures can be adopted:

Ideal carriageway widths of 5m with an •	
absolute minimum of 4.1m.

Ideal footway widths of 2m with an absolute •	
minimum of 1.2m.

Junction radii can be provided at 0.7m •	
radius and will be designed to accommodate 
regular vehicular overrun.

Wherever feasible these streets should be 
designed as level surfaces to provide the 
following benefits:

reinforces the pedestrian priority across the •	
entire space. 

improves access generally, reducing the •	
requirement to negotiate kerb upstands 
(this is particularly given that people will be 
using the full width of the street). 

Makes the street more flexible in its day-to-•	
day use as the full width of the street can be 
used for movement by all modes.

Makes the street more adaptable over time •	
as the full width of the street can be used 
for activities and events.

Adaptable Streetscape: 

Whilst the fabric of the streetscape should be 
designed to last for several decades the vehicle 
movement demands and desires will change 
over time and the traffic management and 
movement strategy will evolve to respond and 
to shape the patterns of movement around the 
city centre.

The two main factors which will contribute 
towards achieving an adaptable and 
sustainable pattern of streets are:

The arrangement and layout of the streets 1. 
should be designed such that two way 
movements can be accommodated 
wherever feasible.

The surfaces should be designed such that 2. 
they do not prohibit the use of the streets by 
vehicular traffic.

3.2.1  Footways

Footways in Bath city centre should •	
normally be 3000mm wide.

Footways should have a minimum width of •	
2000mm. 

Cross falls should be provided to drain •	
surface water; these should be maximum 
steepness of 1:40.

Footways can be extended to incorporate •	
parking bays and tree planting zones, where 
below ground conditions permit. 

Parking bays should have a minimum width •	
of  2400mm.

Trees should normally be placed no closer •	
than 4000mm to building frontages, to 
allow the specimen adequate space to grow 
(refer to section on trees).
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Typical Minimum Widths

1. Minimum corridor width 10.1m

Bus corridor, Bath City Centre: streets 
which have a significant role in moving 
vehicles around and through the City 
centre, and generally include bus routes.

Footway: minimum width 2000mm.

Parallel car parking space : minimum 
width 2400mm x 6000mm long. 
On street parking bays to only be 
implemented where a minimum 2000mm 
pedestrian route can be maintained.

Carriageway: minimum carriageway width 
6100mm (sufficient to allow two buses 
to pass comfortably at low speed). Where 
there is insufficient width to provide a 
6.1m wide carriageway the width should 
be reduced to a minimum of 3.1m to allow 
one vehicle to pass at any time.

2. Minimum corridor width 9m

Street, pedestrian priority area, Bath 
city centre: generally streets should 
be designed to allow two way vehicle 
movements, to provide adaptability to 
alter the traffic management system over 
time without whole scale street works 
taking place.

Footway: minimum width 2000mm

Carriageway: minimum width 5000mm 
(sufficient to allow a car and a large 
vehicle to pass comfortably at low speed).

Localised narrowing to carriageway 
for parallel parking bays & street 
tree planting to slow traffic speeds 
- continuous banks of parking to be 
avoided to allow vehicles passing space.

1 2

6.1 m 5 m

min 10.1 m min 9 m

2.5 m2m min 2m min 2m min 2m min

1. Minimum corridor width 10.1m

Bus corridor, Bath city centre

2. Minimum corridor width 9m

Street, Pedestrian priority area, Bath city centre
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3.2.2 Carriageways

Carriageways in Bath city centre should be as 
narrow as practicable.

Cycle lanes should not be separately marked 
with coloured painted surfaces in the city centre.

Bus lane entrance zones may be marked with 
white lines and buff-toned surface finishes. Bus 
stops should be implemented “in carriageway”.

3.2.3 Clear Zones

Footways should provide obstruction-free 
routes in a continuous “clear zone” for all 
people, including those with mobility and visual 
impairments. Clear zone alignments will take 
into account kerblines and building lines, and 
the siting of street furniture, to ensure that 
minimum widths are provided, as shown in 
diagrams opposite.

The back edge of footways should be kept clear 
of clutter, since this is used as a “tapping” route 
for partially-sighted white cane users.

Street furniture is to be located in the 750mm 
wide zone adjacent to the kerbline, allowing 
450mm between structure and kerb where 
vehicle wing mirrors may overrun the footway. 
This zone is also where many businesses are 
serviced, so consideration should be given 
to delivery access in planning the location of 
street furniture. 

Where footways are less than the 
recommended width in Manual for Streets (2m) 
obstructions should be eliminated. Posts or 
columns creating pinch points of no more than 
600mm length should leave a clear zone of 
1.2m (1m at a bare minimum).

Where streets are wider, bins, wayfinding 
signage, kiosks, control equipment boxes and 
CCTV and street trees may be placed in a wider 
street edge zone, with a minimum of 900 + 
750mm width, provided that the minimum 
clear zone is maintained. Generally bollards 
are not appropriate, unless they protect fragile 
vaults, are necessary for security, or prevent 
unwanted vehicle access into openings. Street 

3 4

min 4.1 mmin 4.1 m variesvaries

min 1.5m

varies

min 1.5m

varies

< 7.1 m 7.1 m

b.a.

Typical Minimum Widths

3. Minimum corridor width <7.1m

Historic Street, upstand kerbs (a): narrow 
streets which link routes across the city 
core, often one way but could be returned 
to two way traffic if required.

Footway: minimum width 1500mm.

Carriageway: minimum width 4100mm.

No street parking or localised narrowing 
allowed which will obstruct the narrow 
route.

4. Minimum corridor width <7.1m 

Shared surface street, flush carriageway 
/ flush kerbs (b) / footway: narrow streets 
which link routes across the city core.

Footway: minimum width <1500mm. 

Carriageway: minimum width 4100mm.

No street parking or localised narrowing 
allowed which will obstruct the narrow 
route.
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CLEAR ZONE

A clear zone of minimum width 2000mm should be provided 
on footways. The back edge of footways should be kept clear 
of clutter, since this is used as a “tapping” route for people 
with visual impairment who navigate using a white cane.

CLEAR ZONE + FURNITURE ZONE

Street furniture is to be located in the 750mm wide zone adjacent to the 
kerbline, allowing 450mm between structure and kerb where vehicle 
wing mirrors may overrun the footway. 

CLEAR ZONE  + TREE  ZONE

Street trees will normally only be planted in footways which are 5m wide, 
so that the tree trunk is positioned no closer than 750mm from the kerb, 
and no closer than 4m to the back edge of footway. Note that ground 
conditions and location of vaults should be ascertained prior to installing 
foundations for structures and planting zones for trees.

CLEAR ZONE  - NARROW STREET

Where footways are less than the recommended width in 
Manual for Streets (2m) obstructions should be eliminated. 

CLEAR ZONE  - NARROW STREET/ LOCALISED NARROWING

a. Minimum 1000mm wide - absolute minimum clear width between 
obstacles. Maximum lenght of restricted width = 600mm.

b. Width varies - street furniture to be removed in narrow streets and 
lighting located to building facade.

Posts or columns creating pinch points of no more than 600mm length 
should leave a clear zone of 1.2m (1m at a bare minimum).

CLEAR ZONE  - PAVEMENT CAFES

Licencing of café tables and chairs in a footway will normally require a 
minimum width of 1400mm, ensuring a minimum clear zone of 2000mm 
is maintained. Consideration should be given to adjacent “window 
shopping” and the use of the building frontage as a tapping route for 
people with a visual impairment, in which case licence areas might be 
located 2000mm away from the building to maintain the minimum clear 
zone.

min 2000 mm min 2000 mm min 2000 mm

min 2000 mm as street furniture clear zone min 1500 mm a. b.
In streets with less than min 1500 mm 
remove upstand to kerb

min 750 mm
min 900 mm

750 mm750 mm

min 750 mm min 1500 mmvaries varies varies

min 1400 
max 50000mm

min 250 mm

trees will normally only be planted in 
footways which are 5m wide, so that the 
tree trunk is positioned no closer than 
750mm from the kerb, and no closer 
than 4m to the back edge of footway. 
Note that ground conditions and 
location of vaults should be ascertained 
prior to installing foundations for 
structures and planting zones for trees.

Street furniture provision should be 
minimised, by ensuring that, where 
possible, each element is multi-
functional, and (particularly for 
electrical items) housed in lighting 
columns, or mounted on adjacent 
buildings or waterproof underground 
units. However, more than two small 
signs affixed to a post creates visual 
clutter and should be a avoided. 
Innovative site-specific design solutions 
for the provision of signage to minimise 
clutter should be encouraged.

Banners and festive decorations on 
street lighting columns can add a 
sense of occasion when used with care 
and restraint and for short periods of 
time. In this way they will not become 
commonplace street clutter and 
thereby lose their impact.

Licencing of café tables and chairs 
in a footway will normally require a 
minimum width of 1400mm, ensuring 
a minimum clear zone of 2000mm is 
maintained. Consideration should be 
given to adjacent “window shopping” 
and the use of the building frontage as 
a tapping route for people with a visual 
impairment, in which case licence areas 
might be located 2000mm away from 
the building to maintain the minimum 
clear zone.
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3.3 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

3.3.1 Parking

On-street parking of cars and other vehicles 
within the city centre should be eliminated 
in favour of off-street parking provision, and 
tolerated where this is not possible. The 
establishment of pedestrian priority zones and 
restricted parking zones allow simplification of 
parking signage provision to entrance points, 
and the reduction of repeater signage; in 
conservation area yellow line markings will be 
reduced to minimum widths. 

On street parking will be provided in parking 
bays; these will be either set flush with the 
footway, or set flush with the carriageway, and 
surrounding kerbs and channels should be 
designed to provide continuity with adjacent 
surfaces. Street furniture should be placed so 
that door swings are not obstructed.

Vehicle deliveries to buildings should, where 
possible, take place within off-street locations, 
to free up the public realm of the clutter 
of parked vehicles. In specific places some 
footways should be designed to accommodate 
some “half-on, half-off” delivery parking, or in 
a complete delivery or service pad created on 
what can function as a footway when deliveries 
are not occurring.

3.3.2 Traffic Tables

The installation of raised paving across 
carriageways are an effective element of 
a pedestrian-friendly traffic management 
system. They avoid the need for drop kerbs, 
raised central refuges and other level changes. 
In conjunction with other measures, they 
provide convenient ways to cross streets for 
pedestrians; and they introduce highly visible 
features to the streetscape which signify to 
drivers that they are driving in “non-standard” 
highways where they should proceed with 
caution. The change in level of the carriageway 
also assists in reducing vehicle movement 
speeds. 

PARKING BAY - FLUSH WITH FOOTWAY

Car parking bay set flush with footway, paved with stone setts with flame-textured finish. 
Flush stone channels demarcate 2500mm width bay, with appropriate internal and external 
corner and quadrant units at corners. Short ramped apron (a) formed by channel and setts to 
allow vehicle access to parking bay from carriageway.

PARKING BAY - WITH UPSTAND KERB

Car parking bay set flush with carriageway, paved with stone setts with flame-textured finish. 
Flush stone channel demarcates edge to carriageway; 60mm upstand kerb (b) demarcates 
2500mm width bay, with appropriate internal and external corner and quadrant units at 
corners.

2 (direct)

RAISED CAUSEWAY

Pedestrian crossings, known as causeways, are a historical feature of the streetscape of Bath. 
Causeways should be 2200mm wide and surfaced in stone setts laid on a rigid sub-base with 
flush stone channels top and bottom framing a 1:20 sloping panel of the carriageway surface 
material.

RAISED TABLE

Raised tables are wider than causeways; width varies according to configuration. Tables 
should be surfaced in stone setts laid on a rigid sub-base with flush stone channels top and 
bottom framing a 1:20 sloping panel of the carriageway surface material.

2500 mm

2200 mm

varies

approx 1:20 approx 1:20

a.

b.

2500 mm
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Pedestrian crossings, known as causeways, are 
a historical feature of the streetscape of Bath; 
these were laid as continuations of footways 
across carriageways, paved in slabs to match 
the footway, and designed to demarcate a 
pedestrian crossing. Although many have 
been removed as part of street resurfacing 
works, some still persist, and more should be 
installed, as a means to restore the distinctive 
character and pedestrian priority of Bath city 
centre. 

Causeways should be 2200mm wide and 
surfaced in stone setts laid on a rigid sub-
base so that the surface is the same level as 
the adjacent footways. Where the footway is 
raised, the carriageway should rise on a ramp 
of gradient 1:20 with flush stone channels top 
and bottom framing a sloping panel of the 
carriageway surface material.

Raised tables are wider than causeways; their 
width depends on their application and the 
configuration of the carriageway. They will 
form pedestrian routes at controlled and 
uncontrolled crossing points and at junctions; 
they will be surfaced in stone setts laid on a 
rigid sub-base so that the surface is the same 
level as the adjacent footways. Where the 
footway is raised, the carriageway should rise 
on a ramp of gradient 1:20 with flush stone 
channels top and bottom framing a sloping 
panel of the carriageway surface material.

3.3.3 Junctions

Junction design in the past has been driven by 
considerations of vehicle movement, resulting 
in the implementation of design features and 
layouts more often found in suburban and 
peripheral urban areas. Recent guidance and 
advice such as the Design Manual for Streets 
encourage a more appropriate approach to 
streetscape design to create more pedestrian 
friendly city centre situations. 

Junction design in the city centre in Bath 
should prioritise pedestrian movement. 
Small radius corners are a historic feature 
of the streetscape, and are convenient for 

pedestrians since they provide narrower 
widths for crossing at junctions. Therefore in 
the pedestrian priority zone areas, kerb radii 
at junctions will be as small as practical. It is 
expected that sub-base construction under 
footways at corners will be designed to accept 
occasional over-run by larger vehicles. Tactile 
paving, street features and the movement 
patterns of people, including those with visual 
impairments who may use building façade 
alignments to navigate the street, should be 
considered as part of the design of junctions.

3.3.4 Cyclists

Bath aims to become increasingly cyclist-
friendly. The wider cyclepath network, 
including Colliers Way and the Bristol-Bath 
Cycleway links Bath into the surrounding area, 
and traverses the city centre. Within the city 
centre, the Bike in Bath facility is a public hire 
service which allows users to take a cycle from 
one of four cycle docking stations at Bath Spa 
Station, Orange Grove, Green Park Station 
and Holburne Museum.

Detailed guidance on public realm design for 
cyclists is provided in Local Transport Note 
(LTN) 2/08 Cycle Infrastructure Design (DfT, 
2008b).

Conditions for cyclists will be improved in 
the centre of Bath by reducing the impact 
of motor vehicles; public realm designed as 
shared space (as opposed to pedestrianised 
streets) is subject to fewer restrictions for 
cyclists and is therefore favoured. Shared 
spaces tend to attract increased pedestrian 
movements, creating potential for greater 
interaction with cyclists. However, research 
suggests that cyclists have a high awareness 
of pedestrians in shared space and tend to 
ride around them or give way. This respectful 
behaviour may increase where signage 
signifies entry into pedestrian priority zones.

Cyclists prefer smooth, well-maintained 
surfaces, and tend to dislike substantial 
surface texture such as rough cobbles, 
particularly when turning. Stone setts which 

are sawn, laid level with flame-textured 
finishes are more suitable for cyclists. The 
ability to securely park cycles close to their 
destination is important for cyclists. 

Georgian Causeway in Pennant Stone slabs

Stone slab causeway : Milson Street
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4. TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
MATERIALS

- balance and harmony

- elegance

- constantly reviving/ rejuvenating /   
 regenerative

Authenticity•	

- genuine

- distinctive

- craftsmanship

- sustainable

These values inform the guidance described 
in this section. More detailed design values for 
deigners to design by were produced as part of 
the Bath City Information and Bath Bespoke 
Street Furniture projects.

The place values in the Public Realm Movement 
Strategy comprise:

Style  •	

- graceful

- avant-garde

- sophisticated

- cultured 

Individuality•	

- unique rather than corporate

- independent spirit

- local rather than global

Beauty •	

-symmetry and proportion

The use of surface materials and street furniture in Bath has 
evolved to create a distinctive streetscape. The Public Realm 
and Movement Strategy entitled “Creating the Canvas for 
Public Life in Bath” has identified a range of place values which 
should inform design of all elements of the public realm.

4.1 CONTEXT

4.1.1 Historic Development

The diversity of materials used in the public realm 
in Bath has increased significantly in the late 20th 
century. The Pattern Book recommends a return to 
the use of long-lasting, sustainable and adaptable 
materials, which should once again provide the 
basis for design flair and innovation.

4.1.2 Geographic Context

The Pattern Book guidance applies to the city 
centre of Bath. Research and mapping carried out 
for the Pattern Book (see Volume 1) shows that 
the city centre retains a remarkable consistency 
in the use of building and streetscape materials, 
which lend it a distinctiveness, coherence and 
unity which contributes to the city’s attractiveness. 
Within this area are streetscape materials which 
have been imported from outside the city; Pennant 

stone, which forms the paving surface in many 
footways, typically came from the Bristol and 
North Somerset coal measures; nowadays this 
stone is sourced from South Wales and the 
Forest of Dean. In future material selection will 
take account of the sustainability and proximity 
of sources for streetscape materials and their 
whole life costs. 

4.1.3 Visual Quality

Bath is famously a city of stone. The honey 
coloured Bath stone used for buildings 
complements the blue-grey Pennant stone to 
create a distinctive and harmonious appearance. 
Paving surfaces form a “ground”, with carefully 
proportioned detailing which articulates the 
changing levels of the city’s topography, and 
anchors the buildings. Street furniture and 
fittings are made of fine, long-lasting materials 
such as cast iron, bronze and hardwood timber, 
all of which develop a rich patina through use. 
These materials feature as part of the Bath 
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Bespoke Street Furniture range commissioned 
by the Council, and developed by leading 
product designers Pearson Lloyd. Painted 
railings, lighting columns, gateways and 
overthrows in elegantly styled forms contrast 
with the austere Palladian architecture.

Selection of materials should take account of 
the distinctive palette of colours associated 
with the public realm of Bath. 

Contrasting textures and finishes are also 
characteristic of Bath; paving surfaces are 
usually rougher textured than the finely 
sawn walls which frame them; smooth sawn 
cut paving is to be avoided in favour of flame 
textured, rubbed and riven surfaces to slabs, 
kerbs and channels, used in layouts which 
make surfaces continuous, coherent and 
legible.

4.1.4 Appropriateness & Authenticity

The evolution of Bath’s public realm is 
described in Volume 1 of the Pattern Book. 
This establishes that there are considerable 
areas of the city centre where the same 
type of stone paving and other streetscape 
materials have been used consistently and 
continuously for the 250 years since the 
streets were first laid out. In these areas, the 
Pattern Book shows that it is appropriate to 
continue the use of these authentic materials, 
used in ways which are derived for their past 
usage.

In other areas, where the continuity in use 
of street materials has been disrupted, the 
Pattern Book shows how reinstatement of 
long-lasting sustainable materials will, in 
conjunction with adaptable street typologies, 
create a modern streetscape which is 
consistent with patterns of the past.

In areas where infrastructure has obliterated 
the street pattern, and regeneration will 
renew and reconnect with the city street 
network, the Pattern Book shows how new 
types of street with new and innovative 
uses, can be developed These typologies will 
be appropriate to Bath, and continue the 
consistent patterns of past use, adapting 

them for new applications.

Materials within a typical streetscape should 
be considered according to their longevity 
and purpose: 

Surfaces will be long-lasting, hard-wearing, •	
self-finished and will be selected for their 
sustainability, with design life cycles of 
over 70 years. Sizes, patterns of courses, 
joint widths and colour tones will be 
carefully designed to create a calm, 
elegant, effortless backdrop to the city.

Furniture and fittings will be beautiful, •	
simple and elegant to complement the 
plain surfaces and austere, carefully 
proportioned architecture of the city. 
They will be made of materials which 
will be long-lasting and self-finishing, 
developing an attractive patina where 
they are touched. Railings, columns, gates 
and overthrows will be painted.

Bath’s public realm developed as a setting •	
for social interaction. People, events and 
other ephemeral phenomena such as 
water and lighting should be designed and 
choreographed as an integral part of the 
streetscene in Bath. Consideration will 
be given to the placement of features for 
dramatic potential, and engagement with 
surrounding and passers-by. 

+2

Ephemeral

Water, 
Lighting, 
Performance, 
People

+1

Furniture

0

Surfaces
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4.2 FUNCTION

4.2.1 Longevity

Bath’s streets have always been hard-working 
spaces; the selection of paving materials that 
are fit for purpose is an important part of 
making a beautiful, sustainable, long-lasting 
public realm. As well as appearance, longevity 
of paving materials is an important factor in 
selecting the right material, in the correct 
dimensions, and constructed appropriately for 
use in Bath’s public realm. Since most natural 
stone materials can be expected to have design 
life in excess of 70 years (as evidenced in Bath) 
natural stone is a cost-effective and sustainable 
paving material when its “whole life cost” is 
compared to other materials such as asphalt 
and precast concrete. In Bath city centre, 
therefore, natural stone should be considered 
as the default material for paving.

There are sources of information to assist in 
specifying natural stone, including Natural 
Stone Surfacing Good Practice Guide (SCOTS 
guide, 2004).  Three British Standards / 
European Standards describe the required 
performance of natural stone setts, slabs and 
kerbs, and how these should be tested:

i) BS EN 1341:2000 Slabs of natural stone  
 for external paving

ii) BS EN 1342:2001 Setts of natural stone  
 for external paving

iii) BS EN 1343:2012 Kerbs of natural stone  
 for external paving

4.2.2 Technical Properties

Natural stone paving is described according to 
its geological and engineering properties.

Geological characteristics are described 
according to visual appearance (aspects) 
and grain (petrography) of the rock. In Bath, 
Pennant stone, a hard sandstone with a blue-
grey colour, with occasional buff and red tones, 
and fine grain, is the prevailing stone for slabs 
and setts. New stone should appear closely 

matched to this stone, and will be compared 
through the use of samples of stone, seen in 
daylight conditions.

Engineering properties of natural stone are 
concerned with their:

 Porosity (the amount of space between •	
grains, measured by carrying out a water 
absorption test). Note that materials with 
high porosity tend to be the least durable 
and strong. In Bath, the Pennant stone used 
in the historic streetscapes is hard, with a 
very low porosity.

Strength (defined as the flexural strength •	
of slabs and kerbs, and the compressive 
strength of setts) which is measured by 
testing the minimum load required to break 
a specimen of stone. In Bath, the Pennant 
stone used in the historic streetscapes is 
hard, with a high flexural strength (as high 
as 30 MpA).

Durability (the stone’s resistance to change, •	
particularly freeze / thaw cycles and 
abrasion). In Bath, the Pennant stone used 
in the historic streetscapes is hard and 
highly durable.

Slip skid resistance ( the stone’s surface •	
friction and its ability to resist pedestrian 
and vehicle slipping) which is measured by 
using a Pendulum Friction Tester. In Bath, 
the Pennant stone used in the historic 
streetscapes is fine-grained, with a high 
PSV, and is resistant to polishing.

The strength of slabs and kerbs is related 
to the forces (in kN) exerted by loads which 
track across them. For the purposes of testing 
flexural strength, these are categorised into the 
following classes:
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Class Min 
Breaking 
Load in kN

Typical use

1 0.75 kN Slabs bedded on 
mortar, pedestrian use 
only

2 3.5 kN Pedestrian and cycle 
areas

3 6.0 kN Occasional car light 
vehicle; garage 
entrances

4 9.0 kN Pedestrian streets 
/ market places 
occasionally used by 
delivery vehicles

5 14.0 kN Pedestrian areas often 
used by heavy vehicles

6 25.0 kN Roads and streets, 
forecourts with vehicle 
access.

In Bath much of the existing Pennant stone 
which has been used in the public realm is 
hard, fine-grained and with high flexural 
strength, and satisfies the engineering 
requirements of the current BS/EN standards. 
Recent research shows that there are current 
sources of supply of Pennant stone (with a 
flexural strength of 30 MpA ) which will match 
and exceed the BS/EN requirements, and are 
suitable for use in all use classes, subject to 
their dimensions. 

In Bath, Pennant stone slabs tend to be 
relatively small (normally not exceeding 700 
X 500 mm), and are often worn smooth, 
exposing the grain at edge to create a slightly 
rough, “riven” finish.

Note that in Bath, due to the extensive vaults 
which extend under the public realm, and 
which limit the depth available for sub-base 
construction, Pennant stone with its high 
flexural strength has enabled the use of 
thinner slabs compared to those available 
with alternative stone materials.

Note that all natural stone has flaws and 
weaknesses which could affect performance; 

some apparent veining and rusty spots are 
not considered by EN Standards as flaws 
(although they may be unsightly, in which case 
non-compliant stone may be rejected after 
comparison with an agreed sample). However, 
planar weaknesses (“discontinuities”) such as 
joints, fractures, bedding or banding planes 
may be present (sometimes inappropriate 
extraction by blasting may damage the stone 
block before it is cut). These can be seen 
best by wetting the stone and looking for 
lines which dry slower, indicating potential 
fractures. Such stones should be rejected.

Smooth surfaces are not recommended on the 
upper surface or side walls of stone elements. 
Sawn surfaces and side walls should be flame-
textured, fine-picked or sand/shot blasted 
to create an even fine to medium-textured 
surface, which also satisfies the requirements 
of skid / slip resistance. In Bath, the Pennant 
stone has a hard, fine texture which resists 
abrasion and achieves the required skid 
resistance even when it is worn.
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Environmental

Social Economic

4.3 SUSTAINABILITY

The selection of streetscape materials should 
actively consider sustainability. Methodologies 
are available which will inform decision making 
through assessment including CEEQUAL, 
which applies specifically to civil engineering, 
infrastructure and public realm schemes.

4.3.1 Environmental

Paving materials impact on the environment 
through their use of resources, their 
performance and their effects on natural 
processes such as drainage and city “heat 
island” warming.  Environmentally sustainable 
materials will be those which can be 
extracted and processed locally, using less 
energy, in ways which do not harm or pollute 
the environment, and where wastage is 
minimised. All production of paving materials 
has environmental impacts; cement used in 
concrete production requires considerable 
energy in grinding and heating; stone 
quarrying can affect landscapes and stone 
processing can lead to polluted groundwater; 
gravel production for in-situ surfaces can strip 
seabed habitats. Suppliers and manufacturers 
should provide evidence of sourcing and 
processing to designers and decision-makers.

Paving materials which are environmentally 
sustainable will be durable and long-lasting, 
easily re-usable and recyclable, and will 
support natural processes; eg permeable 
paving will allow infiltration of rainwater, 
which will recharge local groundwater and 
reduce floodrisk.

4.3.2 Social

Sustainable paving materials will be those 
which are more able to support a thriving 
local economy, through employment of people 
in their extraction and processing in the 
locality in which they will be laid, as a result 
of which special skills and traditions in their 
use reinforce a social connection between 
a place, its materials and its community. 

Environmentally sustainable materials do 
not cause harm to people in their extraction 
and processing, and will not be sourced from 
countries which exploit cheap child labour in 
their production. 

4.3.3 Economic

Sustainable paving materials will be those 
which are cost-effective; cost effectiveness 
should take into account the whole life costs 
of using materials, comparing the design life 
of materials with their initial capital cost, and 
potential for re-use and recycling, and the costs 
of disposal at the end of its life. In addition, 
the economic value of one material compared 
to another should take account of the added 
value of beautiful, distinctive materials in 
creating an attractive setting in which people 
are encouraged to visit, stay, and thereby spend 
money which contributes to the local economy. 
The contribution of skilled people employed 
locally in the extraction and processing, laying 
and maintenance of distinctive indigenous 
paving should also be considered.

4.3.4 Reliability & Sourcing

In the past, paving materials in Bath came 
from numerous local quarries, extracted and 
prepared by local stone suppliers in a supply 
chain which was diverse and therefore reliable. 
In today’s construction economy, small-scale 
quarries and suppliers have been supplanted 
by national supply chains, which prefer to 
supply a more limited range of stone types 
nationally. As a result, local distinctiveness is 
being lost. In Bath, consideration of reliable 
sources of Pennant stone should be a factor 
in selecting and specifying paving materials. 
Advance ordering, and annual deliveries for 
maintenance requirements, will give smaller, 
more local, quarries the opportunity to develop 
reliable, small-scale supply chains which will be 
of benefit to the local economy.

Sustainable 
Public Realm
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3 / Materials & Colours
June 2012 / Street Furniture Pattern Book Bath Public Realm Movement Project © PearsonLloyd 

Material treatment and craft should consider complimentary historic and contemporary 
techniques.Processes
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Material treatment and craft should consider complimentary historic and contemporary 
techniques.Processes

Product stage:
Primary processing (e.g. quarrying and rough cutting into blocks)

Secondary processing (e.g. cutting to exact sizes required)

Finishing (process for creating final surface finish)

Natural embodied carbon of material

Product selection carbon footprint stages

Construction stage:
Transportation (carbon miles)

Installation (laying, wastage, etc)

Use stage:
Repair, replacement, maintenance and refurbishment

Demolition/ Decommissioning stage:
Removal and disposal

Images

Images illustrating typical 
materials & processes for Bath’s 
public realm material’s palette

Granite finishing for drinking 1. 
water fountains

Enamel process for CIS 2. 
wayfinder map

Enamel process / firing for CIS 3. 
wayfinder map

Casting process for CIS 4. 
wayfinder map

Bespoke granite kerbs stored 5. 
off site for city centre project

Pennant cutting from block6. 

Pennant cutting to finished 7. 
sizes

Cut Pennant block/ boulders 8. 
showing colour variation and 
natural patterning

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.
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Colours of the City: The Wayfinding 
strategy for the city identified a range 
of colours which form the basis for a 
complementary colour palette. Public 
realm surfaces will draw on the blues and 
greys which are characterised by the use 
of Pennant stone, water and lead detailing. 
These contrast with brighter earth and 
stone colours associated with Bath stone.

Core Materials Palette:  The Wayfinding 
strategy established a range of materials 
which would be appropriate for the 
construction of paving, as well as street 
furniture. Pennant stone in blue grey tones 
for paving, bronze and glass, timber and 
granite for bespoke furniture.

Surfaces - Colours of the City: The 
characteristic colours of Bath are shown 
adjacent; they are grounded in the cool 
blue grey tones of the paving, which 
complements the warmer buff and yellow 
tones of the Bath stone walls.

Surfaces - Finish:  The images adjacent 
show the range of finishes and textures 
available in the core paving materials in 
Bath; note that sawn finishes to stone are 
normally regarded as too smooth, and will 
not be acceptable for paving surfaces.

4.4 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The public realm in Bath has developed 
a distinctive character, derived from the 
simplicity and quality of the Georgian 
streetscape. This results in a beautiful lightness 
of touch and understated elegance. The 
selection of streetscape materials and their 
design in the future should reinforce this 
characteristic of Bath.

4.4.1 Appearance

In Bath, the public realm should appear to be in 
harmony with the architectural and landscape 
setting. Sophisticated, innovative design should 
enhance the graceful styles of the past. Colour, 
texture and form of streetscape surfaces and 
elements should relate to the elegant and 
distinctive character of the city, as shown 
opposite. 

Paving surfaces will form a “ground”, with 
carefully proportioned detailing which 
articulates the changing levels of the city’s 
topography, and anchors the buildings, which 
combine to create a distinctive Bath “look”. 
Paving materials should be specified according 
to requirements of the appropriate British / 
European Standard (see 4.2.2). Pennant stone, 
a hard sandstone with a blue-grey colour, with 
occasional buff and red tones, and fine grain, 
is the prevailing stone for slabs and setts. New 
stone should appear closely matched to this 
stone, and will be compared through the use of 
samples of stone, seen in daylight conditions. 

Paving will be laid in accordance with a limited 
range of paving patterns, joint widths, coursing 
layouts and details to retain the distinctive and 
authentic character of Bath’s public realm.

4.4.2 Finish

Colour and texture bring life and contrast to 
the public realm. Robust materials for paving 
and structures should be self-finished, with the 
exposed surface textured to catch the light. 
Polished and smooth surfaces for paving will 
not normally be acceptable; sawn paving and 

kerbs should be lightly textured using flame-
textured, fine-picked or sand/shot blasted 
finishes to create an even fine-to-medium-
textured surface. Joints and junctions between 
materials should express a high level of care 
and craft. Street furniture and fittings will 
be made of fine, long-lasting materials such 
as cast iron, bronze and hardwood timber, all 
of which develop a rich patina through use. 
Painted railings, lighting columns, gateways 
and overthrows in elegantly styled metalwork 
will contrast with the austere Palladian 
architecture. 

4.4.3 Bespoke Design

Bath is a city where original, bespoke design 
will be a special characteristic of the public 
realm. Bespoke design of paving and furniture 
elements will draw on the principles and values 
of Style, Individuality, beauty and authenticity 
outlined at the beginning of this section. 

Bath has commissioned its own bespoke suite 
of street furniture for the city centre, designed 
by leading international furniture and product 
design studio Pearson Lloyd. This range of 
elements, including wayfinding signage, bus 
stops and shelters, seating, cycle hoops and 
stone blocks, have a consistency and clarity 
which make them identifiable as part of a city 
wide system and unique to Bath, helping to 
reinforce a distinctive city brand. They are fit 
for purpose, durable, elegantly proportioned 
and finely detailed. Future bespoke design 
of paving and street furniture will follow this 
pattern.

Colours of the 
City:

Core Materials 
Palette: 

Surfaces - 
Colours of the 
City: 

Surfaces - 
Finish: 
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3 / Materials & Colours
June 2012 / Street Furniture Pattern Book Bath Public Realm Movement Project © PearsonLloyd 

A snapshot of Bath reveals a palette dominated by yellow stone, and blue leaden greys. Black 
iron work provides a strong accent and emerald green back drops from the surrounding hills 
are common. A complimentary palette of cool dark blues and sensitive palette of warm brown, 
greys and reds ensure the street-scape of Bath feels harmonious but not monotonous.

Cool

Dominant 
Bath Stone

Warm

Colours of the City

Lead Blue
(road colour from maps)

PMS 433
RAL 7016
C23 M02 Y0 K77

Orange

PMS 144
RAL 2004
C0 M50 Y100 K0

Dark Grey

PMS 433
RAL 7016
C50 M30 Y20 K80

Forest Pennant Grey

PMS 416
RAL 7030
C0 M0 Y16 K50

Patinated Brass Brown

PMS 476
RAL 8014
C44 M62 Y91 K80

Water Blue
(river colour from maps)

PMS 7459
RAL 5012
C70 M30 Y25 K0
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Core Material Palette
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4.5 COSTS & BENEFITS

4.5.1 Best value

The quality of the public realm in Bath is 
dependent on good-quality materials and 
careful, consistent maintenance. Materials 
which are long-lasting and low-cost (in 
terms of initial outlay but also in long-term 
maintenance) and are locally sourced (so that 
the local economy benefits) provide the best 
value.

4.5.2 Retain & re-use

Hard wearing, low maintenance materials such 
as natural stone / pennant slabs and kerbs 
can be lifted and relaid many times. In Bath, 
evidence shows that street materials have 
been retained and re-used in maintenance 
cycles extending back 200 years. The retention 
and reuse of materials is highly beneficial, 
since it results in lower long-term costs, and 
a significantly lower carbon footprint. In 
addition, the street scene benefits from a 
continuity in use of materials, allowing the 
special skills which relate to the use of such 
materials to flourish.

4.5.3 Recycling

Materials such as bitmac and concrete which 

H
ig

hest

 quality
Benefi ts the local econom

y
Longest lastingLowest

 co
st

Best Value

are laid in-situ are quick and easy to lay, but 
have a short lifespan in the city centre. Such 
materials cannot be re-used and are taken 
off-site, often ending up as landfill. Concrete 
slabs, too, are known to have a shorter life than 
natural stone, although, with care, they can be 
lifted and relaid. Increasingly, manufacturers 
are developing processes to recycle concrete 
and bitmac materials, incorporating them into 
new products.

4.5.4 Initial cost and whole life cost

The cost of streetscape materials in Bath 
should be considered in the light of whole 
life costs, taking into account the expected 
longevity of robust, sustainable materials and 
making a fair comparison with materials which, 
while they are low cost in the short term, 
may require more frequent maintenance and 
replacement cycles.

 The table opposite outlines a basic comparison 
of three commonly used streetscape materials 
over a 150 year period in the city centre of 
Bath. When taking account of replacement 
cycles and an allowance for inflation, it shows 
that natural stone is significantly less expensive 
than bitmac and concrete. 

In the light of this, use of natural stone can be 
seen as a cost-effective long-term investment 
in the quality of the city.
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Background 
information

Capital costs

Risk factors

Life cycle 
information

Maintenance 
requirements

Cleansing 
requirements

Removal & 
disposal

Whole life costs

Whole life costs for typical paving materials (based on life cycle only)

Relative initial cost by 
area

Expected life span 
years

No of replacements in 
150 year period

Relative cost over 150 
years by area

Allowance for 
inflation over 150 yrs

Relative whole life 
costs allowing for 
inflation

Bitmac (typically 50mm DBM) The cost of bitmac 10 years 15 The cost of bitmac 233% The cost of bitmac

3.3 times more 
expensive than stone

Concrete paving (typically 600mm slabs X 
65mm) 

4.4 more expensive 
than bitmac

25 years 6 1.75 times more 
expensive than 
bitmac

233% 1.75 times more 
expensive than 
bitmac

5.7 times more 
expensive than stone

Pennant stone (typically 600mm slabs x 
50mm thick)

10.6 times more 
expensive than 
bitmac

150 years 1 0.7 times less 
expensive than 
bitmac

1 (No additional 
purchase required)

0.3 times less 
expensive than 
bitmac

Allowance for 
inflation
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5. TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
DETAILS

Generally, precast pavings are not appropriate 
within the study area.  Interim materials may 
include in-situ materials/ surface dressings 
in conjunction with high-quality stone kerbs, 
channels, edgings, with a long-term vision to 
replace with high-quality stone surfaces.

Retain & re-use:  Many of the existing natural 
stone pavings and edgings, which are currently 
used in the city centre, can be retained or 
reused in some form. Historic features such as 
coal holes must be retained in-situ.

During streetscape projects, existing pavings 
may be deemed valuable and of a high enough 
quality to be reused - either in-situ or lifted and 
stored off-site until required as new projects 
come on stream.

When using materials reclaimed from site there 
are various considerations which will need to 
be applied to ensure that they are suitable for 
reuse:

Paving will need to be tested to ensure it •	

The following guidance is organised from 
the ground up : it begins by describing the 
requirements for paving materials, for 
footways, carriageways and kerbs and channels. 
Subsequently it describes the details which 
should be applied to shaping, joining, cutting 
and finishing paving materials.

5.1 SURFACES: TYPICAL SPECIFICATION

With the exception of in-situ pavings to highly 
trafficked highways, where budget constraints 
limit the use of natural stone pavings within 
the city centre, this guidance recommends one 
of two actions:

Paving to streets to be delayed until funding 1. 
is available to implement the full scheme.

Where possible, kerbs, channels, corner 2. 
details should be implemented in natural 
stone, with existing pavings made good.

The following section provides the technical guidance 
which will be applied to the use of streetscape materials in 
Bath city centre. It draws together advice from research, 
best practice and British and European Standards, 
to make a comprehensive guide for use by planners, 
designers, specifiers and construction teams.

conforms to British Standards governing 
slip/ skid resistance and testing for 
compressive strength suitable for the new 
location & loading.

Paving to be graded visually to ensure that •	
they are aesthetically suitable.

When relaying, it is important that pavings •	
are cleaned thoroughly of all loose material 
and checked for dimensional tolerances 
beforehand.  Some may also need re-
texturing should they have become overly 
polished over time.

It will be necessary to stack reclaimed •	
materials by thickness to ensure that the 
depth of the laying course remains constant 
and within the permitted tolerances.  This 
will likely increase laying times and will 
need to factored into the construction 

programme.

Small unit setts may be reused provided that •	

they are laid to provide an even surface.  Many 

of the existing setts, which have been re-

laid in the city, have proven problematic for 

visitors with mobility problems and provide an 

ongoing maintenance problem.

Reclaimed Pennant has been identified •	

as being unsuitable for large areas of new 

paving due to difficulty in sourcing sufficient 

quantity. In addition poorly-laid reclaimed 

paving can cause future maintenance issues. 

Reclaimed Pennant should be used for repair 

to areas already paved in ‘historic’ Pennant or 

where footways are extended.

All existing pre-cast concrete pavings and •	
edgings are to be removed and not to be 
retained or reused. Low quality elements 
should be removed as part of all new major 
schemes or when significant maintenance 
repair works are carried out/ renewal is due.
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5.1.1 Footway (Ref A)

The following materials are 
acceptable for use as footway 
paving materials:

REF MATERIAL SIZE TYPICAL DEPTH APPEARANCE (COLOUR & 
FINISH)

JOINTS (WIDTH. 
MATERIAL)

NOTES

A1 Pennant/ New
A1.1 Pennant stone slabs /new Random widths between 

500mm - 700mm courses 
x random lengths 300- 
900mm

Minimum 50mm - varies 
depending on loading

Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Sawn or flamed 
finish

8mm, slurry mortar joint * Refer to typologies to confirm range of sizes appropriate for each 
type of street

A1.2 Pennant stone medium 
modular /new

200mm width (gauge) x 
random length between 
250mm & 700mm

Minimum 50mm - varies 
depending on loading

Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Sawn or flamed 
finish

8mm, slurry mortar joint * Refer to typologies to confirm range of sizes appropriate for each 
type of street

A2 Pennant/ reclaimed
A2.1 Pennant stone slabs /

reclaimed
Varies - TBC on lifting. 
allow for range between 
500mm - 700mm courses 
x random lengths 300- 
900mm

Varies - TBC on lifting 
Minimum 50mm - varies 
depending on loading

To match/ tie in with 
adjacent Pennant paving. 
Finish as existing.

8mm

A3 In-situ Surfaces
A3.1 Flexible asphalt Typical aggregate size 

6mm
Black (availability of other 
colours TBC)

N/A for use as temporary surface treatment only

A3.2 Coloured bitmac Typical aggregate size 
6mm

35mm wearing course Mix of grey and warm 
tones to tie in with palette 
of natural stone/ Pennant

N/A for use in limited areas where stone not applicable eg steep 
twisting surface

A.3.3 In-situ concrete Aggregate size and type to 
be agreed depending on 
application

Minimum 100mm - varies 
depending on loading

Surfacing with seeded 
aggregate finish. Colour to 
match/ tie in with adjacent 
pennant paving.

Expansion joints to 
engineer’s specification

for use in the river floodzone to adjacent town path/ footpath 
surface

A4 Concrete/ new
A4.1 Concrete slab large /new Coursed widths between 

400mm - 600mm courses 
x lengths 300- 900mm

Minimum 50mm - varies 
depending on loading

Mix of grey and warm 
tones. To match tone of  
Pennant/ natural stone 
paving. Textured finish

8mm mortar joint for use in areas peripheral to the city centre core

A1.1 A1.1 A1.1 A1.2 A2.1 A3.1 A3.2 A4.1
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5.1.2 Carriageway (Ref B)

The following materials are 
acceptable for use as carriageway 
paving materials: 

REF MATERIAL SIZE TYPICAL DEPTH APPEARANCE (COLOUR & 
FINISH)

JOINTS (WIDTH. 
MATERIAL)

NOTES

B1 Pennant/ new
B1.1 Pennant stone: slab /new Random widths between 

500mm - 700mm x 
random lengths 300- 
900mm

80mm Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Flamed or shot 
blasted finish

8mm, slurry mortar joint For pedestrian/ vehicle overrun zones.

* Refer to typologies to confirm range of sizes appropriate for each type 
of street

B1.2 Pennant stone: medium 
modular /new

200mm width (gauge) x 
random length between 
250mm & 700mm

150mm Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Flamed or shot 
blasted finish

8mm, slurry mortar joint * Refer to typologies to confirm range of sizes appropriate for each type 
of street

B1.3 Pennant stone: small 
modular /new

100mm width (gauge) 
x random lengths of 
between 150mm - 300mm

150mm Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Flamed or shot 
blasted finish

8mm, slurry mortar joint

B2 Pennant/ reclaimed
B2.1 Pennant stone: setts /

reclaimed
Varies - TBC on lifting Varies - TBC on lifting To match/ tie in with 

adjacent Pennant paving. 
Finish as existing.

8mm * refer to section TBC for notes on re-use of existing paving. Existing 
paving setts to be relaid to even gradient and smooth surface

B3 In-situ Surfaces
B3.1 Flexible asphalt Typical aggregate size 

6mm, 10mm & 14mm
Between 15mm - 80mm Black (availability of other 

colours TBC)
N/A

B3.2 Compactable, durable 
asphalt

Black (availability of other 
colours TBC)

N/A

B3.3 Coloured bitmac Typical aggregate size 
6mm

35mm wearing course Mix of grey and warm 
tones to tie in with palette 
of natural stone/ Pennant

N/A

B4 Concrete/ new
B4.1 Concrete: small modular 100mm width (gauge) 

x random lengths of 
between 150mm - 300mm

80mm Mix of grey and warm 
tones. To match tone of  
Pennant/ natural stone 
paving. Textured finish

8mm,

B1.1 B1.2 B1.2 B3.1 B3.3 B4.1 B4.1B2.1
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REF MATERIAL SIZE TYPICAL DEPTH APPEARANCE (COLOUR & 
FINISH)

JOINTS (WIDTH. 
MATERIAL)

NOTES

C1 Pennant/ new
C1.1 Pennant stone kerb /new

C1.1a = Laid with upstand

C1.1b = Laid flush

300mm x 900mm 250mm

C1.1a - typical upstand 
heights: 60mm, 30mm

Grey tone, flamed finish to 
exposed sides, sawn sides

C1.1a to have 5mm pencil 
round edge to upstand

2-3mm * allow for special kerb units for drops, radius etc - refer to section 
5.2  typical details

C1.2 Pennant stone kerb /new

C2.1a = Laid with upstand

C2.1b = Laid flush

125mm x 900mm 250mm

C2.1a - typical upstand 
heights: 60mm, 30mm

Grey tone, flamed finish to 
exposed sides, sawn sides

C2.1a to have 5mm pencil 
round edge to upstand

2-3mm * allow for special kerb units for drops, radius etc - refer to section 
5.2  typical details

C1.3 Pennant stone flat channel 
/new

300 x 600mm 50mm to pedestrian areas, 
250mm to areas with 
vehicular overrun

Grey tone, flamed finish to 
top, sawn sides

2-3mm To be laid to fall

C2 Pennant/ reclaimed
C2.1 Pennant stone kerb /

reclaimed

C2.1a = Laid with upstand

C2.1b = Laid flush

Varies Varies - TBC on lifting To match/ tie in with 
adjacent Pennant paving. 
Finish as existing.

2-3mm * refer to section 4.5.2 for notes on re-use of existing paving

C2.2 Pennant stone flat channel 
/reclaimed

Varies - 300 x 600mm Varies - TBC on lifting To match/ tie in with 
adjacent Pennant paving. 
Finish as existing.

2-3mm * refer to section 4.5.2 for notes on re-use of existing paving

C3 Concrete/ new
C3.1 PCC kerb /new

C3.1a = Laid with upstand

C3.1b = Laid flush

125mm x 900mm 255mm C3.1a to have bullnosed 
edge to upstand

2-3mm * refer to section 4.5.1 for note on use of concrete surface materials

C4 Concrete/ reclaimed
C4.1 PCC kerb /reclaimed

C4.1a = Laid with upstand

C3.1b = Laid flush

Varies Varies - TBC on lifting To match/ tie in with 
adjacent Pennant paving. 
Finish as existing.

2-3mm * refer to section 4.5.1 for note on use of concrete surface materials

5.1.3 Kerbs/ Channels (Ref C)

The following materials are 
acceptable for use as materials for 
kerbs and channels: 

C1.1 C1.3 C2.1 C2.1 C2.1 C2.2 C3.1
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REF MATERIAL SIZE TYPICAL DEPTH APPEARANCE (COLOUR & 
FINISH)

JOINTS (WIDTH. 
MATERIAL)

NOTES

D1 Pennant/ new
D1.1 Pennant stone edging /

new
50mm x 900mm 150mm Grey tone, flamed finish to 

exposed sides, sawn sides
8mm when laid flush, 
2-3mm when laid with 
upstand

D1.2 Pennant stone edging /
new

125mm x 900mm 150mm Grey tone, flamed finish to 
exposed sides, sawn sides

8mm when laid flush, 
2-3mm when laid with 
upstand

D2 Pennant/ reclaimed
D2.1 Pennant stone edging /

reclaimed
Varies - TBC on lifting Varies - TBC on lifting To match/ tie in with 

adjacent Pennant paving. 
Finish as existing.

8mm when laid flush, 
2-3mm when laid with 
upstand

* refer to section TBC for notes on re-use of existing paving

D3 Other
D3.1 Steel edging 2.5mm  - 10mm thickness. 

Thickness to depend on 
location & application

Typically 150mm. Varies 
dependent on adjacent 
paving build up

Metallic finish (non shiny) N/A All radius edging to follow smooth curve - no faceted edges

D4 Special profile trims
D4.1 Granite blister tactile 

paving
400 x 400mm Varies dependent on 

vehicle / pedestrian 
loading

White (Contrasting tone to 
adjacent paving). Flamed 
finish to top.

8mm, slurry mortar joint For use at pedestrian crossing points. Profile to BS EN 1339: 2003

D4.2 Granite hazard warning 
paving (Corduroy paving)

400 x 400mm Varies dependent on 
vehicle / pedestrian 
loading

White (Contrasting tone to 
adjacent paving). Flamed 
finish to top.

8mm, slurry mortar joint For use at top & bottom of steps, intersection of shared - cycle routes. 
Profile to BS EN 1339: 2003

D4.3 Granite guidance paving 300 x 400mm Varies dependent on 
vehicle / pedestrian 
loading

White (Contrasting tone to 
adjacent paving). Flamed 
finish to top.

8mm, slurry mortar joint For use to guide pedestrians through open areas. Exact tonal contrast, 
profile dimensions etc to be agreed through consultation with key user 
groups

D4.4 Granite guidance drain 
unit paving

300 x 400mm Varies dependent on 
vehicle / pedestrian 
loading

White (Contrasting tone to 
adjacent paving). Flamed 
finish to top.

8mm, slurry mortar joint

5.1.4 Edges/ Trims (Ref D)

The following materials are 
acceptable for use as materials for 
paving edges and trims:

D3.1D2.1D2.1D1.2 D4.1 D4.2 D4.3
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REF MATERIAL SIZE TYPICAL DEPTH APPEARANCE (COLOUR & 
FINISH)

JOINTS (WIDTH. 
MATERIAL)

NOTES

E1 In-situ surfaces

E1.1 Porous resin bound gravel Typical aggregate size: 
6-10mm

Varies dependent on 
application type

Warm, buff tones to match 
local Bath stone and 
Pennant paving tones

N/A To be laid with permeable sub-base for SUDS scheme

E1.2 Resin bonded gravel Typical aggregate size: 
2-5mm

2-6mm depth gravel 
scattered to surface 
finish. Loose excess to be 
removed

As E1.1 N/A For use on informal paths and vehicle access routes

E1.3 Self binding gravel To be well graded and 
contain no particle larger 
than 40mm

80/100mm depth after 
compaction

As E1.1 N/A For use on informal paths to ‘places’ - green spaces

E1.4 Loose gravel Typical aggregate size: 5 - 
10mm

50mm. To be laid on 
porous membrane

Use of local Bath aggregate 
where possible - Lias 
limestone or similar, or 
warm, buff tones to match 
local Bath stone

N/A For use on informal paths to ‘places’ - green spaces and as mulch to 
planting beds 

E1.5 Rubber play safety surface EPDM rubber granules 
typically 1-4mm

Varies dependent on drop 
height of play equipment

Range of colours 
available - specification 
dependent on location and 
application

N/A

E2 Surface finish
E2.1 Painted markings - slip 

resistant coloured epoxy 
coating (to cycle lanes)

Varies N/A Varies N/A * refer to section 5.4.5 surface markings

E3 Steps
E3.1 Pennant steps - reclaimed Varies Typical depth & upstand 

varies - TBC on lifting
Varies 8mm

E3.2 Pennant steps - new TBC TBC Grey tone, shot textured 
finish to exposed sides, 
sawn sides

8mm Inset contrast strips to step tred

E4 Other
E4.1 Timber decking Various sizes - typically 

145mm x length boards
Various sizes - typically 
28mm 

Natural timber 5mm Boards to have anti-slip surface filled grooves

5.1.5 Other/ Specialist Surfaces  
& Steps (Ref E)

The materials outlined below 
are acceptable for use in specific 
locations within the city centre:

E1.1 E1.3E1.2 E1.4 E1.5 E2.1 E3.1 E3.2 E4.1
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5.2 SURFACES: TYPICAL DETAILS 

The  public realm areas of Bath city centre 
form the surface and stage for animation and 
public life, and the backdrop for the distinctive 
architecture and landscape of the city. 
Consequently, public realm surfaces should 
be designed to be robust and long-lasting, in 
which the surface textures and colours, paving 
units and coursing, joints and details are 
carefully considered and constructed to create 
a harmonious setting.

The following section outlines the principles 
which should underpin the detailing of surfaces 
in the city centre.

5.2.1 Laying

Laying with the grain: Pennant stone is a 
hard sandstone, and therefore has bedding 
planes which form a “grain” through the stone. 
Normally Pennant paving as slabs will be cut 
from the middle of the blocks of stone which 
are extracted from the quarry, so slabs will 
generally be supplied with the grain running 
horizontally through the slab. Pennant stone 
setts and kerbs are often cut from the edge of 
the stone block, and will therefore often have 
the grain running vertically and lengthways. 
Stone paving should therefore be laid with the 
grain orientated in the appropriate direction 
for the module.

Rigid surface: paving slabs and setts, and kerbs 
and channels, should normally be laid as a 
rigid construction in city centre Bath. In a rigid 
construction, the sub-base below the paving 
surface is designed as a solid layer, connected 
via a continuous mortar layer with the paving 
slabs which are laid on top. The slabs are 
jointed with a poured slurry jointing mortar. 
This results in a strong, adaptable construction, 
capable of supporting heavy loads. Normally, 
slabs and setts will be laid with a joint width of 
8mm between units, which will be filled with 
mortar jointing material. The jointing materials 
specification will be subject to further trials.

SETTING OUT FROM BUILDING  - STRAIGHT:

 In straight streets, paving slab courses should normally be set out from the face of the 
building, or the edge of the area to the front of the building. Note the staggered offset joints 
to ensure that no regular joints are visible; see diagram opposite for minimum acceptable 
offset in large, medium and small module paving.

SETTING OUT PAVING DURING CONSTRUCTION:

Paving layouts which are designed according to the principles outlined in section 5.2, should 
be checked against the actual site conditions prior to construction, to ensure that paving 
modules and features correspond. Above left shows tapered random coursed paving set out 
from the curved façade of High Street. Above right shows random coursed jointed paving 
meeting butted tactile pavers and step units; careful coordination of setting out between 
jointed and non-jointed paving areas would be required prior to construction

SETTING OUT FROM BUILDING  - RADIUS:

At corners, curved streets and crescents, paving should be set out from the face of the 
building, or the edge of the area in front of the building, in a series of tapered courses 
which are normally aligned on the radius of the curve formed by the frontage. Slabs are 
shaped to form a voussoir-shaped (wedge shaped but not to a point) slab, and may be laid in 
conjunction with rectangular slabs to form more gradual curves and changes in direction.

SETTING OUT FROM FEATURE:

Care should be taken to identify street features which influence setting out, such as channels 
and plinths. In the case of channels, which are often not parallel with building frontages, 
paving courses should be set out from the channel and cut to the face of the adjacent 
building.
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Close butted slabs and flexible surface 
construction: Normally it will not be 
appropriate to lay flexible surfaces, since 
these deflect under load, and cause spallling 
to the paving units as they move against each 
other. 

Slab paving in random width courses: Paving 
slabs of the same width will be laid rows or 
courses across the footway. Adjacent courses 
can vary in width, and slabs will be selected 
to ensure that joints are offset to avoid 
through-joints or regular joint patterns when 
viewed along the footway. Course widths will 
vary between 450 to 600mm. Paving courses 
will normally be set out from the face of the 
adjacent building, except where historic 
features such as channels or kerbs are used to 
regulate and unify the paving courses within a 
street. (see diagrams opposite)

Sett paving in random width courses: Setts 
of the same width will be laid rows or courses 
across the carriagewayway. Adjacent courses 
can vary in width, and setts will be selected to 
ensure that joints are offset to avoid through-
joints or regular joint patterns when viewed 
along the carriageway. Course widths will vary 
between 100 to 160mm.

DRAINAGE  DETAIL 01

Gulley in tarmac surface with no channel detail. Gulley frame should be 
laid to butt up to kerb face.

STANDARD CORNER PAVING DETAIL

In Bath, paving is coursed across footways, and meets at corners 
according to the angle of the two streets. At such junctions the 
larger street typology will normally take precedence over the smaller 
side street. Paving courses should be aligned with adjacent building 
frontages, and courses will be cut to align.

SPECIAL CORNER PAVING DETAIL

In special locations where footways curve around corners, paving slabs 
should be cut to tapered radial alignments to form voissoir or wedge 
shaped units.

SPECIAL CORNER PAVING DETAIL - DIMENSIONED STONE

It will not normally be acceptable to lay stone slabs of any size which are 
dimensioned and cut to curved courses as shown.

DRAINAGE  DETAIL 02

Gulley in sett channel. Gulley frame should be laid to butt up to kerb face. 
Sett coursing in channel spaced to ensure full width sett between grating 
and bitmac surface.

DRAINAGE  DETAIL 03

Gulley in slab channel. Gulley frame to align neatly with width of channel 
slab.
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MINIMUM CUTTING DIMENSIONS

Standard tactile unit 400 x 400 mm1. 

Large unit/ slab paving2. 

Medium unit paving - typically 200mm coursed3. 

Small unit paving typically 100mm coursed4. 

COURSING & JOINTING

Narrow slivers of cut paving such as these will be 5. 
unacceptable; use larger module slabs to avoid small 
cuts.

Joints aligned with the length of the footway will 6. 
not be acceptable. Paving slabs should be randomly 
coursed, and laid across the width of the footway.

Paving slabs cut, coursed and laid correctly, with 7. 
tight joints.

Poorly laid paving with wide mortar-filled joints. 8. 
Coursing should be set out from building, and cover 
should be cut neatly out of slab.

Paving slabs cut, coursed and laid correctly, with 9. 
tight, even joints (historic paving at South Parade).

Paving slabs cut, coursed and laid correctly, with 10. 
tight, even joints.

5

6

7

8

9

10

5.2.2 Cutting

Pennant stone is hard and resilient, but if it is 
cut incorrectly, it will fracture under loading. 
Cuts which result in acutely pointed corners, 
or narrow strips of paving slab will not be 
acceptable. The diagrams adjacent show 
acceptable practice, and minimum paving sizes 
for cut slabs of varying widths.

Normally stone will be cut and prepared off 
site, before being brought to site and laid. 
Where cutting on site is unavoidable, cutting 
will take place in suitably soundproofed 
and safe surroundings, using appropriate 
machinery with plentiful water and power 
supplies as necessary. Cuts will be neat and 
fine, and edges and arises will be rubbed down 
to ensure that they match those elsewhere on 
the slab.

Cutting around features in the surface: 
Inspection covers, gratings and access hatches 
are normal features of the public realm, and 
should be carefully integrated into the public 
realm surfaces of the city centre. Where 
possible, such features should be lifted and 
relaid to align with the paving coursing. Where 
this is not possible paving courses should be 
carefully set out to ensure the minimum of 
cuts, and to eliminate acute angled cuts. Paving 
slabs should be cut carefully around the frame 
or feature, following its shape to ensure a 
minimum joint width.

10
0c

20
0c

50
0-
70
0c

10
0c

20
0c

50
0-
70
0c10
0c

20
0c

50
0-
70
0c

STAGGERED JOINT LAYOUT FOR SMALL UNIT PAVING

STAGGERED JOINT LAYOUT FOR MEDIUM UNIT PAVING

STAGGERED JOINT LAYOUT FOR LARGE UNIT / SLAB PAVING

TYPICAL PRINCIPLES FOR MINIMUM PAVING SIZES

1
2

2

3

3

4

4

266 mm

266 mm

minimum 
2/3 length

minimum 2/3 length

minimum 
2/3 length

400 mm

60
 m

m
12

8 
m

m
60

 m
m

30
 m

m

30
 m

m

30
 m

m

30
 m

m
68

 m
m

68
 m

m

400 mm

Varies

Varies

Varies
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CUTTING TO IN GROUND FLUSH FEATURES - TYPICAL LARGE SLAB PAVING

CUTTING TO IN GROUND FLUSH FEATURES - TYPICAL SMALL UNIT PAVING

CUTTING TO IN GROUND VERTICAL FEATURES

100c

200c

500-700c

CUTTING TO FEATURES

Realign access cover with paving coursing. Align one edge 1. 
with joint and run cuts through to next course. Where 
resessed cover is used continue any coursing through 
cover. Maintain minimum slab sizes and staggered 
jointing dimensions.

Where realignment is not possible and smallest angle 2. 
between access cover and paving coursing is less than 25 
degrees extend cuts parrallel to access cover between 
the minimum number of courses possible. Where 
resessed cover is used continue any coursing through 
cover. Maintain minimum slab sizes and staggered 
jointing dimensions.

Where angle between coursing and access cover is 3. 
greater than 25 degrees cut as shown between the 
minimum number of courses achievable. Where resessed 
cover is used continue any coursing through cover. 
Maintain minimum slab sizes and staggered jointing 
dimensions.

Realign access cover with paving coursing. Align one edge 4. 
with joint. If a course of min 67mm cannot be achieved 
at the opposite edge of the access cover to that which is 
aligned then lay setts perpendicular to coursing to meet 
the next available coursing joint, see diagram. Maintain 
minimum slab sizes and staggered jointing dimensions.

Where realignment is not possible and smallest angle 5. 
between access cover and paving coursing is less than 25 
degrees extend cuts parrallel to access cover between 
the minimum number of courses possible. Avoid units 
becoming smaller than the minimum allowable size by 
laying the setts perpendicular to coursing between the 
cuts parallel to the access cover. Maintain minimum slab 
sizes and staggered jointing dimensions.

Where angle between coursing and access cover is 6. 
greater than 25 degrees cut as shown between the 
minimum number of courses achievable. Maintain 
minimum slab sizes and staggered jointing dimensions.

Avoid placement of vertical features at intersection of 7. 
multiple paving units.

If required, make perpendicular split so paving unit fits 8. 
to either side of feature. The split should be in line with 
the other paving joints.

Core drill the paving flag to 3mm larger than vertical 9. 
feature to create a clean finish.  Minimum offset to paved 
edge 100mm and maintain minimum slab sizes and 
staggered jointing dimensions cutting to in ground flush 
features.

4

7 8 9

5 6

1

2

3

min 50 mm

min 50 mm

min 50 mm

min 50 mm
a < 25 deg

a < 25 deg

a > 25 deg

a > 25 deg
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HISTORIC FEATURES

Stone access cover: note neat, narrow joints and slab on 1. 
edge frame.

Cast iron grate, Bath Street: note unfortunate gap 2. 
between grate and adjacent slab, and fussy cut into slab 
in foreground. 

Fountain base, Margaret’s Buildings.3. 

COVERS

Paving incorrectly coursed and cut; in-situ concrete infill 4. 
to cover is poorly installed and crudely detailed.

Paving incorrectly coursed and cut, resulting in wide 5. 
joints and slivers of infill. Recessed slab in cover does not 
match adjacent stone paving.

Paving correctly cut around cover frame set orthogonally 6. 
within coursed paving, to produce a neat result.

Paving correctly cut around cover frame set orthogonally 7. 
within coursed paving, and recessed slab in cover matches 
adjacent stone paving, to produce a neat result.

STEPS

Historic steps: George Street, where solid Pennant 8. 
stone units are embedded into flanking walls to create a 
monumental flight of steps. Note cast iron railing.

Historic steps: short lengths of solid Pennant stone steps 9. 
with offset joints. 

Historic steps: long solid Pennant stone steps adjacent to 10. 
raised footway.

New steps: new natural stone steps at Station Square, 11. 
made with stone slab treads and risers; incorporating 
visibility strip in tread, and integrated into tactile paving 
arrangement adjacent.

New steps: new natural stone steps at Station Square, 12. 
made with stone slab treads and risers; treads feathered 
into adjacent slope of paving, and integrated into tactile 
paving arrangement.

8

1

4 5 6 7

9

2 3

10

1111

5.2.3 Incorporating historic features

One of the attractive characteristics of Bath 
streets is the frequent occurrence of historic 
features such as gratings, coalholes and 
markings, steps and balustrades.

Care should be taken to integrate features into 
paving surfaces, cutting so that joints and edges 
are made tight and neat and avoiding small 
gaps and paving modules.
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5.2.3 Transitions

Paving courses and kerb widths will vary 
between adjacent streets in the city centre, 
and the transitions between these different 
layouts should be carefully set out and 
constructed to ensure a clear, neat and 
precise junction. Normally, transitions 
between course alignments and kerb widths 
will be related to adjacent features such 
as changes in building alignments or street 
corners. Alignments should tie through, so 
that overlaps, gaps and small cuts are avoided. 

TRANSITION 02 - CHANNEL DETAIL INTERFACE:

Channel detail interface. Here the transition between a sett channel at the edge of a 
carriageway and a pedestrian causeway is coursed to ensure the channel detail returns at 
right angles.

TRANSITION 01 - KERB INTERFACE  AT CHANGE OF KERB  WIDTH:

Kerb interface at change of kerb width. Here the transition between kerbs of different widths 
is aligned with the building façade; note that the paving coursing changes too, so that gaps 
and cuts are avoided. Photos adjacent show unacceptable practice, resulting in gaps and 
overlaps.
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5.2.5 Accessibility in a historic environment 

Bath is a city which aims to provide universal 
access throughout its public realm. When the 
streets were first laid out,  little consideration 
was given to the needs of people with mobility 
and visual impairments. The city has inherited 
level changes between street and ground 
floors within buildings, as well as steeply 
sloping streets in some parts of the city 
centre which have made it difficult to provide 
access. Furthermore, the sensitivities of listed 
buildings and conservation areas have been 
seen as reasons not to provide better access. 

In future, development within the public realm 
in Bath city centre will endeavour to provide 
universal access which is cleverly designed to 
integrate with the historic environment of the 
city. 

Service access and deliveries to businesses 
within Bath can also be integrated into the 
design of new developments in ways which 
avoid the need for extensive ramps and laybys. 

The examples shown opposite illustrate how, 
with careful design, practical elegant solutions 
can be provided.

In order to emphasise pedestrian priority and 
to make the streets more accessible and usable 
for pedestrians generally it is recommended 
that, where feasible within the Pedestrian 
Priority Core  where the number of vehicle 
movements are expected to be low, kerb 
upstands should be removed and carriageway 
and footway are provided at the same level.

Removal of the kerb upstand can reduce the 
legibility of the street for visually impaired and 
blind people and, as such, careful consideration 
should be given to ensuring a solution which 
does not prohibit these people from using the 
street.

The minimum that should be provided in 
level surface streets is a colour-differentiated 
channel to provide guidance to the visually 
impaired.

METHODS TO DEAL WITH LEVEL CHANGE - PUBLIC TO 
PRIVATE THRESHOLD

Bloomsbury London: the area to the front of this 1. 
Georgian building is used to provide a level access route 
from the footway to the front door. Minimally intrusive 
glazed panels protect the edge and provide a location of 
handrails.

Bloomsbury, London: a longer ramp is installed to 2. 
overcome a greater level change, using glass panels 
and a perforated ramp, to let some daylight into the 
basement below.

Bloomsbury London: the area to the front of this 3. 
building is used to provide a level access route from the 
footway to the front door. Minimally intrusive glazed 
panels protect the edge and let light into adjacent 
windows.

Old King Street Bath: Lift integrated into steps at front 4. 
of restaurant.

Old King Street, Bath: goods lift integrated into recess 5. 
within flanking wall on side street

1 2

3 4 5
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ARRANGEMENT 02 -DELINEATOR STRIP + INTEGRATED 
DRAIN

Corduroy paving in light-toned granite laid as a delineator 
strip and cover for a strip drain in a shared surface street 
where the carriageway is flush with the kerb, and there are 
insufficient falls to drain to gulleys.

ARRANGEMENT 01 - DELINEATOR STRIP

Corduroy paving in light-toned granite laid as a delineator 
strip in a shared surface street where the carriageway is 
flush with the kerb, and there is no upstand kerb to provide 
guidance for people with a visual impairment.

Department for Transport Guidance on 
Shared Spaces states the following:

“In streets with a level surface, tactile paving 
is sometimes used as a delineator strip 
between the notional carriageway and the 
footway – a use not covered in the tactile 
guidance. Corduroy paving, which conveys 
the message ‘hazard, proceed with caution’, 
is usually used (although some schemes use 
other tactile methods, such as a textured 
setts). It can be useful to use a contrasting 
colour for the delineator strip.”

Consultation should be undertaken with all 
relevant access groups and stakeholders as 
part of the detailed design process for specific 
schemes.

GUIDANCE PAVING

Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London. In this 1. 
shared surface street, corduroy paving is used as a 
delineator strip.

In Bath, light toned granite slabs will be used to form 2. 
the delineator strips; these can be laid to falls to drain 
surface water to gulleys.

Where capacity is limited or falls are too shallow, 3. 
consideration should be given to the use of slotted 
corduroy slabs, to provide permeable drainage to slot 
drains.

Light tones of granite stone will provide a visual contrast 4. 
with the blue-grey Pennant stone paving adjacent.

2

1

3

4
300 mm

400 mm

Approx 
300 mm

1
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5.2.6 Sample Panel

By far the best way to establish and control 
the quality of materials and worksmanship in 
public realm paving is to make use of sample 
panels. 

Sample panels should ideally be constructed in 
advance of the main streetscape works, so that 
time and cost factors can be evaluated without 
pressure to complete within a contract period.

They should be retained in-situ as a means 
to record the agreed material finishes and 
worksmanship.

The diagram adjacent outlines the typical 
considerations at each stage of a sample panel 
commission.

Illustrative diagram

(above) Diagram showing typical 

sequence/ process for construction of 

sample panel (right). Typical layout for 

sample panel incorporating standard 

details for public realm surfaces across 

city centre.

STAGE 01: SITE PREPARATION

B&NES client team and contract project •	
manager to confirm exact location for 
sample panel and confirm requirements 
for licences, footway closures etc.

Contractor to provide method •	
statement for the protection of the 
public from works.

Contractor to provide method •	
statement for the protection of the 
existing ground surface from works.

Contractor to provide method •	
statement for the laying of formation 
depths over existing surfaces.

STAGE 05: AFTERCARE

B&NES client team and contract project •	
manager to confirm exact requirements 
for retention of sample panel.

Contractor to provide maintenance and •	
cleaning of sample panel during intial 
period panel is to be retained.

B&NES to provide maintenance and •	
cleaning of sample panel for long-term 
retention until it is removed following 
completion of all city centre works.

B&NES to provide method statement •	
for public accessibility adjacent to 
sample panel following completion of 
works.

B&NES to provide method statement •	
for intended use of sample panel 
following completion of works for 
monitoring quality within all city centre 
works.

STAGE 02: DELIVERY OF MATERIALS TO 
SITE

Stone supplier to supply and deliver •	
stone as scheduled on drawing.

Contractor to arrange for purchase and •	
supply of paving, edging/kerbs, bedding, 
mortar, grout, surface treatment and 
gullies as per specification.

B&NES project manager to agree •	
location for the safe storage of 
materials for use in the sample panel.

Contractor to provide method •	
statement for the safe off-loading and 
handling of all materials.

STAGE 04: MONITORING/ TEST

Contractor to co-ordinate dates (at •	
least two days in advance) of times 
when the following can be monitored 
for test timing purposes:(1) Completion 
of sub-base, (2) Completion of laying of 
paving, prior to grouting (3) Completion 
of grouting.

B&NES client team and contract project •	
manager to confirm exact requirements 
for monitoring test conditions, quality 
assessment and discussion of on-site 
findings.

STAGE 03: LAYING OF MATERIALS

Contractor to set up safe working •	
area / site protection / site facilities (if 
necessary).

Contractor to prepare sub-base to •	
engineers details and specification. 

Contractor to lay bedding as per •	
engineer’s details. 

Contractor to cut and lay paving units •	
to existing falls, leaving joints un-
grouted for inspection.

Contractor to lay grouting to •	
specification.

Contractor to co-ordinate dates (at •	
least two days in advance) of times 
when the following can be monitored: 
(1) Completion of sub-base (2) 
Completion of laying of paving, prior to 
grouting (3) Completion of grouting.
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SAMPLE PANEL - TYPICAL OUTLINE SPECIFICATION

Radius Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 1. 
900mm. 250mm deep, approx 4m external radius - laid 
with 50mm upstand. Grey tone. New units to have sawn  
sides  and flamed finish to exposed sides. Existing kerb 
units to retain finish as existing with new cut edges to be 
dressed and rounded off. 

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random widths 2. 
between 500mm - 700mm courses x random lengths 
300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for pedestrian 
loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey and warm 
buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn finished. 
Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut edges to be 
dressed and  rounded off. 

Cutting detail: Typical cutting detail to column base 3. 
(refer to section 5.2.2).

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 4. 
900mm. 250mm deep - laid with 50mm upstand. Grey 
tone. New units to have sawn  sides  and flamed finish 
to exposed sides. Existing kerb units to retain finish as 
existing with new cut edges to be dressed and  rounded 
off.

Carriageway - Pennant stone small modular. 100mm 5. 
width (gauge) x random lengths of between 150mm 
- 300mm. 150mm deep. Mix of grey and warm tones. 
Flamed or shot blasted finish  - laid as channel trim detail 
(refer to section 5.2.4).

Carriageway - Pennant stone medium modular. 200mm 6. 
width (gauge) x random lengths of between 250mm 
- 700mm. 150mm deep. Mix of grey and warm tones. 
Flamed or shot blasted finish.

Tree pit - Porous resin bound gravel to surface. Warm, 7. 
buff tones to match local Bath stone and Pennant paving 
tones. Pennant edging - new or reclaimed. 125mm wide 
x 900mm. 250mm deep, laid flush. Grey tone. New units 
to have sawn  sides  and flamed finish to exposed sides. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and  rounded off. 

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed.125mm wide x 900mm. 8. 
250mm deep, approx 4m external radius - laid flush. Grey 
tone. New units to have sawn  sides  and flamed finish 
to exposed sides. Existing kerb units to retain finish as 
existing with new cut edges to be dressed and rounded 
off.

Carriageway - Pennant stone small modular. 100mm 9. 
width (gauge) x random lengths of between 150mm 
- 300mm. 150mm deep. Mix of grey and warm tones. 
Flamed or shot blasted finish.

Pedestrian crossing detail - Granite blister tactiles, 10. 
400x400mm. Light/ white tone to contrast with 
surrounding pavement. x2 rows deep shown for dropped 
and uncontrolled crossing. Corner kerb units - Pennant 
kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 900mm. 250mm 
deep - laid with 50mm upstand (as 4).

Channel - Pennant stone flat channel - new or reclaimed.  11. 
300 x 600mm. Laid flush. Depth of unit to allow for 
traffic loadings. Mix of grey and warm buff tones. New 
channel units to be flamed or sawn finished. Existing 
channel units  finish as existing with new cut edges to be 
dressed and  rounded off. 

Perimeter edging - 200mm wide pre cast concrete kerb 12. 
with up-stand as perimeter edge restraint.

Mass concrete footing for sample panel laid over 13. 
membrane - to engineers specification.

Cast iron gully cover 1 - approx size TBC to exactly align 14. 
with paving coursing & joint widths.

Cast iron gully cover 2 - approx size TBC to exactly align 15. 
with paving coursing & joint widths.

Cast iron gully cover 3 - approx size TBC to exactly align 16. 
with paving coursing & joint widths.

* To be read in conjunction with section 5.1 surface - typical 
specification.

* Layout to demonstrate significant details required to asses 
and maintain quality - indicative only.

1 2 2 24

3 5 7 8 131110

6 9 12

4000 mm

14000 mm
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5.3 STREET FURNITURE

The following guidance is organised to set out 
parameters and considerations for locating 
street furniture in the public realm, to ensure 
objects are positioned in the right place to 
avoid clutter and confusion by users. 

The bespoke street furniture palette for 
Bath is intended as a resource to be used 
by developers of future projects to ensure 
consistency and integration with the changing 
face of Bath’s public realm. All street furniture 
specified should refer to the Bath street 
furniture palette and generic items should 
follow guidance set out in the Pattern Book

5.3.1 Placement

To achieve a cohesive and legible public realm 
the following principles should be followed 
when considering the location and siting of 
street furniture:

Reduce clutter by grouping and aligning 1. 
objects.

Maintain clear zoning within footway to 2. 
maintain clear pedestrian routes – refer to 
section 3.2.2 clear zones.

Maintain key views and heritage vistas.3. 

Consider consistent design and placement 4. 
of objects within same street.

Consider consistent design of objects within 5. 
same grouping/ space/ street.

Allow for reduction in number of objects 6. 
following ongoing review process.

Consider exact siting and not just 7. 
implement like-for-like replacement when 
required.

Consider the impact of massing & branding 8. 
of objects.

Consider requirements for maintenance 9. 
and cleansing access.

Consider security implications to adjacent 10. 
building through the placement of object 
aiding access.

Consider the micro climate, sun path, 11. 
shade, shelter of all locations.

All existing street furniture should be reviewed 
as part of the on-going city centre audit 
process and replaced during maintenance 
or implementation of new schemes with 
furniture compliant with the Pattern Book 
recommendations.

Images

Images illustrating existing 
poor placement of street 
furniture in Bath’s public 
realm (left) and good practice 
by other cities (right).

(left) Poor clustering of 1. 
objects and reduction 
of clutter interrupting 
vista to key heritage 
feature. 

(left) Poor alignment of 2. 
street furniture blocking 
main pedestrian desire 
line.

(left) Proliferation of 3. 
private signage blocking 
pedestrian route.

(left) Proliferation of 4. 
street furniture blocking 
pedestrian route on key 
busy axis.

(left) Large objects, 5. 
poorly placed, 
dominated by private 
advertising blocking 
pedestrian route and 
detracting from visual 
quality of key heritage 
street.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Siting:

Litter bins should be located in areas of •	
significant pedestrian movement and 
demand but must only be provided where 
they do not cause obstruction to the 
footway.

Bins should not be located directly next to •	
seating but should be placed near, as part 
of the grouping of street furniture.

The precise siting must take into •	
consideration current B&NES street 
cleansing requirements for regular 
collection of waste and on-going 
maintenance.

Commercial waste bins are often •	
temporarily located in publicly accessible 
alleyways and back streets. These bins 
should be re-located to internal storage 
spaces once collection is completed to 
reduce any detrimental visual impact. 

5.3.4 Benches/ Seating

Formal seating opportunities are required 
to provide resting places for pedestrians 
and create places for social interaction or 
contemplation. The default bench design for 
use in the city centre public realm is set out 
in the Bath bespoke street furniture range. 
Other types/ style of seating must be replaced 
during on-going updates and maintenance.

Siting:

Generally seating opportunities should •	
be placed at no more then approximately 
100m apart in busy areas, ideally 
opportunities would be at no more than 
50m apart along recognised pedestrian 
routes or where the street has a steep 
gradient.

Seating locations should be chosen to •	
avoid becoming obstacles along pedestrian 
routes but seating could also act as 
obstacles to vehicular movement as a 
more desirable alternative to bollards.

5.3.2 Cycle Stands

The default cycle stand for use in the city is 
the cast bronze cycle hoop set out in the Bath 
bespoke street furniture range. Other cycle 
parking allowed within the city centre include 
facilities for on-street bike hire.

Requirement: 

Cycle parking should be provided where 
a need is identified and where it can be 
practicably fitted into the public realm. 
Locating cycle stands needs to consider how 
to minimise the visual appearance, impact 
on pedestrians and potential to create 
an obstruction in the public realm. Short 
stay parking should be placed close to key 
destinations; long-stay facilities should be 
located next to transport interchanges & 
gateways

Siting:

Where footways have sufficient width, •	
stands should be set out at 90 or 45 
degrees to the kerb.

Where stands are grouped a minimum •	
spacing of 1000mm should be allowed 
between stands to allow two cycles to 
be safely locked. For double depth rows 
allow minimum 2000mm offset to stand 
centres.

Allow for a 600mm offset between a stand •	
and a wall/ kerb/ object.

At areas where major city events take •	
place consideration must be given to 
the use of demountable stands to aid 
increased movement requirements.

5.3.3 Waste Management

The default litter bin and recycling bin for use 
in the city centre public realm is set out under 
the guidance of the Council’s neighbourhood 
services team. Other types/ style of bin must 
be replaced during on-going updates and 
maintenance programmes.

5 / Product
June 2012 / Street Furniture Pattern Book Bath Public Realm Movement Project © PearsonLloyd 

Quality – Befitting a world heritage site and international tourist destination.

Craftsmanship – Following the City’s history of skilled masonry and wrought iron work.

Authentic – Honest use of materials that allows the products to age beautifully.

Low Maintenance – designed to withstand harsh outdoor public environments, including cleaning, management of vandalism and ease of replacement.

Secure – high value products that are theft resistant, belonging only to the City.

Philosophy The products that have been developed thus far build on the product language established in 
the previous section and introduce a layer of practical values to ensure thier life on the street 
is a healthy and prosperous one.

CYCLE STANDS

WASTE MANAGEMENT

BENCHES / SEATING
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River railings and gates along the River Avon 
in Bath are to be painted black to match the 
existing condition.

5.3.6 River safety

To improve safety along the River Avon, river 
rescue cabinets have been installed along the 
river from Windsor Bridge to Pulteney Bridge. 
They have been designed to protect the life 
buoys inside from vandalism and damage. The 
locked grey and orange cabinets containing the 
lifebuoys can be opened with a code provided 
by the Fire and Rescue Service Control when 
callers dial 999.

Siting: 

Cabinets should be spaced at regular •	
intervals on both the north and south 
banks . Generally cabinets should be within 
2 metres of the river bank.

River rescue cabinets located on private •	
land are the responsibility of the land 
owner/private company for maintenance. 
The land owner would be required 
to contact Avon Fire and Rescue and 
coordinate a unique location code. They 
would be required to link up with the 
rescue service during any rescue operation 
when the cabinet user phones them.

Cabinets should be located next to •	
footpaths/walkways so they are easily 
visible to users. The unit should be 
orientated so a user can be next to 
the cabinet and still be able to see and 
communicate with the person they are 
helping.

The cabinets must not be obscured by •	
overhanging trees or foliage to allow clear 
visibility and allow for the integrated solar 
lights to function.

If cabinets are placed within grassed or •	
planted areas a 500mm hard, paved surface 
must be provided around the box to allow 
access and facilitate ease of maintenance of 
soft landscape. Cabinets require a concrete 
footing.

Seats should be located within public •	
spaces, which offer attractive views or are 
close to busy locations. Seats should be 
associated with bus stops and places where 
people wait or meet up.

At areas where major city events take place •	
consideration must be given to the use of 
demountable furniture to aid increased 
movement requirements.

Consideration should be taken of •	
maintenance routines when locating 
benches under trees or other structures 
where they can be affected by seasonal leaf 
drop and bird droppings. 

Location of seating should consider •	
environmental factors such as orientation 
- sunlit positions are preferred. Consider 
locating seating away from wind tunnels 
created by tall buildings.

Freestanding seating can be affected by •	
skateboarders using the back of the bench. 
Locating benches against a wall or back-to-
back can alleviate the problem.

Seats facing the footway should be set back •	
from the kerb by at least 450mm and out 
of vehicular sight lines – refer to clear zone 
sections.

5.3.5 Rails & Railings

Rails and railings in Bath are part of the street 
frontage property boundary and are often in 
private ownership. Railings will often form 
part of the listed curtiledge to a building and 
consideration must be given to conserve and 
manage their appearance. New railings and 
replacement railings must consider the historic 
context and traditional styles. 

All existing rails and railings in Bath are to be 
painted black to match the existing condition 
across the city centre. The tone deviates from 
the CIS and bespoke street furniture palette 
to help aid consistency by individual private 
owners. 

RAILS & RAILINGS

5 / Product
June 2012 / Street Furniture Pattern Book Bath Public Realm Movement Project © PearsonLloyd 

Quality – Befitting a world heritage site and international tourist destination.

Craftsmanship – Following the City’s history of skilled masonry and wrought iron work.

Authentic – Honest use of materials that allows the products to age beautifully.

Low Maintenance – designed to withstand harsh outdoor public environments, including cleaning, management of vandalism and ease of replacement.

Secure – high value products that are theft resistant, belonging only to the City.

Philosophy The products that have been developed thus far build on the product language established in 
the previous section and introduce a layer of practical values to ensure thier life on the street 
is a healthy and prosperous one.

BOLLARDS

RIVER SAFETY
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to avoid the requirement for bollard 
protection.

Consideration must be given to the •	
method of ground fixing to minimise 
damage to the surrounding footway 
surface in event of a collision. Bollard 
locations must take into account shallow 
build-up/ below-ground conditions 
specific to Bath.

Consideration must be given to the •	
placement of bollards in soft landscape to 
prevent creating a maintenance problem 
to the base.

Bollards should never be linked with chain •	
or rope.

5.3.8 Parking Control Equipment

Controlled street parking exists within Bath 
city centre, controlled by pay and display 
machines and by B&NES administered permit 
schemes. 

Siting:

Parking machine should located on •	
the street and be set back out of the 
alignment of pedestrian movement and 
preferably be located at the back of 
footway where possible.

To be placed in discreet locations and •	
avoid disruption of important views or 
buildings but should be visible and in a 
convenient location to users.

Parking schemes require the introduction •	
of signage and road marking to advise 
motorists of the nature and times of 
operation – refer to section 5.4 signs, 
markings & signals.

Consideration must be made to the •	
mounting height and location of payment 
equipment to ensure accessibility to 
wheelchair users – no less than 750mm 
and no more than 1200mm above level of 
footway. There should be sufficient space 
to maneuver to the machine.

5.3.7 Bollards

The design for the range of bollards for use in 
the city centre public realm are set out in the 
Bath bespoke street furniture palette. The 
range includes two sizes of bollard with fixed 
and demountable options.

Bollards are used to physically separate 
vehicles and pedestrian space. Their use can 
discourage vehicles from entering pedestrian 
spaces and protect users and objects in the 
public realm. Generally bollards are to be 
used only where absolutely necessary and 
should be designed out at an early stage of a 
project or, if necessary, replaced with another 
street furniture item. Existing bollards within 
the city centre should be reviewed with the 
intention to remove all unnecessary street 
clutter where possible.

A number of significant historic bollards 
are located across the city centre and these 
should be retained in-situ. Consideration 
must be given to a careful identification and 
review process to make sure these elements 
are not damaged or removed.

Siting: 

Bollards should be placed 450mm from •	
kerb face – refer to clear zone sections.

To prevent vehicle from any access •	
bollards must be placed at 1500mm across 
the footway surface.

Bollards to be placed at 3000mm centres •	
to prevent vehicles mounting the edge of 
the footway.

Bollards to be as finish/ materials set •	
out in street furniture palette. All other 
historic or bollards retained to be painted 
to RAL colours set out in street furniture 
palette

Location of bollards should not be an •	
obstacle to pedestrian movement or a 
hazard to blind or partially sighed users.

In areas of significant vehicle overrun •	
consideration should be given to 
strengthening the footway build up 

HANGING BASKETS / PLANTERS

PARKING CONTROL EQUIPMENT

POST BOX / PHONE BOX
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5.3.10 Post Box/ Phone Box

Telephone boxes are the responsibility of the 
telecommunication operator and post and 
pouch boxes are the responsibility of the Royal 
Mail.  Operators must seek permission from 
B&NES to determine whether prior approval 
is required for siting, appearance, consent for 
location on the highway etc. Listed building 
consent is required for proposals to alter or 
remove a listed telephone box or post box, or 
those set in the surrounding context of a listed 
building. 

Siting:

Generally post boxes and phone boxes •	
should not be installed where the footway 
is less than 2000mm wide – refer to clear 
zone sections.

Boxes should be placed at the back edge of •	
footway adjacent to building frontage or 
blank walls and not obstruct visibility lines.

Boxes should be placed on hard surfaces to •	
allow ease of access and maintenance.

Phone boxes should be located to consider •	
requirements for wheelchair access and 
allow sufficient room for mechanised 
cleaning.

Appearance:

The individual operators of the object are •	
responsible for on-going maintenance, 
repair and refurbishment.

Commercial publicity posters to private •	
objects should be discouraged.

5.3.11 Service Boxes

Utility cabinet (often referred to as service 
boxes, street cabinets or feeder pillars) are 
the property of utility companies and the 
local authority which have cabinets for CCTV, 
electricity supplies, signaling etc.

Siting:

Utility cabinets located on the street •	
should be set back out of the alignment of 

Appearance:

The design of parking meters should be •	
simple and consistent and the visual 
appearance should avoid drawing attention 
to the object.

All boxes should be painted to RAL colours •	
set out in street furniture palette or to a 
standard black tone.

5.3.9 Hanging Baskets/ Planters

Bath has a civic tradition of seasonal floral 
displays and careful consideration must be 
given to the type of container and detailed 
siting of any planting.

Within the city centre the use of ground level 
plastic troughs, flower towers or other off the 
shelf planters is not acceptable. Flower displays 
are to be mounted on structures already in 
the street (eg lighting columns) or to building 
frontages to avoid cluttering the footway. 
Seasonal displays are transient and any future 
reduction in requirement can lead to a review 
and reduction in the numbers of demountable 
columns and hanging baskets.

Siting:

Hanging baskets should be higher than •	
3000mm to the ground to avoid creating 
an obstruction or becoming vulnerable to 
vandalism.

Planters located on the street should be •	
set back out of the alignment of pedestrian 
movement and to be placed in carefully 
considered locations to avoid disruption of 
important views or buildings frontages.

Baskets or temporary planting troughs •	
can be located to building frontages but 
relevant permissions must be sought. 
Generally planting displays are more 
effective when placed close together, 
creating clusters of interest.

Hanging basket columns and brackets •	
are included in the Bath bespoke street 
furniture range and should be painted to 
the appropriate RAL colours.

SERVICE BOXES

BUS STOPS

COLUMNS & POLES
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pedestrian movement. Cabinets should be 
preferably located at the back of footway 
where possible.

Utility cabinets to be placed in discreet •	
locations and avoid disruption of 
important views or buildings.

In sensitive locations or where space is •	
limited, consideration should be given to 
installing below ground units, utilising 
existing vaults/ cellars. New utility 
cabinets to proposed developments 
should be located underground where 
possible or out of sight. Where control 
equipment can be designed to sit within 
lighting columns or other items this option 
should be implemented. 

Generally doors should open so that utility •	
operatives face oncoming traffic.

If cabinets are placed within grassed •	
or planted areas a 500mm hard, paved 
surface must be provided around the 
box to allow access and facilitate ease of 
maintenance of soft landscape.

Appearance:

The design of cabinet boxes should be •	
simple and consistent and the visual 
appearance should avoid drawing 
attention to the object.

All cabinet boxes should be painted to RAL •	
colours set out in street furniture palette.

Consideration to be given to paint finish •	
to deter and facilitate the removal of 
fly-posting and graffiti – highly textured 
paint is not acceptable and alternative 
low profile, clear paint products must be 
considered.

5.3.12 Columns & Poles

Columns are used to support lighting, signage 
and signals. The range of column types in Bath 
is wide-ranging from ornate cast iron columns 
supporting lanterns, to tall functional steel 
columns and poles. Generally columns are to 
be used only where absolutely necessary and 

should be designed out at an early stage of 
a project, for example by mounting lighting 
lanterns directly to adjacent buildings. 
Existing columns within the city centre should 
be reviewed with the intention to remove all 
unnecessary street clutter where possible.

A number of significant historic columns are 
located across the city centre and these should 
be retained in-situ. Consideration must be 
given to a careful identification and review 
process to make sure these elements are not 
damaged or removed.

Siting: 

Columns and posts should be placed •	
450mm from kerb face – refer to clear zone 
sections.

Columns and posts to be as finish/ •	
materials set out in street furniture 
palette. All other historic columns 
retained to be painted to RAL colours set 
out in the Bath bespoke street furniture 
range.

Location of columns and posts should not •	
be an obstacle to pedestrian movement or 
a hazard to blind or partially sighed users.

Column and post locations must take into •	
account shallow build up/ below ground 
conditions specific to Bath.

Consideration must be given to the •	
placement of columns and posts in 
soft landscape to prevent creating a 
maintenance problem to the base.

5.3.13 Bus Stops & Shelters

The design for the range of transport 
furniture for use in the city centre public 
realm is set out in the Bath bespoke street 
furniture range and CIS guidance. The range 
includes the transport orientation point, 
transport shelter and transport flag. 

Generally the location of bus stops will 
be decided by the local authority with 
regard to policy, consultation, operational 
considerations, pedestrian and traffic safety 

and frequency of service. The guidance below 
sets out guidelines for the specific placement 
of the bus stop infrastructure:

Siting:

The footway should be well-laid and •	
drained and consideration given to the 
requirement for the use of localised raised 
bus stop kerbs.

Excess street furniture must be avoided in •	
the boarding/ alighting zones to minimise 
congestion points and allow use of the full 
width of the footway.

Available footway widths should indicate •	
which type of furniture could be used – if 
there is space for a full transport shelter 
or limited to a transport flag. All furniture 
should be placed 450mm from kerb face – 
refer to clear zone sections for minimum 
acceptable footway widths.

Private bus tours companies should use •	
minimal signage suitable for requirements 
and mount signs to existing available 
columns where possible.

Consideration must be given to minimal •	
lighting arrangements for safety and to 
allow signs to be visible to users.
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Encourage a coordinated approach by the •	
different agencies which require signage in 
the public realm.

Through implementation of a legible 
streetscape /public realm the need for signage 
will be reduced. 

5.4 SIGNS, MARKINGS & SIGNALS 

The following guidance is set out to encourage 
consistent legibility, using defined methods to 
convey relevant information within the city 
centre. Signage, markings and signals cover 
both public and private advertising, wayfinding 
and highways streetscape components. They 
can be separated into two types:

Signage for pedestrians, which involves 
information, interpretation and wayfinding 
signage.

Signage for traffic which is regulated and 
controlled and involves directional information, 
highways information and warning of hazards.

All city information, interpretation and 
wayfinding initiatives should refer to the Bath 
City Information System guidelines. These are 
included as an Appendix.

General principles:

To achieve a cohesive and legible public realm 
the following principles should be followed 
when considering the implementation of signs, 
marking and signals:

Implement minimum provision and •	
signs to only be used to convey essential 
information.

Implement regular audits to maintain •	
necessary signage and remove outdated 
information.

Use minimum size elements combined with •	
existing features where possible. 

Use the clear consistent style developed •	
within the CIS mapping and street furniture 
palette.

Objects to be unobtrusive and simple •	
to avoid competing with key views and 
heritage elements.

Content of signage to be simple and •	
designed for longevity where possible and 
not catering to current trends.

Images

Image illustrating (above)
existing  wayfinding and 
private signage clutter 
in Bath’s public realm, 
obstructing visibility and 
pedestrian movement, 
(below) Copenhagen city 
centre with main retail 
street clear of clutter and 
necessary street furniture 
placed to edge of footway.
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5.4.1 Wayfinding/ Directional

For people using the city, clear, simple 
directional signage is essential. The city 
has developed the Bath City Information 
System (CIS), creating a suite of physical and 
digital mapping information which is easily 
accessible to users. The full suite and palette 
of CIS cartography, typography, colours and 
other graphic artwork is available from the 
Council. 

Plaques & wayfinder markers: Existing plaques 
and markers across the city centre define 
various trials and walking routes relating to 
Bath’s history and culture. These markers 
should be retained and restored where 
necessary.

5.4.2 Commercial/ Publicity

Commercial/ publicity: Commercial 
advertising comes in many forms but 
dominant aspects within the public realm 
include A boards, menu signage, advertising to 
phone boxes and fly-posting.

Freestanding private signage: A boards are 
freestanding, private advertising boards, 
which are currently used throughout the city 
centre. The boards cause obstruction, are a 
trip hazard on the footway and are a hazard 
to blind and visually impaired pedestrians.

A boards and other freestanding •	
advertising devices (such as menu boards) 
may stand on a private forecourt and are 
permitted through planning regulation 
which sets limits on the size. A boards/ 
menu boards are also permitted to 
stand within the licensed area for café/ 
pavement seating as agreed with the 
B&NES licensing department.

No freestanding A type boards will be •	
permitted on the public highway and will 
be removed if the owner of the board 
continues to ignore warnings given by 
B&NES.

Advertising posters (inc. phone boxes, fly 
posters): Payphone operatives are increasingly 

using public phone boxes to display 
commercial advertising. The adverts screen 
the inside of the box and turn the object 
into a visually dominant object. The local 
authority can use regulations developed for 
conservation areas to exclude these items 
from the city centre.

5.4.3 Street Names

B&NES Council is the street naming authority 
and responsible for the naming, erection and 
maintenace of street name plates.

Carved/ inscription lettering: Traditionally 
street names and parish boundary markers 
were carved/ incised into the built form 
of Bath. This distinctive, local way-finding 
method should be continued where possible 
and existing examples retained and restored 
when required. Letter forms should match 
existing examples. 

Name plates: These are significant elements 
in wayfinding for vehicles and pedestrians and 
are generally fixed to walls and railings.

Name plates to be fixed as near as possible •	
to street corners to be easily readable by 
users, approximately 2400 – 3000mm 
above the adjacent surface level.

Usually made of cast iron with embossed •	
lettering, generally painted on a black 
background with a white boarder and 
letters.

Traditional street signs should be •	
retained and restored where possible. All 
replacement and new signs to be to the 
same “Bath” design.

If it is not possible to fix to walls, railings •	
or existing features, free-standing signs 
will require fixing to low, double posts at 
the back of pavement. Posts should not 
protrude above the name plate

WAYFINDING / DIRECTIONAL

1. 2. 3. 4.

COMMERCIAL / PUBLICITY

Images

Images illustrating 
existing poor placement 
of commercial/ publicity 
signage in Bath’s public 
realm (above) and good 
practice by other cities 
(below)

Hand-held placards 1. 
clutter Stall Street.

A-boards impede 2. 
movement.

Proliferation of 3. 
A-boards are ignored 
by passers-by.

Bicycle signage 4. 
impede movement.

Paris: simple menu 5. 
board against facade.

Valkenburg: A-boards 6. 
kept in check behind 
kerbline.

Dubrovnik: list of 7. 
shops prominently 
displayed on 
attractive cloth sign at 
entrance to lane.

5. 6. 7.
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5.4.4 Road Signs & Surface Markings

A key recommendation of the Pattern Book is 
to reduce signage, lining and street clutter to 
an absolute minimum.

Means of achieving this goal include:

Design of streetscape to: 1. 

A) minimise the amount of regulation 
required; (eg. avoiding the requirement 
for one way streets and other access 
restrictions where feasible). 

B) ensure the streetscape is legible such 
that signage and lining is not required to 
inform users as to how the street should 
be used (eg. designing streets such that 
they discourage unnecessary through 
movements can reduce the requirement for 
directional signage). 

C) accommodate desire lines by providing 
safe pedestrian crossing points at those 
locations to facilitate safe crossing 
rather than using guard railing to direct 
pedestrians to an alternative crossing 
point.

Review of relevant guidance and regulations 2. 
to determine exactly what signage and 
lining is required in each instance (eg. 
introduction of a Restricted Parking Zone 
can remove the requirement for double 
yellow lining).

Where signage is required it should be 3. 
positioned so as to minimise the impact 
on the streetscape in terms of both visual 
intrusion and impact on pedestrian 
movements. Signs should be fixed to 
existing features such as buildings or street 
lighting where feasible. Where new columns 
must be introduced then the number of 
columns required should be limited by 
fixing a number of signs to the same column 
(The Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
Directions Part 3 recommend a maximum of 
3No. sign is fixed to a single post).

Trials should be undertaken with the 4. 
absolute minimum lining and signage 
as required to ensure the street can 

operate safely. If enforcement of specific 
restrictions becomes an issue during the 
trial period then additional signage could be 
provided. This is particularly relevant with 
issues such as parking control. 

5.4.6 Temporary/ Event Sign

Temporary/ Event signs: Temporary/ event 
signage is generally erected by events 
organisers and does not conform to a fixed 
design. Event organisers/ person responsible 
for the sign must ensure that all signage is 
taken down promptly after the event has 
finished.

Temporary hoarding: All temporary hoardings 
for events must be agreed with B&NES 
licensing services.

5.4.7 Traffic Signals & Controls

Signals: All opportunities to minimise 
the amount of street furniture should be 
implemented. This can include seeking 
opportunities to combine signal heads 
with street lights replacing with the latest 
technology. Redundant control equipment 
should be removed and footways re-instated to 
match the surrounding finishes.

Surfaces: Coloured and anti-skid surfaces can 
be used to re-enforce the priority of certain 
traffic routes such as bus lanes. Generally a 
change in coloured surface should only be 
used where deemed absolutely necessary and 
cannot be achieved through a change in the 
paving size or paving finish.

Cameras/ CCTV: CCTV cameras can play 
an important role in crime prevention and 
detection throughout the city centre. Cameras 
should be placed on existing columns or poles 
where possible or building-mounted with the 
agreed permissions. CCTV positioning must 
balance the requirement for a point with the 
highest visibility against the need for the object 
to be unobtrusive within the surrounding 
context. Cabinet style, bulky columns should be 
avoided and required operational equipment 

STREET NAMES Images

Images illustrating poor 
placement of signage 
in Bath’s public realm, 
increasing clutter and 
obstructing pedestrian 
movement (above) and 
good examples of placment 
(below)

Cluttered double 1. 
post sign obstructing 
footway, signage not 
aligned.

Signage on single 2. 
post which could 
be combined with 
signage to lighting 
column.

Unattractive post 3. 
top extending above 
signage plate.

Unattractive speed 4. 
markings to road.

Unnecessarily wide 5. 
and untidy lining to 
cycle bay.

Signage and lighting 6. 
rationalised onto one 
post.

Side fixed signage 7. 
in location with 
below standard 
footway width to 
avoid obstruction to 
footway.

Wall mounted signage.8. 

Use of one signage 9. 
post for information 
displayed in two 
directions.

1.

6.

2.

7. 8. 9.

3. 5.

4.

ROAD SIGNS & SURFACE MARKINGS
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placed in service boxes to the back of the 
footway. Consideration must be given about 
how the camera will be maintained and the 
future access requirements.

5.4.8 Construction

All temporary construction hoardings, 
scaffolding and objects to be placed on the 
highway must be agreed with B&NES licensing 
services. It is the responsibility of those 
erecting the construction hoarding to seek 
permission.

Other cities have developed civic branding 
for on-going city projects which help make 
construction works appear tidy and as 
part of a co-ordinated programme to the 
general public. Construction hoardings 
and barriers can be branded with B&NES 
graphics and stored between works. Generic 
graphic branding works in conjunction with 
temporary display boards, which show site 
specific project information.

TEMPORARY / EVENT SIGNS

TRAFFIC CONTROLS

CONSTRUCTION : TEMPORARY SCREENS / SIGNAGE
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STREET TREE

RIVER EDGE

CLUMP/ GROUP

INDIVIDUAL SPECIMEN

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

5.5 TREES 

The following guidance is set out to ensure new 
trees in Bath’s public realm are planted in the 
right places, in the correct way and the existing 
trees are valued and maintained to ensure 
longevity and continuity. Tree planting and 
maintenance should be discussed with B&NES 
arboricultural team to evaluate proposals and 
assess species choice.

Trees are valuable aspects of the public realm 
and contribute the following benefits:

Environmental benefits – creating •	
microclimate, trapping dust, producing 
oxygen, reducing localised temperatures, 
wind mitigation, reducing effects of flash 
flooding, providing habitats.

Social benefits – historic continuity, •	
providing colour & seasonal interest in an 
urban environment, acting as landmarks, 
giving shade & shelter increasing comfort 
levels for staying activity, screening or 
filtering views. 

Economic benefits – increasing property •	
values by creating special places, acting as 
markers directing people to specific places.

5.5.1 Location

The landscape setting of Bath is an important 
aspect of the city’s identity and character, 
recognised in the citation for the city’s status as 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The proximity 
of the wooded slopes surrounding the city 
lends it a characteristic green backdrop. At the 
same time, however, much of the city centre 
is contrastingly austere and bare of trees. 
Street trees have never been a significant and 
common feature of the city landscape, partly 
due to the extensive network of vaults and 
cellars under the streets themselves, which 
limit opportunities for planting. However, trees 
are an important feature of particular spaces 
within the city centre, and along the riverside. 

Four ways to use trees in Bath have been 
identified through the baseline survey:

Individual specimens: A special feature of 1. 
Bath is the way in which individual trees 
have been carefully planted in several 
hard-paved enclosed spaces in the city 
centre, creating a contrasting canopy of 
shady foliage in summer, and an attractive 
branched framework over the space in 
winter. Particular examples include the 
two large Plane trees in Kingsmead Square, 
and the single Plane tree in Abbey Green. 
These trees create a strong and memorable 
impression, and contribute to the 
perception of Bath as a “green city”. 

Clump / group: Small groups of trees, 2. 
arranged in circles and other less formal 
compositions are a feature of the green 
spaces throughout the city centre. Species 
include Maple, Horse Chestnut and 
Plane. In some places, such as Norfolk 
Crescent, these clumps are designed to be 
experienced dynamically; as one walks past, 
the trees position against its neighbour 
and the architectural backdrop appear to 
change noticeably, enhancing the sense 
of movement. In other locations, such as 
Queen Square, the tree groups reinforce the 
architectural composition of the space.

 Street trees: It is unusual to find trees 3. 
planted within streets in central Bath. Most 
examples are relatively recent attempts to 
green the city, and there is no consistent 
pattern to the arrangement of planting or 
the choice of species. Examples include the 
Birch trees in Laura Place, and Cherry Trees 
in South Parade. In both of these examples 
the trees appear diminutive and out-of-
scale with the street, and clutter the view.

River edge: extensive lines of trees are 4. 
found along the riverside walk and banks 
of the River Avon. In places these are the 
result of regeneration of self-sown species 
such as Willow and Alder; this planting is 
typically unmanaged. In other locations, 
for example alongside the Bath Rugby 
Club, there are statuesque Tulip trees 
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1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4

TREE PLANTING WITH TYPICAL STREET FEATURES

Minimum recommended offset to building frontage - 1. 
4000mm

Minimum clear stem 2100mm.2. 

Minimum clear footway zone 2100mm.3. 

Minimum tree pit size 1500mm x 1500mm.4. 

Tree offset in relation to services - To be agreed on 5. 
case by case basis with statuary service provider. The 
introduction of root liners and barriers can reduce the 
generic easement offset set distance provided in the 
first instance. Tree species selection can also impact the 
offset distance requirement.

Minimum offset to existing cellars - 2000mm.6. 

Minimum offset between avenue trees - depends on size 7. 
and species of tree - 5000mm approximate distance.

Tree pit to be planted as trench where possible to 8. 
maximise soil capacity for tree root zone and enable 
healthy tree growth.

SITING

Tree sited too close to the adjacent building’s frontage 9. 
and growing outwards into carriageway - consider 
full grown scale of tree when planting and impact on 
surroundings.

Regeneration growth impacting on views and key 10. 
heritage vistas - consider management programme to 
maintain open views.

Plane trees at Kingsmead Square match massing of 11. 
adjacent buildings and create shady ambience.

Growing tree pushing up edging and adjacent surfaces 12. 
- consider full grown scale of tree when planting and 
appropriate surface details.

Scale of tree out of scale with height of buildings and 13. 
width of street - consider species & growth habit at 
section stage.

Well placed medium-sized tree providing shade and 14. 
interest

9

10

11

12

13

14

(Liriodendron), which were clearly planted 
to complement the scale of the river 
corridor.

5.5.2 Siting

New planting should be understood in 
relation to the specific urban context. Tree 
planting effects the character and function of 
a space and designs for tree location should 
take into account the current use of the 
space and the original design intentions or 
the overall proposed design.  The following 
principles set out general guidance for 
positioning trees:

Composition: Consider how planting will 
relate to the surrounding context and the 
immediate and long-term impact of trees. 
Evaluate the impact of trees on the overall 
street scene.

Scale & proportion: The overall size of a fully-
grown tree should be considered in relation 
to the scale of the surrounding streetscape. 
Scale should be considered in relation to the 
height of adjacent buildings and the width 
of a street. Generally single specimen trees 
or trees in parks & landscape can be larger 
than street trees between buildings. The 
Department for Transport guidelines ‘Manual 
for streets’ provides guidelines for height to 
width ratios when planting trees.

Spacing: Trees can be planted at different 
density to achieve varying effects. Consider 
the design intentions when recommending 
planting density e.g. the spacing to an avenue. 

Time-frame: Consider new planting both in 
the short-term and long-term. Trees need 
to be planted at a scale, which will give 
immediate effect, but the eventual size 
and habit of a tree must be considered. The 
lifespan of different tree species varies and 
can be affected by the local environment and 
conditions. When reviewing the lifespan of 
the tree consider how the change in shape 
and size will impact on the original design 
intentions and assess whether this is relevant.
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Practical principles for positioning: 

Available space: Trees must not be planted 
where they will cause obstruction to pedestrian 
routes, obstruction to the movement of traffic, 
block sight lines or interrupt important views 
and vistas.

Pavement width: Trees must be planted at 
sufficient distance from the kerb to ensure 
there is no obstruction to pedestrians and 
vehicles and allowing for the future growth of 
the trunk, limbs and branches – refer to clear 
zones sections.

Street furniture: Tree location must be 
considered in conjunction with other elements 
in the public realm. Trees need to be located 
where they will not interfere with the function 
of other elements such as lighting, traffic 
signage etc and consideration must be given 
to seasonal leaf, fruit, sap drop onto adjacent 
objects.

CCTV: As above tree locations must be 
considered in relation to the placement of 
CCTV and creating large areas which cannot be 
seen. Existing mature trees can be assessed for 
pruning if necessary. The location of a camera 
should be secondary to the location of a street 
tree and CCTV coverage should not determine 
tree planting locations. 

Vaults & cellars: Bath’s extensive cellar system 
will impact on possible locations for tree 
planting. Survey work must be undertaken to 
ensure the exact location of cellars in relation 
to proposed trees.

Shade, shelter and sunlight: Consideration 
must be given to the growing conditions 
allowing for shade or sunlight. Trees will also 
impact on adjacent building and care must be 
taken when proposing trees next to windows 
and habitable rooms.

Safety: Careful detailing of tree pit surface, 
adjacent surfaces and the protection of 
tree roots should allow for the continuous 
expansion and settlement of ground levels 
around trees to mitigate the problem of trip 
hazards in future. Tree pit surfaces will need 

to be assessed on a regular basis to monitor 
condition.

Services: The location of services both 
underground and overhead must be considered 
when locating and planting trees. Detailed 
survey and assessment will be required and 
consultation with the relevant statutory 
provider will need to be undertaken to discuss 
planting proposals in proximity to services.

Growing conditions: Often urban locations 
provide poor growing conditions. The ground 
is usually compacted, has been disturbed over 
time and hard surfaces restrict water ingress. 
Careful detailing of in ground tree pits will need 
to mitigate these factors to ensure healthy tree 
growth. Planting in containers should generally 
be avoided as they provide restricted growing 
conditions, often require irrigation and can be 
an obstruction within the public realm.

5.5.3 Species Selection

Assessment of the site and design intentions 
will guide the selection of a suitable tree 
species and consideration must be given to the 
following key criteria to ensure the appropriate 
species selection:

Size: Consider the overall size at maturity for a 
fully-grown tree. Site conditions may affect the 
long-term size of a tree and an understanding 
of site conditions and planting conditions must 
also be taken into consideration.

Shape/ form: The shape of a tree should be 
considered – is it round, oval, vase or columnar 
and consider if the tree is to be viewed as 
a single specimen or as part of a grouped 
composition.

Canopy density & leaf size: Consider leaf 
size and shape and how they impact when 
combined with the density of the tree canopy 
and arrangement of branches. A dense, closed 
canopy tree (horse chesnut) will cast more 
shade than an open canopy tree (birch) and 
narrow canopy trees will have a different 
impact than broad canopies on the surrounding 
streetscape.

Cherry London Plane Lime

PineFastigiate Oak White Willow

Silver Birch: single stem Silver Birch: multi-stemTulip tree Alder
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TREE TYPOLOGY TYPICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS                 

TYPICAL TREE SELECTION (Incorporating commonly used species in Bath)

SMALL (Less than 9m high) MEDIUM (Between 9m and 15m high) LARGE (Over 15m high)

SPECIES DESCRIPTION SPECIES DESCRIPTION SPECIES DESCRIPTION

Street tree Narrow crown, columnar, 
tolerant of hard surfaces

n/a n/a Small Leaved Lime (Tilia cordata 
Greenspire)

Native, slow growing & long lived, 
tolerant of most soils and hard 
surfaces. Compact, pyramidal 
shaped crown suitable for street 
tree planting.

Cypress Oak (Quercus robur 
Fastigiata (Koster) )

Uniform, narrow crown, tolerant of 
urban pollution, good tree for wildlife, 

Whitebeam (Sorbus aria) Densely branched crown, white 
flowers in spring, tolerant of dry 
soils and hard surfaces.

Caucasian Lime (Tilia x euchlora) Large tree with wide crown, reacts well 
to pollarding, free of aphids, ideal tree 
for pleaching or boxing in hard areas.Chanticleer Pear (Pyrus 

calleryana)
Fast growing, deep rooted, 
tolerant of urban pollution, most 
soils, hard surfaces, effective in 
reducing urban pollution.

Field Maple (Acer campestre 
‘streetwise’)

Native, tolerant of any soil and 
hard surfaces.

Clump/ group Parkland species, native and 
naturalised specimen species

Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris) Round shaped crown, tolerant 
of most soils. Numerous apple 
cultivars giving range of crown 
shapes, flower size and colour.

Rowan/ Mountain Ash (Sorbus 
aucuparia)

Native, red berries in autumn and 
good autumn colour

Holm Oak (Quercus ilex) Evergreen, Naturalised in UK since 
1500’s, 

River edge Generally native with feature 
specimen species, flood/ water 
logging tolerant

Common Hawthorn (Crataegus 
monogyna)

Native, broad spreading, compact 
crown, white flowers in spring, 
tolerant of most soils and urban 
conditions, effective in reducing 
urban pollution.

Silver Birch (Betula pendula) Quick growing,  tolerates wide 
range of conditions, not suitable 
for compacted soil, limited life 
expectancy (30-40 years), light 
foliage, clear or multistem.

Tulip Tree (Liriodendron 
tulipifera)

Specimen species, fast growing with 
straight central trunk, tolerant of all 
soils, hard surfaces, tolerant of urban 
pollution.

Norway Maple (Acer platanoides 
‘Drummondii’)

Sturdy, reliable tree with large 
proportions, effective in reducing 
urban pollution.

Italian Alder (Alnus cordata) Hardy, disease resistant, tolerant of 
most soils but surface roots can disrupt 
adjacent hard surfaces, effective in 
reducing urban pollution.

European Bird Cherry (Prunus 
padus)

Native, relatively late flowerer, 
tough tree tolerant of urban 
conditions, 

White Willow (Salix alba) Native, iconic waterside tree, reacts 
well to regular pollarding, fat growing, 
tolerates most soils and temporary 
flooding.

Individual/ specimen Round-headed, columnar or 
multi-stem trees

Snowy Mespilus (Amelanchier 
‘Lamarckii)

V. shaped crown, fine branched,  
small white flowers, good autumn 
colour, tolerant of most soils and 
hard surfaces. Can be grown as 
multistem.

Common Hornbeam (Carpinus 
betulus)

Native, low growing, densely 
branched tolerant of urban 
pollution and compacted surfaces, 
rounded crown.

London Plane (Platanus x 
hispanica)

Fast growing, tolerant of urban pollution, 
hard surfaces, root compaction and 
vigorous pruning

Austrian/ Black Pine (Pinus 
Nigra)

Evergreen, pyramidal form when 
young, tough and tolerates 
exposed conditions.

Sorbus aria Lutescens Distinctive silvery white young 
leaves, compact, rounded tree. Broad-leaved Lime (Tilia 

platyphyllos)
Native, tolerant of pruning, compact & 
stocky form

Turkish Hazel (Corylus colurna) Tolerant of hard surfaces and 
drought conditions, generally 
dispease free,

Stag Horn Sumach (Rhus 
Typhina)

Small tree or shrub, excellent 
autumn colour, prone to suckering
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Native/ Biodiversity: Consider if tree selection 
requires native species. Preference should be 
made to species which suit the site conditions 
and not just native species. All tree species will 
benefit the biodiversity of a site and need not 
necessarily be “native”. Few evergreen trees are 
native and these criteria should not limit their 
use.

Pest & diseases: Creating good growing 
conditions for a healthy tree will help prevent 
pests and diseases which often attack 
unhealthy trees. Consideration should be given 
to tree diseases of national importance when 
sourcing trees from abroad.

Other characteristics:  Other characteristics 
should be considered when selecting trees 
species such as fruiting habits, sap drop, 
blossom, leaf drop, seasonal colour, and rooting 
depth

Typical species: Refer to typical species table 
for outline of tree species which sets out the 
key categories: Individual / specimen, Group/ 
clump, Street trees, River edge and options for 
large, medium and small tree for each category. 
The list in not definitive but provides typical 
habit and size for consideration.

5.5.4 Management & Maintenance

Street trees grow in stressful environments. 
Their rootzones are often restricted by 
compaction and physical structures; oxygen 
and water supply to roots can be variable; 
they suffer physical damage to trunks and 
branches. Street trees therefore require more 
maintenance than trees in parks and open 
ground.

5.5.5 Tree Planting Conditions

To establish high quality tree planting the 
detail and size of the tree pit is fundamental to 
the tree’s successful establishment and ongoing 
health.

Tree specification: Generally street trees should 
be planted at a minimum size of 30-35cm girth, 

6-7m tall with a clear stem of 2.1m.

Tree pit size: Trees require good growing 
conditions to perform and cannot thrive in soil 
which lacks nutrients, air and water. Maximising 
soil volume will enable growth of larger, 
healthier trees in urban situations. 

Tree pits should be as large as possible - Tree •	
trench solutions should always be the first 
option, grouping trees with the pit forming 
a continuous trench of soil. If insufficient 
space is available individual tree pits should 
be implemented.

A minimum tree pit size of 1500 x 1500 x •	
900mm deep is recommended for paved 
areas. This must only be used if tree roots 
can extend beyond the tree pit into free 
draining medium. Root cell systems can be 
used to maximise soil volume capacity in 
restricted space below ground.

Soil to be premium grade topsoil or load •	
bearing, compactable urban tree soil.

Consideration must be made for the •	
dimensions of the root ball related to the 
size of tree specified - a larger tree will have a 
larger rootball.

Staking & irrigation: Above ground staking and 
guards are not appropriate in urban situations. 
All urban trees should be planted using 
underground guying aeration and irrigation 
systems.

Root barriers: Root barriers to be used to 
protect adjacent paving from root lift or 
statutory services from root ingress. Root 
barriers should not encircle and containerise 
the tree.

Surfaces: All tree pits to be surfaced using 
porous resign bound gravel.  Tree grills are not 
acceptable within the city centre and should be 
removed and replaced with porous resin surface 
as part of ongoing maintenance repairs.

Lighting: Refer to lighting technical guidance for 
details on lighting trees.

Special conditions: Special consideration should 
be given to tree planting conditions in the 
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TYPICAL TREE PIT DETAIL IN HARD SURFACE.

Twinwall drainage geotextile. 1. 

2nr irrigation systems: to root ball and to wider root zone. 2. 

High quality load bearing root zone structure to provide 3. 
min 92% topsoil by volume, allowing good root growth - 
Root cell structures to be filled with good quality locally 
sourced topsoil.

Root barrier to protect pavement construction and 4. 
to deflect root growth downwards towards root zone 
structure.

Galvanised steel angle to edge of tree pit, fixed to 5. 
concrete slab.

50mm layer porous resin bound gravel to tree pit. 6. 

Min 50mm layer clean pea gravel to allow free drainage 7. 

MIN 2100MM CLEAR STEM

C
E

N
T

R
E

 L
IN

E

MIN 900MM DEPTH

1

3 2 25 8 6 7 4 1012 11 139

into growing zones.

Underground guying system - ‘Dead Man’ system or 8. 
similar.

Loose gravel infill to centre of tree pit to allow stem 9. 
growth - Hoggin or similar.

Treepit backfilled with urban tree soil compacted strictly 10. 
in accordance with suppliers instructions.

Textured pennant trim to tree pit edge - refer to section 11. 
5.1.4 for typical edges & trims.

Concrete slab thickens to edge of tree pit - refer to 12. 
engineers for paving bedding details.

Finish & depth varies.13. 

MIN 750MM

river corridor flood zone allowing for 
occasional submergence and the impact 
of passing objects.

Planting new trees should follow typical 
guidance set out in the following 
document - Trees in Hard Landscapes A 
guide for Delivery, Trees & Design Action 
Group, 2014.
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5.6 SOFT LANDSCAPE 

The following guidance describes how soft 
landscape should be used to enhance Bath’s 
city centre. Planting within the city can bring 
colour, seasonal interest and green structure to 
the street scene. Planting is a feature of parks 
and courtyards in Bath city centre and does not 
normally form part of the existing streetscene.

Commonly used elements include grass/ lawn, 
shrubs, hedge & perennials, annual displays and 
riparian vegetation. All planting schemes and 
species selection are for approval by B&NES 
planning & environment team.

5.6.1 Grass/ Lawn

Formal lawns are a feature of Bath; they are 
associated with landmark building groups such 
as the Circus and Crescent, where they form a 
unifying level surface which offsets the building 
facade. Levels of public use and maintenance 
are factors which should influence the choice of 
grass species.

Informal lawns, in which grasses and flowers 
are left to grow long, are found in naturalistic 
planting areas. They provide an effective means 
to improve biodiversity and introduce seasonal 
variation. Interplanting lawns with drifts of 
bulb planting and pot-grown herbaceous plants 
will allow regular mowing of conventional lawns 
around informal bands of longer planting.

5.6.2 Shrubs/ Hedges/ Perennials

Shrub planting is uncommon in the city centre 
areas of Bath; it is normally associated with 
parks and garden areas where they provide 
evergreen and seasonal foliage effects, 
flowering and screening. Flowering and 
groundcover shrubs will not be a feature of 
street planting in the city centre in the future.

Neatly clipped hedge planting provides an 
attractive textured green foil to the warm 
honey tones of Bath stonework. Evergreen 
shrubs which fulfil this purpose include 
Box, Yew (both native species) and Chinese 

Honeysuckle. 

Perennial herbaceous planting is an increasingly 
fashionable feature of “Prairie-style  Planting”, in 
which closely spaced plants provide a continuous 
year-round display of colour scent and textures. 
These require special conditions and skilled 
horticultural maintenance and are suitable for 
parks and gardens where they can be positioned 
to best effect. 

Species selection should, where possible, 
be drawn from native species, in order to 
optimise bio-diversity and resilience. Plants 
should be specified in appropriate sizes for 
rapid establishment and where necessary as 
containerised stock so that planting can take 
place outside the normal planting season.

Planting in the public realm is frequently 
subjected to stresses which are not found in 
domestic settings, such as exposure, physical 
damage, infrequent watering and feeding. 
Planting should be selected for their tolerance 
of site conditions. Maintenance should include 
weeding, feeding and pruning operations.

5.6.3 Annual Displays

Annual planting provides year round interest and 
can offer variety and colour to create a dynamic 
display.  Annual displays are generally temporary 
and seasonal and are important to key civic 
awards such as “Bath in Bloom”.

Typical display seasons for planting include spring 
(February to April), summer (May to September) 
and Christmas (December – January.

Designs of annual displays should vary from the 
traditional bedding style planting to displays, 
which encourage incorporation of native 
species. Greater emphasis should be placed on 
bold, colour block swatches of planting to give 
greater impact. Annual species selection should 
consider plants, which give year round interest 
with seasonal change combined with structural 
plants for periods of low interest.  The required 
scale and impact of the planting design should be 
assessed in relation to the proposed location.

GRASS / LAWN

SHRUBS/ HEDGES / PERENNIALS
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Hanging baskets: Hanging baskets are a civic 
tradition and add seasonal colour to the city 
but the level of provision should be carefully 
assessed in Bath’s historic context. Baskets 
give more effective impact when placed as 
groups rather than as individual elements. 
Baskets should not obscure or detract from 
historic building frontages and views and as 
such should be placed to the back of footway 
or hung off buildings. Hanging baskets should 
never be located to the centre of footways.

Moveable/ portable planters: Temporary 
planters should be treated as per guidance 
principles for street furniture. Planters can 
be used for temporary annual displays or for 
semi-temporary incorporating small trees 
and shrubs. Plants must be large enough to 
provide immediate impact and withstand 
the urban situation. Specie’s choice should 
consider the following key principles: aspect, 
evergreen/ length of season for display, 
vandal resistance, drought tolerance, low 
maintenance, hazard free.

Management & Maintenance: Consideration 
to be given to the ongoing irrigation 
requirements for hanging baskets and 
planters. Manual inspection must be used 
in conjunction with automated systems to 
ensure back-up in case of failure. Annual 
flowering plants often require additional 
maintenance visits to allow for deadheading, 
ensuring the on-going quality of the display.

5.6.4 River bank planting

Riverside planting along the river Avon in the 
city centre of Bath is currently very limited. 
New planting will enhance the biodiversity of 
the river corridor. However, the design of the 
planting should take account of the flooding 
profile of the river and the need for specialist 
and high intensity maintenance requirements 
such planting needs in order to look good all 
year round.

WATERSIDE VEGETATION

GREEN WALLS AND ANNUAL DISPLAYS
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5.7 ANIMATION 

Streets are animated by people as they walk 
and participate in street activities. People 
enjoy the buzz of a bustling street, but dislike 
congested, crowded conditions. The following 
guidance concerns the placement of features 
like stalls and cafe terraces so that they 
contribute to street animation. 

5.7.1 Licensing

Street trading/ Market stalls•	

Café chairs, tables & barriers•	

Temporary seating•	

The criteria for creating a new market stall 
pitch are contained within the Council’s street 
trading policy and include considerations 
regarding:

any effect on road safety, either arising •	
from the siting of the pitch or from 
customers visiting or leaving 

any loss of amenity caused by noise, traffic •	
or smell 

existing Traffic Orders e.g. waiting •	
restrictions 

any potential obstruction of pedestrian or •	
vehicular access 

any obstruction to the safe passage of •	
pedestrians 

the safe access and egress of customers and •	
staff from the pitch and immediate vicinity 

The Council should regularly reassess 
pitches to ensure they meet the criteria. The 
reassessment should ensure that the pitch 
remains appropriate if the use patterns of the 
street have changed or if sight-lines or views 
have changed.

Where conditions allow, pitches should be 
placed against a wall. The stall will animate an 
othewise blank frontage and the rear of the 

TYPICAL PAVEMENT CAFE FEATURES

Tables & chairs.1. 

Umbrellas, canopies, heaters.2. 

Boundary treatment.3. 

Minimum 250mm clear offset to building facade.4. 

Minimum 1400mm width for cafe tables & chairs. 5. 
Maximum 5000mm.

Minimum 1800mm clear walking zone for pedestrians 6. 
- refer to section 3.2.3 clear zone. In an area of crowded 
footways the clear zone will be required to be wider 
depending on the available footway width. 

Where footway width exceeds 3600mm - tables and 7. 
chairs area should not cover more than 1/2 the total 
footway width. 

TYPICAL MARKET STALL STREET FEATURES

Market stall.8. 

Minimum 1800mm clear walking zone to building 9. 
frontage to allow for continuous retail use.

Minimum 1500mm width for typical market stall - 10. 
width will vary.

Maximum 600mm canopy overhang to pedestrian 11. 
zone.

Minimum 3000mm clear walking zone for pedestrians 12. 
between stalls - in an area of crowded footways the 
clear zone will be required to be wider.

Market stalls placed next to empty retail frontage 13. 
- minimum 900mm clear walking zone to allow for 
access. 

Market stall zone - width will vary depending on street 14. 
width available.

Central service zone between back to back stalls. 15. 
Minimum 1000mm clear zone to allow for access.

Images

Mismatched planters clutter footway.16. 

Simple graphic banners neatly coordinated.17. 

Attractive hedging, at a height to encourage people 18. 
watching.

Coordinated stalls at a popular Christmas market.19. 

4 5 6

7

8

8

9

9

10

10 15

12

14

14

13

11

1 2 3

16.

17.

18.

19.
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LICENSING - MARKETS, PRIVATE TRADING

LICENSING - CAFE FURNITURE

STREET TRADING / PRIVATE FURNITURE

stall will be screened from view.

Where possible free-standing stalls should be 
placed back-to-back to present an attractive 
front and sides to the street.

Seasonal street markets are increasingly 
important attractions. Stalls should be 
orientated so that they contribute to the 
animation  of the street. Where the street is 
lined with non-active or commercial frontages 
the stalls  should face each other in the middle 
of the street; where the street is more active, 
stalls should be placed back-to-back facing the 
footway.

Stalls provide a sheltered setting for 
interaction between passers-by, the stall 
holder and their produce. The design of the 
stall cover and fabric should be subordinate to 
the requirements to display goods attractively 
and maximise interaction. Cluttered, fussy 
displays are counter-productive.

5 / Product
June 2012 / Street Furniture Pattern Book Bath Public Realm Movement Project © PearsonLloyd 

Secondary Products

Primary

Secondary

Powdercoated 
mild steel, RAL 
7016

gr
ou

n
d

De Lank Granite Anodised  
Aluminium

Brushed 
Stainless steel

Iroko hardwood,
light oil

Acrylic Fabric

A secondary ‘lighter’ and more experimental layer of products.

Materials
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5.7.2 Street Theatre / Performance /   
 Events / Festivals

Many of Bath’s streets provide potential 
settings for theatre and performance, where 
the public can make surprising and inspiring 
encounters. The city’s professional walking 
tours and its wide range of buskers are popular 
attractions through the year, and make an 
important contribution to the animation of the 
city’s streets. 

Events and performances are unique, with 
special requirements which need careful 
planning. Consideration should be given to 
identifying suitable locations in the city where 
different types of street theatre could be offered 
– whether it be a static performance with 
separation between performers and audience, 
interactive theatre based in one location, or 
interactive performance along a route.

There are organisations in Bath with extensive 
experience of arranging street events, 
festivals and theatre. Bath & North East 
Somerset Council can assist in planning and 
implementing events, and can provide advice 
concerning:

Vehicle access and parking.•	

Power supply.•	

Road closures and barriers.•	

Coordination with other events / street •	
markets / buskers.

Public safety at street crossings on walking •	
tours and performances.

5.7.3 Buskers

Bath buskers are, with some exceptions, of a 
high quality. They are not currently regulated 
and require no licence or permission to 
perform in Bath. There is a Code of Practice 
for buskers which does not say where they can 
perform, only that they need to be at least 
50m apart. The buskers are self-regulated and 
arrange informal rotas with time-limited use of 
the best pitches by more experienced buskers. 

Buskers choose busier locations such as along 
the ‘spine’ of Union Street and Stall Street and 
around the Abbey where there is most footfall 
and where people tend to dwell. 

Street traffic calming, resurfacing and other 
improvements to the pedestrian experience in 
Bath will create better conditions for buskers. 

The Council should encourage additional 
busking sites in areas away from the Abbey to 
increase levels of animation.

5.7.4 Banners

Banners animate the streetscene and announce 
forthcoming events. When carefully planned 
and designed, well-located and managed, they 
can enhance the sense of a lively, dynamic 
city. They can also appear intrusive and risk 
cluttering the street with the paraphernalia of 
corporate logos. 

Advertising Regulations within the Town and 
Country Planning Act and Listed Building 
Legislation will inform the placement of 
advertising banners. Assessment criteria 
include: 

impact on the appearance of a building or •	
street scene in urban areas.  

design.•	

positioning. •	

materials. •	

colour. •	

proportion. •	

illumination. •	

In answer to a growing call from the cultural 
sector in Bath, the Council has been given 
planning consent for advertising banners to be 
used in certain city centre locations to promote 
festivals and events. Please refer to GUIDE TO 
APPLYING TO PUT UP BANNERS & FLAGS TO 
PUBLICISE YOUR EVENT OR FESTIVAL.

Images

Images illustrating typical 
infrastructure features 
required for events and 
typical events, street 
performance and busking

Consideration and 1. 
management of power 
cabling crossing 
pedestrian routes

Consideration of 2. 
requirement for large 
infrastructure unit - 
eg. trailers for outside 
broadcast

Widcombe Rising day. 3. 
Image by Paddy Doyle

Bath Christmas 4. 
market and carousel

Rainbow Steel Band. 5. 
Image by Ashley Reay

World Record waltz. 6. 
Image by Peter Salt

Existing busking in 7. 
Bath outside the 
Abbey

Existing busking/ 8. 
unlicensed street 
performance - Stall 
Street

Existing busking/ 9. 
unlicensed street 
performance - Stall 
Street

1.

3.

5. 6.

8. 9.7.

4.

2.
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This guide recommends that banner locations 
are focused on arrival points and routes to 
venues. Apart from a cross street banner 
on Milsom Street, these banners will all be 
either vertical or pendant banners fixed onto 
lighting columns and two temporary posts on 
Manvers Street. 

Advertising banners will have no more than 
30% of the banner surface area dedicated to 
the sponsor’s logo or text.

The banners should be seen as a  cultural 
commission in their own right and alongside 
informative advertising banners with event 
information and logos, the use of art banners 
to enhance venues and other locations 
should be encouraged. Purely artistic and 
non-commercial banners may be allowed in 
locations where advertising banners would be 
rejected. 

Options for placing advertising banners 
(subject to planning consent) include:

Light columns: modern lighting columns 
should be specified which are structurally 
designed to hold advertising banners. These 
provide the most suitable location for banners, 
in which the tall, narrow configuration allows 
sufficient space for graphics and information 
without cluttering the streetscape. As a series 
of verticals they provide an opportunity for 
relatively small banners to create an impact 
as a group. There are two standard designs – 
pendant and vertical. 

Cross Street banners: cross street banners 
can intrude on views of streets, buildings 
and sight-lines. They are most effective when 
they form a “gateway”, at the edge of the city, 
where they  can also work in series.

Railing banners:  Since these are set close 
to  pedestrians and at eye-height and are 
frequently very large, railing banners can be 
very intrusive. For these reasons, these are 
not encouraged as an appropriate solution for 
Bath.

As well as placement, key considerations in the 
use of banners are:

•	 quality	of	design	and	material

•	 tension	–	a	flat	readable	banner	with		
 no sag or bulge

•	 accurate	alignment	with	a	precisely		
 horizontal top line

Other means of promoting festivals and events 
are through advertising posters on existing 
billboards.

An overarching aim of the Pattern Book 
is ensure an open, accessible decluttered 
public realm, in which the experience of 
the streetscape is enjoyable. Provided they 
respect these principles, banners, posters 
and signs can and, if properly designed, 
should make a positive contribution to the 
streetscape of Bath.

Contacts:

Planning•	

Hghways•	

Images (right) illustrating a 
range of event advertising 
and artwork banners.

Existing event 10. 
advertising banner - 
Milsom Street, Bath

Temporary event 11. 
banners/ displays. 
George Street, 
Edinburgh

Bath Literature 12. 
Festival banner, Image 
by Julian Foxon

Banners/ display 13. 
spaces set into wall. 
Liverpool

Blank wall space in 14. 
Bath which provides 
opportunities for 
temporary banner 
installations

Interactive public art 15. 
banners

10.

12.

13.

15.14.

11.
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5.8 PUBLIC ART 

Bath is a city with a long history of patronage 
of public art. It has had an international 
reputation for innovative public art events. Art 
projects, by their very nature, are controversial; 
in Bath the introduction of contemporary art 
within a heritage setting is to be encouraged; 
the UNESCO Vienna memorandum supports 
this approach in ensuring that World 
Heritage Sites continue to provide a dynamic, 
contemporary public realm which respects the 
past.

Permanent public art can stimulate, provoke 
and inspire people, reinforcing their sense 
of connection to place and time. Temporary 
public art can do that too, as well as offering 
a continually changing programme which will 
attract visitors to repeat visits.

5.8.1 Temporary projects

Temporary public art, which by its nature 
has a time-limited impact on the city, can be 
seen as a way to experiment with innovative 
work in unusual locations within the city. For 
example sensitive locations such as the Abbey 
and Pulteney Weir have, in the past, been the 
setting for highly successful temporary light art 
installations. 

Key principles which should be considered at 
the outset of a temporary artwork commission 
include:

Location:•	  areas with high footfall and 
periods of congestion are not normally 
appropriate for large three-dimensional 
installations. Consider placing the artwork 
off main walking routes or at a higher level, 
e.g. on the side of buildings, at rooftops.

Security: •	 artworks attract attention from 
passers-by, sometimes leading to damage 
and accidents. Placement of installations 
near to walking routes and CCTV coverage 
can ensure that they are overlooked. 
Alternatively, courtyards, gardens and 
parks which are locked at night are possible 
locations for temporary art installations

Health and Safety:•	  H&S checks need to 
be done for all temporary installations but 
particularly interactive work designed to 
be used. Both the artwork itself and the 
method of fixing need to be checked by an 
engineer and / or health and safety officer.

Fixings:•	  need to be such that they do not 
damage the fabric of any building. Where 
possible artworks should be fixed onto 
existing fixings, e.g. on lighting columns or 
temporary bases/plinths can be created. 
Budgets should cover not only de-
installation but also making good the site 
after de-installation, e.g. re-turfing grass.

Environmental impact:•	   projects involving 
the  river Avon corridor must be checked 
with the Environment Agency. 

Sound: •	  installations involving sound should 
either be away from residential buildings, 
e.g. within a park, or the sound should be 
directional and only audible within a limited 
radius of the work.

Duration:•	  the duration of the installation 
may well impact on the location available. 
Artwork adjacent to listed buildings and 
sensitive views may be appropriate for a 
few days but may not be appropriate for 
a few months. A balance will need to be 
struck between location, duration and the 
financial viability of the project. 

Temporary Artwork places:

The process of securing approval for temporary 
art projects in Bath can be complex and time-
consuming. This can discourage potentially 
excellent projects from visiting Bath. In 
order to streamline the approvals process, 
consideration should be given to identifying 
the following types of space, where temporary 
artworks could be located, as part of a long 
term changing programme of art projects:

Large spaces within city centre, e.g. •	
squares, wide pedestrianised streets 
or large courtyards. Open spaces offer 
opportunities to change the character and 

Images 

Images illustrating a 
typical range of permanent 
public art (right page) & 
temporary artworks  (left 
page). 

St. Gallen, Switzerland1. 

Festival Square, 2. 
Edinburgh

Pris3. 

‘Walk of Art’: Yorkshire 4. 
Sculpture Park, 
Gordon Young.

Bishops Square, 5. 
Spitalfields, London

Glasgow city centre6. 

‘Superlambananas’, 7. 
Liverpool 2013.

Pisa airport8. 

‘Light night’ Liverpool 9. 

George Square, 10. 
Glasgow

Bristol11. 

‘Flailing Trees’, Gustav 12. 
Metzger, Manchester

1.

5.

6.

8.7.

2.

3.

4.
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use of that space temporarily – creating 
a ‘destination’ with unusual seating 
structures, interactive water features, or 
play structures for instance.

Small spaces within city centre:•	  e.g. 
mews, lanes and alleys just off the main 
tourist track offer opportunities for artists 
to make small-scale interventions, often 
quirky or thought-provoking, and a way to 
encourage people to explore the city.

Parks and green spaces: •	 These offer 
opportunities for temporary change of 
use or enhancement of the space and 
temporary events. Interactive installation, 
or timed event installations could attract 
many more visitors.

Riverside spaces: •	 Temporary art 
installations can be located along the 
river’s edge, on footpaths, or on the river 
itself. Temporary installations could 
encourage fitness and games activities 
along the river to attract more walkers, 
cyclists and families. Installations on the 
river could be special attractions for boat 
trips or draw more people to the river in 
the evening to see a spectacle.

Specimen trees:•	  Bath has a number of 
memorable specimen trees in the city 
centre. They offer potential locations for 
light art, sound art, wrapping, hanging or 
other types of non-harmful installation. 

5.8.2 Permanent Public Art

Permanent public art can stimulate, provoke 
and inspire people, reinforcing their sense 
of connection to place and time. Permanent 
public art should be seen as an investment 
in the city’s future. However because of its 
permanence it is often seen as contentious. 
Only the best quality of work should be given 
room in the city. 

A limited number of world-class permanent 
public art projects should be encouraged in 
Bath; each project should be developed as a 
unique installation in which considerations 

of scale, context, siting, juxtaposition and 
lighting are judged by informed expert 
curators on their merits.

9.

11.

12.

10.
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5.9 LIGHTING 

* Refer to the Bath City Centre Lighting 
Strategy by Speirs & Major.

The lighting technical appendix outlines  
technical guidelines and information required 
to design new lighting schemes in a method 
following the principles set out in the public 
realm framework guidance. The information 
outlines a range of technical details within 
which the individual lighting designer should 
work. This will help to ensure that lighting 
designed by others will make a consistent, 
positive contribution towards the development 
of a cohesively lit external environment after 
dark.

5.9.1 Lighting design process 

The model described below is an “ideal” lighting 
design process which should be observed by all 
those responsible for the lighting design. This 
process should be adjusted in relation to the 
consents/approvals, construction, handover 
and management stages according to the 
procurement route undertaken.

I) Feasibility

Assist with preparation of the lighting brief•	

Understand the requirements of the •	
briefing documents

Provide support to cost studies including •	
whole life cost

Carry out initial Environmental Assessment•	

II) Concept Design

Develop the lighting concept•	

Demonstrate compliance with the Lighting •	
Vision and briefing documents

Produce a lighting concept design report•	

Provide support to cost studies•	

Provide support to Environmental •	

Assessment studies

Make generic selection of lamps, luminaires •	
and associated equipment

Provide lighting design control intent•	

III) Co-ordinated Design

Develop scheme design•	

Prepare lighting presentation boards•	

Provide general arrangement plans and •	
sections showing the lighting layout at an 
appropriate scale

Carry out or provide lighting calculations to •	
typical areas to demonstrate lighting levels

Support co-ordination with building fabric, •	
structure and services

Make final selection of lamps, luminaires •	
and associated equipment

Agree lighting control methodology and •	
system requirements

Finalise maintenance plan•	

Carry out Design Risk Assessments in •	
accordance with current CDM regulations

Carry out mock-ups and lighting tests where •	
appropriate

Obtain working sample luminaires•	

Provide support to cost studies•	

IV) Production of Information

Finalise lighting design•	

Produce lighting layouts in CAD format for •	
incorporation into other fully co-ordinated 
drawings

Provide luminaire installation details•	

Carry out final lighting calculations•	

Support lead consultant in final co-•	
ordination with building fabric, structure 
and services

© 2013 Speirs + Major LLP.

Alley/Passage

Lighting Class S5

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Wall

Mounting Height

Single Level Narrow Street

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Wall

Mounting Height

Double Level Street

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Post + Balustrade

Mounting Height

Bath PRMS - Lighting Strategy
www.speirsandmajor.comPage 58
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Place

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Post

Mounting Height 6m

Parade

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting

Mounting Height

Single Level Wide Street

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Post

Mounting Height 6m

Bath PRMS - Lighting Strategy
www.speirsandmajor.comPage 59
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Retail Street

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Wall

Mounting Height

Street with Arcade

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting

Mounting Height

Waterfront Route

Lighting Class

Light Source LED

Colour Temperature <3000K

Colour Rendering Ra60+

Lantern Mounting Post + Bollard

Mounting Height

Bath PRMS - Lighting Strategy
www.speirsandmajor.comPage 60

STREET LIGHTING TYPOLOGIES

The diagrams above illustrate the manner in which the generic 
street typologies should be lit in terms of the luminaire 
mountings and their arrangements - refer to Section 6: 
Technical Guidance: Typology -  for more detail on typologies 
and typical lighting arrangement and Lighting Technical 
Appendix for typical lighting typologies
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Provide final specification of lamps, •	
luminaires and associated equipment.

Specify lighting control system and verify •	
correct operation.

Finalise maintenance information •	
including lamp and control gear. 

Provide support to cost studies.•	

V) Commissioning & Handover

Confirm that installed lighting equipment •	
and control system meets specification.

Carry out photometric field survey •	
to compare actual against specified 
illuminance, luminance and glare.

Obtain feedback from users on visual •	
comfort and suitability. 

Examine maintenance issues with local •	
engineering team.

Record lessons learnt.•	

© 2013 Speirs + Major LLP.
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Alleys/Passages

Streets

Equipment Strategy Omit Assess (Reposition/Refurbish/Rescale) Add

Existing Contemporary
Roadway Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Roadway Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Roadway Columns

Heritage Style
Street Lanterns

Heritage Style
Street Lanterns

Heritage Style
Street Columns

Private Lanterns

Private Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke
Threshold Overthrows

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Columns
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Streets

Equipment Strategy Omit Assess (Reposition/Refurbish/Rescale) Add

Existing Contemporary
Roadway Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Roadway Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Roadway Columns

Heritage Style
Street Lanterns

Heritage Style
Street Lanterns

Heritage Style
Street Columns

Private Lanterns

Private Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke
Threshold Overthrows

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Columns
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Waterfront/
Double-level 
Street

City Places/
Parades

Omit Assess (Reposition/Refurbish/Rescale) Add

Existing Contemporary
Street Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Street Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Street Columns

Existing Contemporary
Street Columns

Heritage Style
Street Lanterns

Heritage Style
Street Columns

Heritage Style
Street Columns

Heritage Style
Parapet Lanterns

Replicaor Bespoke
Parapet Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke
Entrance Overthrows & Railing Mounted Lanterns 

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Columns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Columns
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Waterfront/
Double-level 
Street

City Places/
Parades

Omit Assess (Reposition/Refurbish/Rescale) Add

Existing Contemporary
Street Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Street Lanterns

Existing Contemporary
Street Columns

Existing Contemporary
Street Columns

Heritage Style
Street Lanterns

Heritage Style
Street Columns

Heritage Style
Street Columns

Heritage Style
Parapet Lanterns

Replicaor Bespoke
Parapet Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke
Entrance Overthrows & Railing Mounted Lanterns 

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Columns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Lanterns

Replica or Bespoke 
Street Columns

OMIT

STREETS

ALLEYS & PASSAGES

CITY PLACES & PARADES

WATERFRONT & DOUBLE LEVEL STREET

KEEP (REPOSITION & RESCALE) ADD

STREET LIGHTING 
EQUIPMENT 

The existing palette of 
streetlighting furniture 
is made up of a mixture 
of various styles of 
fittings: heritage lanterns, 
reproduction heritage 
lanterns, contemporary 
roadway lanterns and some 
privately-owned wall-mounted 
lanterns.

This variety of fitting styles 
generally helps to enrich the 
street scene and enhance 
the city’s historic character - 
where streetlighting has been 
introduced gradually since 
1702, each time reflecting the 
styles and technologies of the 
time.

The strategy seeks to 
maintain the variety of 
lighting equipment but to 
employ appropriate mounting 
heights and quality of light 
throughout. This means the 
omission of contemporary 
roadway style lanterns, which 
produce graphic scallops of 
light onto facades and conceal 
the light source within a 
reflector. This may also require 
the removal or re-locating 
of large-scale wall-mounted 
lanterns that are too big 
for mounting at the heights 
proposed by the Lighting 
Strategy. 
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5.10 BELOW GROUND 

Much of the street network in Bath is built 
over cellars and vaults. The presence of these 
structures and the constraints they impose on 
the design of surfaces and the placement of 
street furniture, lighting and other features, 
should be considered at the outset of any 
public realm project in Bath city centre.

The following guidance sets out information 
which may be of use during the design and 
installation of public realm projects. All 
projects should have design input from civil 
and structural engineers. 

Street Materials

Paving materials will be selected from a limited 
palette to ensure consistency across the public 
realm. The depths of paving units and the 
pavement construction will be dependent 
on the substrate and the number of vehicle 
movements which the pavement is expected to 
accommodate.

A series of typical pavement construction 
details are shown which have been designed 
based on the requirements of BS 7533. 

5.10.1 Detailed Design Process for Specific  
 Sites:

Once a specific street has been selected the 
design process for the pavements should be as 
follows:

Determine number of vehicles which use 1. 
(or are expected to use) the street every 
day based on existing traffic count data or 
projections.

The number of “standard axles” using the 2. 
street each day should be determined 
through application of the conversion 
factors advised in BS 7533, the table of 
conversion factors as included in BS 
7533-12:2006 is represented below. It is 
important to note that where streets are 
designed as level or shared surfaces the 
pavement across the full width of the street 

should be designed to accommodate vehicle 
loading. 

Vehicle type Conversion factor

Buses and Coaches 1.3

2 axle rigid 0.34

3 axle rigid 1.7

3 axle articulated 0.65

4 axle rigid 3.0

4 axle articulated 2.6

5 axles or more 3.5

The relevant details should be selected 3. 
from the typical details provided.

As part of the site investigations the 4. 
substrate CBR should be determined and 
this will inform the depth of sub-base which 
should be provided. The typical details 
assume a minimum of 5%, where the CBR 
of the substrate is less than this figure the 
depth of sub-base should be increased as 
follows:

CBR (%) Min. depth of sub-base (mm)

4 250

3 300

2.5 350

<2.5 Seek specialist advice

All works should be constructed in 5. 
accordance with the requirements of 
the relevant section of BS 7533 and the 
Specification for Highway Works.

5.10.2 Pavements above cellars

Many of the streets of Bath are built above 
cellar structures which are associated with 
the adjacent buildings. The presence of the 
cellars means that in some instances the depth 
of construction that can be achieved will be 
restricted. In these instances the pavement 
will be constructed immediately above the 
cellar structures and, as such, the CBR of the 
substrate will not be a factor in the design.

In these instances the depth of pavement 
construction may be reduced as shown on the 
typical details. The reduction in depth can be 
achieved by the following means:

TWO VAULTS EXTENDING TO MIDDLE OF ROAD

ONE VAULT PARTIALLY UNDER ROAD

ONE VAULT EXTENDING UNDER ROAD

TWO VAULTS PARTIALLY UNDER ROAD

TWO VAULTS, ONE PARTIALLY UNDER THE ROAD 
AND ONE ABOVE ROAD LEVEL
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Providing a stone of increased flexural •	
Strength.

Reducing the depth of mortar (within •	
manufacturer’s requirements).

Reducing the depth of concrete and •	
providing continuous reinforcement (or 
fibre reinforcement where depth of slab < 
100mm).

Due to the restricted depth of cover above 
cellars any lighting columns, furniture or 
features should generally be specified with 
a base plate fixing to the concrete slab (see 
typical detail) rather than a root foundation. 

5.10.3 Drainage

Surface water run off from streets should 
generally be collected in highway gullies. 
Frames should be bespoke where necessary 
to ensure that they can be bedded on the 
roadbase beneath the adjacent channel 
blocks. Paving units should not be cut to 
accommodate gratings or covers. 

5.10.4 Services

Pipes and cables for underground services 
are installed and maintained by utility service 
providers. The constraints imposed by cellars’ 
and vaults’ structures mean that the space 
for installation of pipes and cables is limited 
and they are frequently located immediately 
below the bed of paving. Consideration 
should be given to coordination of installation 
between utility service providers to minimise 
disruption to street activity and to ensure 
limited space is used effectively. B&NES 
Council should continue to hold regular 
service coordination meetings with utility 
companies. 
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5.10.5 Site Investigations

Site investigations should be undertaken 
to inform the design and in advance of the 
works being undertaken in order to inform the 
pavement and drainage design. Investigations 
should consist of:

Desk-based review to include: plans showing 1. 
whether cellars present in the street, 
utilities plans, traffic counts or projections. 

Radar/geophysical survey to confirm 2. 
location, extents and depth of utilities and 
cellars.

CCTV and Sonde survey to determine depth 3. 
and location of drainage runs. 

Targeted site investigations may be 4. 
required to validate the findings of the 
radar/geophysical survey and to determine 
the CBR of substrate.

5.10.6 Railings and retaining walls

Railing and retaining walls will require site 
specific design to assess the below ground 
conditions and extent of existing cellars. The 
above process for site investigations should be 
followed to inform the design.
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Top : historic paving edges incorporated into 
contemporary carriageway surface
Middle : Base plate fixing used for column mounting 
over cellar in Bath
Bottom : sett carriageway laid over rigid sub-base 
Edinburgh.
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6. TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
BY STREET TYPOLOGY

should be arranged within the street 
typology.

The street typology data sheets should be used 
to inform design decisions related to public 
realm improvement and renewal projects 
which will affect existing streets.

The street typology data sheets can be used to 
inform the design development of new public 
realm streets and places within Bath.

The consistent application of the rules and 
guidance described in the street typology data 
sheets should be applied consistently across 
the street network in Bath city centre. This will 
ensure that:

the network of streets in Bath will develop a •	
more consistent and coherent character. 

a consistent framework of street layout is •	
established, which accepts innovation and 
adaptation to future requirements.

the pattern of use of materials and their •	

6.1 OVERVIEW

The public realm network in Bath will be 
formed by the five street typologies described 
in the following diagrams. Each typology is 
defined by the differences in width, enclosure 
and proportion, the interface with adjacent 
buildings and landscape, the layout and use of 
the surface. 

The five archetypal typologies are derived 
from the research and analysis of the historic 
street pattern of Bath. They are highly specific 
to the city centre of Bath, and are not directly 
applicable to areas outside the city centre.

The following pages include data sheets which :

describe the typical features of each •	
typology. 

outline the typical palette of paving •	
materials which is appropriate to the street 
type.

show how street furniture and lighting •	

Bath’s city centre will be a coherent network of streets 
connecting distinctive places. The Pattern Book defines 
the characteristics of the five street typologies which will 
provide the basis for street design in Bath in the future. 

layout will grow out of well-established 
good practice from the past.

in the future, public realm improvements •	
will reinforce the authenticity of the public 
realm as a component of the universal 
values of the World Heritage Site. 

The plan opposite shows the location of each 
street typology within the city. 

Alley Street

Street Street

Street Street

Parade Mews

MewsPlace
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0m 50m 100m 200m

n

Final doc colours

Alley/ Passage

1a

1b

Mews

2a

2b

2c

2d

Street

3a

3b

3c

3d

3e

3f

3g

3h

Parade

4a

4b

4c

Place

5a

5b

Final doc colours summary

Alley/ Passage

1a / 1b

Mews

2a / 2b

2c / 2d

Street

3a

3b, 3c, 3d, 3e

3f, 3g, 3h

Parade

4a, 4b

4c

Place

5a

5b

Figure 6.01.

Location plan: Street 
typology

1. Alley / Passage
1A  /1B

2. Mews
2A / 2B
2C / 2D

3. Street
3A
3B / 3C / 3D / 3E
3F / 3G / 3H

4. Parade
4A / 4B
4C

5. Place
5A
5B

Pedestrian priority core 
identified in strategy
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LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

1. Lantern fittings should be fixed to adjacent walls.

2. Fittings should not located high above the alley, but in 
relation to doorways and windows.

3. Fittings should be mounted on brackets away from 
walls, to optimise the backthrow of light against the 
adjacent stonework.

6.2 ALLEY/ PASSAGE: REF 1

6.2.1 Alley/ Passage 1A 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 1.5 - 3m

USE: Pedestrian-only route

CONFIGURATION: Paved surface coursed across 
alley, often with steps

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE:  Route between 
buildings with gable end wall, high boundary 
walls or railings to side

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Alley (un-named)

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Due to its narrowness, street furniture is not 1. 
normally placed within an alley.

Alleys often provide access up steep hills 2. 
in upper Bath; steps are a feature, which 

should be retained. Measures to improve 
accessibility should be carefully integrated 
into the steps and adjacent walls where 
appropriate.

Lighting will normally be mounted on 3. 
walls and buildings, adjacent to the alley 
walking route. Overthrow lighting is to be 
encouraged as a means to highlight the 
entrance to alleys.

ALLEY 1A : Alley

Pennant stones slabs - reclaimed. Random widths 1. 
between 500mm - 700mm courses x random lengths 
300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for pedestrian 
loadings only. Mix of grey and warm buff tones. Surface 
finish as existing with new cut edges to be dressed and  
rounded off.  

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

0m 50m 100m 200m

n
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LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

6.2.2 Alley/ Passage 1B 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 3 - 8m

USE: Pedestrian-only route

CONFIGURATION: Paved surface coursed 
across alley, with paved central channel

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage to 
two sides

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Union Passage, St John 
Parade

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Due to its narrowness, street furniture is 1. 
not normally placed within an alley.

Lighting will normally be mounted on 2. 
walls and buildings, adjacent to the alley 
walking route. Overthrow lighting is to be 
encouraged as a means to highlight the 
entrance to alleys.

ALLEY 1B : Union Passage

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 1. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and  rounded off. 

Pennant stone flat channel - new or reclaimed.  300 2. 
x 600mm. Laid flush. Depth of unit to allow for 

pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and  rounded off. 

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

0m 50m 100m 200m
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1. Lantern fittings should be fixed to adjacent walls; 
fittings should not located high above the alley, but in 
relation to doorways and windows.

2. Fittings should be mounted on brackets away from 
walls, to optimise the backthrow of light against the 
adjacent stonework.

3 Consider use of overthrow lighting fittings to mark 
alley entrances.
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6.3 MEWS: REF 2

6.3.1 Mews 2A 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 9 - 15m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicle route

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway, 
footway with drop kerbs and vehicle crossover 

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage with 
town house to single side fronting onto garage 
units

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Upper Church Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway for pedestrians is crossed by access 1. 
routes to adjacent garages. 

Crossovers should be paved to ensure 2. 

pedestrian priority, with narrow kerbs and 
flush channels to suit pedestrian movement.

Cross falls to crossovers should be carefully 3. 
designed to shed surface water into gutter.

Carriageway materials will vary.4. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3/4. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern 
fittings.

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 125mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. Grey 
tone.  Note: drop unit required to vehicle crossover 
detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 

Vehicle crossovers (refer to details 3.1.5) - Pennant 5. 
stone small modular. 100mm width (gauge) x random 
lengths of between 150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. 
Mix of grey and warm tones. Flamed or shot blasted 
finish.
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MEW 2A : Upper Church Street
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TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES
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MEWS 2B : James Street Mews

6.3.2 Mews 2B 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 15 - 20m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicle route

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - 
carriageway, footway with drop kerbs and 
vehicle crossover

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE:  Mixed active 
frontage

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: James Street Mews

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway for pedestrians is crossed by 1. 
access routes to adjacent mixed use 
frontage. 

Crossovers should be paved to ensure 2. 
pedestrian priority, with wide kerbs 
and flush channels to suit pedestrian 

movement.

Cross falls to crossovers should be carefully 3. 
designed to shed surface water into gutter.

Carriageway materials will vary.4. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3/4. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern 
fittings.

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand.   
Note: drop unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 

Vehicle crossovers (refer to details 3.1.5) - Pennant 5. 
stone small modular. 100mm width (gauge) x random 
lengths of between 150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. 
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6.3.2 Mews 2C

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 9 - 15m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicle route

CONFIGURATION: Level surface with no 
upstand kerbs, occasionally trees, often 
planted buffer to building boundary. Parking 
arrangement to slow traffic speeds. 

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage with 
town house to single side fronting onto garage 
units.

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Circus Mews

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Pennant stone footway signifying pedestrian 1. 
priority.

Crossovers should be paved to ensure 2. 
pedestrian priority, with narrow kerbs and 

flush channels to suit pedestrian movement.
Cross falls to crossovers should be carefully 
designed to shed surface water into gutter.

Carriageway materials will vary, but through 3. 
layout and appearance should encourage 
slow, careful driving.

Street trees should be encouraged where 4. 
site conditions allow, so that the greenery 
typical of adjacent back gardens extends 
into the public realm. Hedges can be 
used to define places within the street. 
Groundcover planting can be used to 
provide a bio-diverse surface for sustainable 
urban drainage.

Staying space, which might incorporate 5. 
playful features for imaginative play.

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

MEWS 2C : Trinity Close

2

1

3

4

Paved tables - Pennant stone small modular. 100mm 1. 
width (gauge) x random lengths of between 150mm - 
300mm. 150mm deep. 

Coloured bitmac. Typical aggregate size 6mm. Mix of 2. 
grey and warm tones to tie in with palette of natural 
stone/ Pennant.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid flush. Grey tone. New units 

to have sawn  sides  and flamed finish to exposed 
sides. Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing 
with new cut edges to be dressed and  rounded off.  
Note: drop unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 
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1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2 Contemporary wall mounted lantern fittings.
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MEWS 2D : Activity Mews

1

2

3

4

5

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

6.3.2 Mews 2B 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 11 - 15m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Level surface with no 
upstand kerbs, occasionally trees, often 
planted buffer to building boundary. Parking 
arrangement to slow traffic speeds. Activity 
‘objects’ within street

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage 
with typically residential use

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: New Pattern Book 
typology

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Planted frontages to adjacent buildings 1. 
provide privacy and a green edge to the 
footway

Car parking is integrated into the street 2. 
layout. with planting used to define and 
partially screen car park bays.

Carriageway materials will vary, but 3. 
through layout and appearance should 
encourage slow, careful driving

Street trees should be encouraged 4. 
where site conditions allow, so that the 
greenery typical of adjacent back gardens 
extends into the public realm. Hedges 
can be used to define places within the 
street. Groundcover planting can be 
used to provide a bio-diverse surface for 
sustainable urban drainage.

Staying space, which might incorporate 5. 
playful features for imaginative play.

1

2

3

4

Paved tables - Pennant stone small modular. 100mm 1. 
width (gauge) x random lengths of between 150mm 
- 300mm. 150mm deep. Mix of grey and warm tones. 
Flamed or shot blasted finish.

Coloured bitmac. Typical aggregate size 6mm. Mix of 2. 
grey and warm tones to tie in with palette of natural 
stone/ Pennant.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 

900mm. 250mm deep, laid flush. Grey tone. New 
units to have sawn  sides  and flamed finish to exposed 
sides. Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing 
with new cut edges to be dressed and  rounded off.  
Note: drop unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Paved vehicle surface - Pennant stone small modular. 4. 
100mm width (gauge) x random lengths of between 
150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Flamed or shot blasted finish.
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1/2. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern fittings.
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STREET 3B : Queen Street STREET 3B : Queen Street

6.4 STREET: REF 3

6.4.1 Street 3A 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 4 - 8m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicle access for servicing 
adjacent properties - existing layout already 
traffic-calmed

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway, 
narrow footway, small unit paving to 
carriageway, Kerb within historic core (A) to be 
laid flush - outside historic core to be laid with 
upstand (B)

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Non active - rear/side 
route between buildings with boundary walls 
to back of footway & active frontage

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Parsonage Lane, Queen 
Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway paved in stone slabs1. 

Kerb: Narrow 125-150mm stone kerb with 2. 
upstand

Carriageway paved in small unit stone setts3. 

Kerb: wide 300mm stone kerb with upstand4. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

a

a

b

b

Vehicle carriageway - Pennant stone small modular. 1. 
100mm width (gauge) x random lengths of between 
150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. 

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 125mm wide x 2. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. Grey 
tone. New units to have sawn sides and flamed finish 
to exposed sides. Note: drop unit required to vehicle 
crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 3. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 

Granite guidance paving. 320 x 400mm. Depth varies 4. 
dependant on loading. Laid flush with adjacent paving. 
White granIte tone to contrast with adjacent paving. 
Flamed finish to top.
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2 Contemporary wall mounted lantern fittings.
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STREET 3E : Shared Surface

1

2

3

4

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

6.4.2 Street 3B

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

TYPICAL WIDTH: 10 - 20m

USE:

CONFIGURATION: Pedestrian and vehicles, 
shared surface - flush surface trims, 
pedestrian guidance strip

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mainly retail

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: New Pattern Book 
Typology - Westgate / Cheap Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway paved in stone slabs1. 

Kerb: Narrow 125-150mm stone kerb laid 2. 
flush with edging channel as guidance 
strip

Carriageway paved in small unit stone setts3. 

Channel: 300mm stone channel laid flush4. 

Vehicle carriageway - Pennant stone small modular. 1. 
100mm width (gauge) x random lengths of between 
150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. 

Pennant stone flat channel - new or reclaimed.  300 x 2. 
600mm. Laid flush. Depth of unit to allow for traffic 
loadings. Mix of grey and warm buff tones. 

Granite guidance paving. 320 x 400mm. Depth varies 3. 
dependant on loading. Laid flush with adjacent paving. 

White granite tone to contrast with adjacent paving. 
Flamed finish to top.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2 Contemporary wall-mounted lantern fittings.
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6.4.3 Street 3C

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 6 - 15m

USE: Pedestrian-only with restricted vehicle 
access

CONFIGURATION: Flush kerbs & paving trims 
with no upstand. Occasionally outdoor seating 
areas and market stalls

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mainly retail

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Southgate

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway paved in stone slabs1. 

Kerb: wide 300mm stone kerb laid flush 2. 

Carriageway paved in small unit stone setts3. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

STREET 3D : Southgate

Vehicle carriageway (refer to details 3.1.5) - Pennant 1. 
small modular. 100mm width (gauge) x random 
lengths of between 150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep., 
SUDS construction makeup. Mix of grey and warm 
tones. Flamed or shot blasted finish

Pennant stone flat channel - new or reclaimed.  300 x 2. 
600mm. Laid flush. Depth of unit to allow for traffic 
loadings. Mix of grey and warm buff tones. New 
channel units to be flamed or sawn finished. Existing 

channel units  finish as existing with new cut edges to 
be dressed and rounded off. 

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 3. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and rounded off. 

1

2

3
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2 Contemporary wall-mounted lantern fittings.
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STREET 3F : Green Street

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

6.4.4 Street 3D

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 10 - 15m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Flush paved surface - 
regular spaced avenue tree planting, often 
SUDS-based paving schemes

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: New Pattern Book 
Typology - Avon Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway paved in stone slabs1. 

Kerb: wide 300mm stone kerb laid flush2. 

Carriageway paved in small unit stone setts3. 

Tree pits: framed by 300mm stone 4. 
channel laid flush

1

2

3

4

5

Vehicle zone (refer to details 3.1.5) - Concrete small 1. 
modular. 100mm width (gauge) x random lengths 
of between 150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep., SUDS 
construction makeup. Mix of grey and warm tones. 
To match tone of Pennant/ natural stone paving. 
Textured finish.

Pennant stone flat channel - new or reclaimed. 300 x 2. 
600mm. Laid flush. Depth of unit to allow for traffic 
loadings. 

Pennant edging - new or reclaimed. 125mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid flush. 

Footway (refer to details 3.1.5) - Concrete small 4. 
modular. Random widths between 500mm - 700mm 
courses x random lengths 300- 900mm.  SUDS 
construction makeup. 

Tree pit - Porous resin bound gravel. Warm, buff tones 5. 
to match local Bath stone and Pennant paving tones.
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1/2. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern fittings.
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6.4.5 Street 3E

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

TYPICAL WIDTH: 6 - 12m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Milson Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway paved in stone slabs1. 

Kerb: Narrow 125-150mm stone kerb with 2. 
upstand

Carriageway paved in bitmac3. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and  rounded off.  Note: drop 

unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and  rounded off. 

1

2

3

4

STREET 3C : Milsom Street
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3/4. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern 
fittings.
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STREET 3G : Bus Corridor

6.4.6 Street 3F

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 12 - 18m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles 

CONFIGURATION: Sections of traditional 
carriageway with upstand kerb with interim 
flush paved tables

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage,

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: New Pattern Book 
Typology - Manvers Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Footway on private land to match adopted 1. 
footway; paved in stone slabs

Adopted footway; paved in stone slabs2. 

Raised table to provide convenient level 3. 
access for pedestrians crossing. Raised 
table also improves traffic calming through 
reduced vehicle speed.

Kerb: wide 300mm stone kerb with 4. 
upstand

Carriageway paved in bitmac5. 

Channel: wide 300mm stone kerb laid 6. 
flush

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 1. 
dependent on ground conditions.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 2. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. Grey 
tone. Note: drop unit required to vehicle crossover 
detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 3. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 

lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 

Carriageway - Pennant stone small modular. 100mm 4. 
width (gauge) x random lengths of between 150mm - 
300mm. 150mm deep. 

As point 02 - laid flush.5. 
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3/4. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern 
fittings.
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STREET 3H : Gay Street6.4.7 Street 3G

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 12 - 24m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway, 
areas with railings and steps, coal holes/ 
historic features to surface

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mainly residential with retail units at ground 
level

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Gay Street 

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Adopted footway over private cellars paved 1. 
in stone slabs

Kerb: 125-150mm stone kerb with upstand 2. 

Carriageway paved in bitmac3. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and  rounded off.  Note: drop 

unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and rounded off. 

1

2

3

4
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3/4. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern 
fittings.
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STREET 3I : Lansdown Road

1

2

3

4

6.4.8 Street 3H

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TYPICAL WIDTH: 16 - 21m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - 
carriageway, areas with railings and steps, 
split level street with footway at higher level 
to one side, doors at street level into cellars 
with variable width threshold to street

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mainly residential

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Lansdown Road

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Adopted footway over private cellars paved 1. 
in stone slabs

Narrow Footway: refuge, paved in stone 2. 
slabs with upstand 125-150 kerb

Carriageway paved in bitmac3. 

Adopted footway over private cellars paved 4. 
in stone slabs

LOCATION

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependant on ground conditions

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and  rounded off.  Note: drop 

unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and  rounded off. 

1

2

3

4

TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES
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* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting

3/4. Contemporary wall-mounted and column-top lantern 
fittings
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6.5 PARADE: REF 4

6.5.1 Parade 4A 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 15 - 18m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway. 
Wide footway

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mixed

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Monmouth Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Wide adopted footway paved in stone slabs1. 

Kerb: 125-150mm stone kerb with upstand 2. 

Carriageway paved in bitmac3. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

PARADE 4A : Monmouth Street

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and rounded off.  Note: drop 

unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and rounded off. 

1

2

3

4
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3

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3  Restored overthrow with lantern fitting to entrances.
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PARADE 4B : George Street 6.5.2 Parade 4B 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 15 - 20m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway, 
areas with railings and steps, sometimes split 
level street with steps

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active  frontage, 
mixed. 

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: George Street

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Wide parade: adopted footway over private 1. 
cellars paved in stone slabs

Stone steps2. 

Carriageway paved in bitmac3. 

Narrow stone kerb 125-150mm with 4. 

upstand

LOCATION

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting

TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and rounded off.  Note: drop 

unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and rounded off. 

1

2

3

4
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6.5.3 Parade 4C

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 16 - 21m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - carriageway, 
areas with railings and steps, coal holes/ 
historic features to surface, adjacent green 
space/ landscape, wide footway

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mostly residential

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Royal Crescent

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Private access across “area” to front of house: 1. 
generally in stone slabs, with or without step

Adopted footway over cellars, in stone slabs2. 

Kerb: narrow stone kerb 125-150mm with 3. 
upstand

Carriageway in stone setts, coursed across 4. 
carriageway to follow alignment of street

Refuge: paved edge to low boundary 5. 
railings, in stone slabs

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

Carriageway (refer to details 3.1.5) - Pennant stone 1. 
small modular. 100mm width (gauge) x random 
lengths of between 150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. 

As point 1 - laid as channel trim detail (refer to section 2. 
5.2.4)

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. Note: 
drop unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 

1

2

3

4

PARADE 4C : Royal Crescent

TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting

3  Restored overthrow with lantern fitting
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PLACE 5A : Catherine Place

6.6 PLACE: REF 5

6.6.1 Place 5A 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 30 - 90m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

TYPICAL FEATURES: Footway - kerb - 
carriageway, areas with railings and steps, coal 
holes/ historic features to surface, central 
green space/ landscape

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Active frontage, 
mostly residential

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Catherine Place, The 
Circus

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Adopted footway over cellars, in stone 1. 
slabs 

Private access across “area” to front of 2. 
house: generally in stone slabs, with or 
without step

Refuge: paved edge to boundary railings, in 3. 
stone slabs

Garden4. 

Carriageway in stone setts, coursed across 5. 
carriageway to follow alignment of street

LOCATION

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURESTYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

Carriageway (refer to details 3.1.5) - Pennant stone 1. 
small modular. 100mm width (gauge) x random 
lengths of between 150mm - 300mm. 150mm deep. 

As point 1 - laid as channel trim detail (refer to section 2. 
5.2.4)

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. Note: 
drop unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. 

1

2

3

4

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Wall-mounted lighting fittings mounted low.

2. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

3  Restored overthrow with lantern fitting.
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PLACE 5B : Green Park Road

6.6.2 Place 5B 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

TYPICAL WIDTH: 12 - 17m

USE: Pedestrian and vehicles

CONFIGURATION: Footway - kerb - verge - 
carriageway, green verges with trees, often 
picnic seating areas, planted sloping bank to 
riverside walkway

FRONTAGE/ ENCLOSURE: Non active frontage, 
south side fronting onto river edge. Buildings 
set back from road with green planted frontage

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Green Park Road

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT

Planted verge, sometimes with trees1. 

Footway surfaced  in stone slabs 2. 

Carriageway surfaced in bitmac3. 

Footway surfaced in stone slabs4. 

Planted verge with trees5. 

Bank, with amenity space and additional 6. 
planting where possible

Towpath surfaced in in-situ concrete7. 

LOCATION TYPICAL SURFACE FINISH

0m 50m 100m 200m

n

TYPICAL LIGHTING FEATURES

White lining/ markings to road surface - requirement 1. 
varies dependent on required regulation.

Flexible asphalt or compact durable asphalt 2. 
dependent on ground conditions.

Pennant kerb - new or reclaimed. 300mm wide x 3. 
900mm. 250mm deep, laid with 60mm upstand. 
Existing kerb units to retain finish as existing with new 
cut edges to be dressed and rounded off.  Note: drop 

unit required to vehicle crossover detail.

Pennant stones slabs - new or reclaimed. Random 4. 
widths between 500mm - 700mm courses x random 
lengths 300- 900mm. Depth of unit to allow for 
pedestrian loading and light service traffic. Mix of grey 
and warm buff tones. New slabs to be flamed or sawn 
finished. Existing slabs finish as existing with new cut 
edges to be dressed and rounded off. 

1

2

3

4

* Within the pedestrian priority core paving sizes should 
include up to a maximum of 600mm, outside the core a 
proportional mix of paving sizes of up to 900mm must be 
allowed for within the paving mix.

1. Restored historic column and lantern lighting fitting.

2. Restored historic wall-top column and lantern lighting 
fitting.
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0m 50m 100m 200m

n
Figure 6..71

Bath City Centre showing 
locations of surface materials

6.7 STREET TYPOLOGY & SURFACE  
 MATERIALS

This plan summarises the 
recommended application of the Bath 
Pattern Book material’s palette to the 
city centre streets according to the 
typologies listed in preceding pages.

The plan show the predominance 
of natural stone / Pennant as the 
required paving surface for footways, 
crossings and causeways  throughout 
the city centre. In streets within the 
pedestrian priority core the plan shows 
that natural stone / Pennant will 
form the primary carriageway surface 
material.

In areas away from the pedestrian 
priority core, and on streets which are 
heavily trafficked, cross-city routes, 
the Bath Pattern Book guidance shows 
that, while footways, crossovers and 
crossings should be paved in natural 
stone /Pennant, it is acceptable to 
make use of bitmac as a carriageway 
surface material. Natural stone / 
Pennant details such as crossings and 
causeways should be used to signify 
the city centre, and define pedestrian 
crossing routes.

Natural stone/ Pennant to 
pedestrian priority area 
identified in public realm 
framework guidance

Natural stone / Pennant 
footway with bitmac 
carriageway with natural 
stone/ pennant crossovers & 
crossing details
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The Seven concept design locations within 
the pattern book part 01 were selected to 
illustrate how they might appear after they 
had been transformed through the application 
of the Pattern Book guidance. The sites 
were selected to present a range of different 
circumstances with different challenges. These 
concept designs demonstrate how to approach 
designing city places.

6.8 CITY PLACES

The Pattern Book defines city places as 
distinctive locations within the street network. 
They each have a special character which 
is derived from their context, history and 
contemporary function. 

Each place has a unique set of characteristics 
and requirements which are not possible to 
encapsulate specifically within the Pattern 
Book guidance format. Instead, designers 
should use the Pattern Book to:

provide background and contextual •	
information.

understand the role of the place in the •	
development of Baths’ public realm.

understand the role of the place and •	
its potential contribution to life in 
contemporary Bath.

develop a streetscape materials’ palette •	
which responds to the broader city-wide 
materials’ palettes.
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Figure 6.7.1

Bath City Centre showing 
locations of city places

Tranquil:
secluded/ separate, no 
activity programmed 
except sitting/ 
contemplation eg. 
churchyard, courtyard

Passive:
connected, sitting, 
sunbathing, reading, 
chatting eg. gardens

Active/ transactive: 
shopping, consuming 
eg. restaurant terrace, 
courtyard

Performance:
events, buskers, 
entertainment, 
participative eg. 
Kingston Parade

Arrival place:
orientation, point of 
arrival eg. Terrace Walk
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